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Rogue Criminals Do Not Warrant Blanket Indictments 

I authorized publication of a controver
sial article in our September 1999 
SOP (I Was There - "The Opium 

Express," by John Prester) . While incoming 
comms were not overwhelmingly pro or 
con, we did receive negative criticism from 
two special indi viduals toward whom I've 
always fe lt deep admiration: Brigad ier 
General Harry C. "Heinie" Aderholt, USAF 
(Ret.) and Mr. Joe Goulden, a noted conser
vative writer with over 20 published books 
to his credit. 

Both strongly object
ed to "The Opium 
Express" which , they 
perceive, wrongly accus
es the CIA and Air 
America of being en
meshed in drug-smug
gling into CONUS and 
elsewhere from South
east Asia. I am concerned 
and embarrassed that 
these two old friends 
would think that myself, 
or Soldier Of Fortune 
magazine, would purposely level such a 
wholesale and all-encompassing indictment 
against the valiant men and women of 
honor who served with both organizations. 

I've known the author, Mr. Prester (not 
his real name), for a good number of years, 
and I believed his accounts of his experi
ences in Vietnam - as controversial as they 
seemed to be. But nowhere in the text does 
John Prester (or SOP) claim that rank-and
file personnel of Air America and the CIA 
were aware of, or took part in, alleged ongo
ing drug-smuggling operations emanating 
from Southeast Asia. I should have, in hind
sight, published a clear and emphatic state
ment assuring you that neither Prester, nor I, 
were issuing blanket accusations against 
these two fine organizations. For thaJ over
sight I sincerely apologize, to Heinie, to 
Joe, and to our other readers. 

In the past I've spoken out against the 

My Lai Massacre, and I doubt that my com
ments were construed as relating to the 
entire military structure of the United 
States, or even to a single unit as a whole. 
The same goes for the payola scandal which 
rocked the Army in the late 60s-early 70s, 
as numerous high-ranking NCOs and offi
cers (the so-called "Khaki Mafia") were 
tried and convicted for their participation in 
the infamous and widely known corruption 
within the NCO club system. 

Did the Agency and Air America - as or
ganizations - run drugs 
in and out of South-east 
Asia? I say not just "No!" 
.. . but "Hell, no!" 

Did, however, indi
vidual rogue criminals 
and/or small e lements 
within AA and CIA take 
it upon themselves -
minus official sanctions 
- to profit from the drug 
trade; to smuggle bags of 
heroin - sewn inside 
American KIAs - into 

various military bases within the continen
tal United States; to engage in regional drug 
transport within Southeast Asia and feather 
thei r respective financi al nests through such 
illegal and immoral activities? I believe 
some did. 

During one of my several sojourns to 
Thailand I was told by a former Air 
America pilot that, on occasion, mysterious 
parcels were transported by Air America 
throughout Laos; parcels owned by Vang 
Pao and his H'mong tribesman, stalwart 
American allies in the CIA's so-called 
"Secret War in Laos." 

But the despicable actions of a very few 
should not cast shadows of guilt and suspi
cion on the brave individuals who served in 
AA, the Agency, the U.S. military and in
country civilian agencies. 

Their reputations and acts of sacrifice 
and heroism remain untarnished. ~ 
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What If Y2K Messes 
with Your Credit? 

CIE•MT 
SECl"EIS 

--

CREDIT SECRETS 
How to 

Erase Bad Credit 
Revised and Updated 
by Bob Hammond 

This expanded Credit 
Secrets will save you 
thousands of dollars 
in fees, finance 
charges and interest 
payments as you 
learn the very latest 
techniques to get rid 

of debt once and for all and establish good credit. 
Discover proven tricks used by lawyers, credit coun
selors and other pros who charge handsomely for 
their services. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 136 pp. 
#10008878 $18.00 

SOF Mission Training 
(Special Operation Forces, that isl 

U.S. ARMY SPECIAL 
OPERATIDNS TARGET 

INTERDICTIDN 
COURSE 

Sniper Training 
and Employment 

This is the official 
manual used by the 
U.S. Army to train 
snipers in support of 
Special Operations 
Forces (SOF) mis· 
sions. ft covers sniper 
team selection, organ

ization and employment; equipment requirements; 
marksmanship training; field skills; terrain consid· 
erations; ammunition and more. 8 1/2 x 11, soft· 
cover, illus., 560 pp. #10010783 $50.00 
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IDENTITY, PRIVACY, AND PERSONAL FREEDOM 
Big Brother vs. the New Resistance 

by Sheldon Charrett 
Identity control is a form of tyranny, and the author of The Modem Identity 
Changer has new tricks to help fight it. Learn the latest on making slick 
IDs, obtaining ID documents under another name and using ID tricks to 
maximize privacy in your life, from your mail to your job. For academic study 
only 8 1/2 x 11, softcover. photos, 240 pp. #10010759 $40.00 

THE Y2K COMPUTER CRASH SCENARIO 
What to Expect and How to Protect Your Assets, 

Your Credit, and Your Way of Life 
by Dr. John Mrozek 

The looming Y2K crash could have devastating effects on every
thing from phone service to medical and criminal records to mort
gages; bank and credit card accounts; and investments. Get prag
matic advice on basic precautions you can take to minimize the 
damage. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 64 pp. #10010072 $17.00 

DISK DETECTIVE 
Secrets You Must Knuw to 

Recover Information from a Computer 
by Norbert Zaenglein 

Designed to bring the secrets of recovering data from a PC, floppy disk or back· 
up device to the average person, Disk Detective includes precise instructions 
for recovering info ~om reformatted disks or overwritten files, retrieving 
deleted files, conducting key word searches, locating e-mail messages and 

!!li!!ll!ll!IJ much more. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 112 pp. #10009900 $20.00 

Make it Yourself and Save BIG! 
THE INVISIBLE ADVANTAGE 

A Step-by-Step Guide to Making Ghillie Suits 
and Custom Camouflage Accessories 

with Tom Forbes 
For professionals who need the ultimate in camouflage, there is only 
one choice: the ghillie suit. In this unique video, ghillie suit crattsman 
Tom Forbes teaches you how to make four different types of ghillie suit and a 
variety of camouflage accessories for a fraction of the cost of expensive com-
mercial versions. Color, approx. 60 min., VHS only. #10009959 $29.95 

want Revenge? 
GET EVEN 

The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks 
by George Hayduke 

A hilarious overview 
of the methods peo
ple use to get even 
with big business, 
government and ene
mies. These dirty 
tricks range from the 
simple to the elabo
rate, including more 
sophisticated 
schemes devised by 
CIA and Mafia mem
bers and political dirty 
tricksters. For enter

tainment purposes only 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover, 
208 pp. #10002400 $19.95 

THE REVENGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
This is the mother of all revenge books! You'd have 
to buy more than 25 books to get all the wit and 

wisdom contained in 
this compilation from 
the best of Paladin's 
revenge books. Don't 
be fooled by cheap 
imitators that claim to 
know how to get 
even. Paladin is still 
your revenge source 
when you need to 
even the score with 
nosy neighbors, 
bungling bureaucrats, 
snarly clerks or other 

pests. For entertainment purposes only. 8 1 /2 x 11 , 
sottcover, 120 pp. 
#10001675 $25.00 

RAGNAR'S ACTION ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE AND PROVEN TECHNIQUES, 

Volume 1, Revised Edition 

DO-IT-YOURSELF MEDICINE 

by Ragnar Benson 
Learn how to build weapons, trap anything that moves, drop out of the 
rat race, protect your privacy, elude the bad guys, defend yourself, 
change identities, land a job and live well - as well as a little bit about 

everything else that might be important. 8 1/2 x 11 , soft· 
cover, photos, illus .. 344 pp. #10006112 $35.00 

RAGNAR'S GUIDE TO THE UNDERGROUND ECONOMY 
by Ragnar Benson 

How would you like to get an immediate 40· to 50-per
cent raise? You can if you go underground and stop pay
ing taxes. Ragnar shows you how others are cashing in 
on the underground economy. Find out from them how to 
pick the right kind of work, get paid in cash, advertise 
your product or services and prepare a financial state
ment. For academic study only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 

t::iiiiiii ......... =;;;;;;;;.i:i photos, 160 pp. #10010262 $18.00 

•IT How to Find and Use the Most Effective Antibiotics, 
Painkillers, Anesthetics, and Other Miracle Drugs . .. Without Costly 

Doctors' Prescriptions or Hospitals 
YOURSELF by Ragnar Benson 

Ragnar gives you precise instructions for securing and using the very latest 
drugs and supplies from mail order suppliers, animal health centers, mili· 

;;;;;;;;;;;;..===~~!:,.......:.-, tary dispensaries foreign pharmacies, and other unusual 
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sources. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, photos, illus., 128 pp. 
#10008266 $20.00 

ACQUIRING NEW ID 
How to Easily Use the Latest Computer Technology to Drop 

Out, Start Over, and Get On with Your Life 
by Ragnar Benson 

Forget about using the old "dead-baby's birth-certificate" ruse to 
get new ID. Everyone's on to that trick. What you need is the 
know-how to make your own documents on a home computer. 
And by following the simple instructions in here, you can. 5 1/2 x 

.. ._ _____ _, 8 1/2, sottcover, photos, illus .. 152 pp. #10006005 $20.00 
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Water Jump In South Africa 
As this issue hits the streets, stalwarts will be getting ready to hit 

the silk over Hartesbeespoort Dam, near Pretoria, South Africa, on 
Operation Zulu Dawn. You may just have time to hop a plane and 
join them for this 27 October/2 November jump junket (contact 
Mike McPike at Global Adventures : mikem@globaladventures.com; 
phone: 303-791-9959). 

Zulu Dawn will be a badge-qualifying water jump with wings 
awarded by CO of the S.A. Airborne School, Bloemfontein. This is 
an annual SANDF event that saw more than 500 SANDF Paras jump 
last year. American participation has been organized by Rob Krott 
(Military Parachuting Tours International [MPTI], Box 1573, Olean, 
NY 14760; phone/fax: 716-373-0017; Email : para@hotmail.com). 
MPTI's last jump was a water jump over Cuba (watch for the story 
by Maj. Mike Williams). Krott organizes about three premium jump 
tours a year - contact him at MPTI for more information ... but for 
this Zulu Dawn jump contact Mike McPike at Global Adventures 
directly, as Krott is unlikely to be available - and you will probably 
need the expertise of McPike at getting you on an 11th-hour plane. 

All The News That's Filtered Tu Print 
As this issue of SOF hits the streets, the familiar U.S. Information 

Agency (USIA) will be absorbed by the State Department, and a new 
office of Undersecretary of State for Public Diplomacy will head up a 
new State Department group called the International Public 
Information Group (lPI), which is intended to control the flow of gov
ernment information overseas, especially during crises. 

David Leavy, spokesman for the White House 's National 
Security Council said, "What this is intended to do is organize the 
instruments of the federal government to be able to support the pub
lic diplomacy, military engagements and economic initiatives that 
we have overseas." 

According to a government official involved in the organization
al process, the new IPI is slated to hold its first formal meeting th is 
fall. Although not announced until recently, President Clinton signed 
a directive last April , ordering officials from the Pentagon, FBI, CIA 
and Departments of State, Treasury and Commerce to organize the 
new agency. A mission statement obtained by AP articulates that the 
new IPI is a good idea because the "effective use of our nation's 
highly developed communications and information capabilities to 
address misinformation and incitement, mitigate inter-ethnic con
flict, promote independent media organizations and the free flow of 
information, and support democratic participation will advance our 
interests and is a critical foreign policy objective." 

Trust us: If the same writer who penned that sentence writes the 
press releases, they'll never get read. 

Continued on page 10 

Wi I you be in the DARK January 1, 2000? 
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If the lights go out, are you prepared to protect 
your family and property? Excalibur's battery 
operated night vision systems turn night into day. 
You see intruders who can't see you. 

+ High-Performing GEN II & 
GEN Ill Systems. 

he BEST Pocketscope. The 
American Eagle can be hand-held, 
head- or camera-mounted. The Model 
603U can identify a person at 200 
yards unaided on the darkest night! 

PO Box400 

£*ralibur iflertrn <@plies, 
1-800-797-2849 

Fogelsville, PA 18051-0400 FAX (610) 391-9220 

The BEST Single Tube Goggle. 
The GEN Ill 1700-4U can be 
used to see people moving at 
1,000 yards in starlight. 

The World's Largest 
Stocking Distributor of 
Night Vision Devices 
for over 22 Years! 

The BEST Rifiescope. The 4X 
RAPTOR has 1,500 yard 

- detection with a quarter moon! 

JJnr. 
www.nightvis.com 

xcalibur@ptdprolog.net 
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Southern Party Formed 
The South will rise again, although so far it's only up on one 

elbow. A fledgling group of some 200 Southern nationali sts have 
met in Flat Rock, North Carolina to formally organize the .Southern 
Party, which seeks to pick up the threads - and the pace - of the 
secessionist movement in Dixie. 

Southern National Committee board member Ron Holland 
described the platform of the Party to delegates as "dedicated to lim
ited government, low taxes, maximum individual liberty, a free mar
ket and self-determination for Dixie." Holland is a North Caro lina 
investment counselor, and the Southern Party is an outgrowth of the 
League of the South, a Southern sovereignty group headquartered in 
Alabama, which had formed a committee last year to explore cre
ation of a new political party. 

The Southern Party plans to place candidates on local ballots in 
up to 16 states in the 2000 elections, including all the states of the 
former Confederacy. Although adopting the Stars and Bars as one of 
their symbols, the Southern Party disavows white-supremacist ide
ologies and the use of anything but the ballot box to realize an inde
pendent Southern nation. 

Their strategy is to elect governors and legislative majori ties in 
Southern states, which would eventually vote to withdraw from the 
United States. "We are often asked if our affinity for the Confederate 
national symbols of Southern sovereignty are also indicative of an 
attitude of racial malice towards people of non-European origin, or 
racial bigotry towards people of non-Christian faith ," noted 
Southern Party chairman George Kalas of Texas. "The simple 
answer is a firm "No." Southerners are not a race, they are a people 
.. . Secession, if it comes, must come from the electorate and it must 
be a peaceful , orderly and constitutional process." 

The Southern Party or League of the South may be contacted by 
phone: 800-888-3163; Email : 76071.326@compuserve.com; or via 
their website: www.dixienet.org . 

PLCE Rucksack 1251tr 
£ 170.00 

Also avail. Soldier 2000 
patrol pack £75.00 

Soldier '95 PLCE DPM Tactical 
Assualt Vest £ 125.00 - All types 
of webbing stocked. 

No Guns Into Mexico 
The State Department has issued a special advisory to remind 

travelers to Mexico that entering Mexico with a firearm or even a 
single round of ammunition carries a penalty of up to five years in 
jail, even if taken in unintentionally. Each year dozens of Americans 
are arrested or fined in Mexico in connection with weapons viola
tions (some three dozen are presently jailed in Mexico on weapons 
charges). Many inadvertently transported a firearm they were 
licensed to carry in the United States, without reali zing they were 
violating Mexican laws - some were driving across the border for 
a day visit, to shop or eat in a restaurant. 

If caught bringing in a firearm, ammunition, or other weapon, 
Mexican officials may confiscate a visitor's vehicle, plane, boat or 
other personal property and arrest the individual. Detained 
Americans may spend months in jail before their trial comes up, and 
if conv icted they may face several years in a Mexican prison. 

The only way to legally import fireaims or ammunition into 
Mexico is to secure a permit in advance (not at the port of entry) from 
the Mexican Embassy in Washington, D.C., or a Mexican consulate. 

For further information on travel to Mexico or other countries, 
check out the Bureau of Consular Affairs' home page on the net at: 
http://travel.state.gov . 

Jane's Goes Down the Flusher 
Staffers at SOF have long-used the various reference books and 

periodicals put out by Jan.e's and considered them generally reliable. 
Indeed, there is a certain amount of cross-pollination between 
authors who write both for SOF and Jan.e's . That practice is now 
under review here, in light of which organizations Jan.e's Counter 
Terrorism , by author Christopher Kozlow, lists as terrori st organiza
tions. Hard to say if it is PC-newspeak or just incredibly sloppy jour-

OVER 
7500 

STOCK 
LINES 

BRITISH ISSUE NAVIGATORS (dated) 
£99.00 

General Service (non date) £85.00 

~ 
Suppllers to the mllltary 

Goretex Boot 
liners 

British Army 
Issue, designed 
to fit any boot 

for 100% 
waterproof. 
Great Value 

£20 .00 

!GORE-TEX @! 0 
0 

tr~ti~~o~~'J\Ys 0 

Swiss made 
Backed by 2 year warranty 
Tritium luminous 
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Latest army Issue, 0 
waterproof, 

Insulated 0 
& very 0 lightweight 

9 models to choose from 
Worldwide Sales Silvermans Ltd. 
Highly accurate Quartz or 
17 jewel mechanical movements 

PILOTS MECHANICAL 
CHRONO £350.00 
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Pictured with 
Glock 19 

Available in Rich 
Black or Brown 

Leather 

BELLY BAND SIZES: 

This is a concealment method that should be a part of 
everyone's concealed carry package. Someday, there 
will be an occasion for you to carry a gun and not be 
able to wear a belt. My Belly Band is the perfect 
holster to assist you when you are wearing gym shorts, 
swimsuits, beachwear, anytime you are not wearing a 
belt. The Belly Band is made in the U.S.A. of the finest 
surgical elastic. ·it has two slots for medium to small 
handguns. You can discreetly and comfortably conceal 
your handgun under a variety of shirts and sweaters 
and jackets. Yet the firearm is available to you in 
less than a second! 

XS: 24"-27", S: 28"-32'~ M: 33"-36", 
......,_ L: 37"-40", XL: 41"-52", XXL: 46"-52" ITEM#: 80048 BELLY BAND $29.95 

(NOW AVA./LABLE IN WHITE TOO!) 

What a great idea! A tailor-quality, top grain leather vest with two built- in 
concealment pockets that are large enough and stout enough to conceal a 
full-sized handgun! But that's only the half of it, you can also hide your 
wallet, passport, cash and other valuables in these hard to find pockets. 
Held together firmly by a hardy snap! Our Leather Concealment Vest is made 
of outstanding American hides. It looks great and it works even better. 
You'll be pleasantly surprised or your money back! Call to order and ask us 
about your size and color! 

SIZES: M, L, XL, XXL • COLORS: BLACK, BROWN 

ITEM#: T0051BK MEN'S BLACK CONCEALMENT VEST $169.95 
ITEM#: T0051BR MEN'S BROWN CONCEALMENT VEST $169.95 

Now Available In Ladies Sizes: .. . 

ITEM#: T0051BKW WOMEN'S BLACK CONCEALMENT VEST $149.95 
ITEM#: T0051BRW WOMEN'S BROWN CONCEALMENT VEST $149.95 

Now here's an item you will not find anywhere else! It looks like a 
book, but in reality, it is a concealed carry unit that conceals a small 

handgun, jewelry, watches, money, or other small valuables. 
No one would ever know that it is anything other than 

a book - especially when it is in a bookcase, on 
your coffee table, or even in your briefcase or 
backpack. Precision cut from a real book and 
hand lined with green felt! Remember, it is not 
childproof and should not be considered a safe 
way to store your firearm. Please use Caution. 
A great collectors item and conversation piece. 
It is not childproof, so please use caution' 
A great collectors item and conversation piece 
that has real life applications. 

l.TEM#: 80044L CUT-OUT BOOK $34.95 

VISIT OUR WEBSITES AT: 
www.GunVideo .com 
www.Magills.com 

www.MasterOfConcealment.com 



nalism, but included on the list are the Citizen's Committee for the 
Right to Keep and Bear Arms, Gun Owners of America - even Blue 
Trails Range, which is a public shooting range in Connecticut. 
Jan e's Terrorist web site li sts Jews For The Preservation of Firearms 
Ownership as a U.S. terrorist organ ization. Huh ? Does Jane's not 
know the difference between a peaceable PAC and a terrorist orga
nization, or do they not care, or did somebody lead them to· believe 
U.S . libel laws had been repealed? Incredible! 

Whaddya Did In The Cold War, Daddf, 
As we mentioned in these pages earlie r, on the premi se that 

those also serve who only stand and wait, the nearly 22 million Gls 
and federa l c ivilian workers who did their thing duri ng the Cold 
War (offic ially, the time frame from the surrender of Japan in 1945 
to the resignation of Gorbachev in 199 l ) have been authorized a 
Cold War Veteran Recognition Certificate, and since its debut in 

P.O. Box 1138 • Paso Robles, CA 93447 

April more than 200,000 veterans have applied. Hey, "Remington 
Raiders" need love, too. Now legis lat ion has been in troduced by 
Sen. Phil Gramm (R-Texas), and Rep. Dick Lazio (R-N.Y.), to 
honor Co ld War vets with a medal and some sort of celebration -
maybe not ticker tape and tin horns, but somethi ng tasteful and 
appropri ate. With a good Xerox and a Dremel tool the certificate 
and meda l might make something to leave in an old trunk for your 
grandkids to find. 

To get your certificate, mail a copy of your DD214 and a letter 
stating your service was honorable and requesting the certificate to: 
Cold War Recognition, 4035 Ridge Top Rd. , Fairfax, VA 22030-
7445; or fax same to: 800-723-9262. Get addi tional info by calling 
703-275-6279; or check out the web site: http://coldwar.army.mil/ . 

Salvadoran Fighters Seek Compensation 
Thousands of former paramilitary fighters, mostly small farmers 

and farm workers, are demanding $2,000 and land for their unpaid 
service in fighting leftist guerri llas during the 1979-92 civi l war. 
The 1992 peace accord ending the war delineated payments for for
mer soldiers, but not for paramilitary forces. Archbishop Fernando 
Saenz urged "true dialog that ... the two sides do whatever poss ible 
to resolve the conflict." Representatives of some 25,000 former 
paramilitaries have threatened to launch a wave of protests if the 
Salvadoran congress does not grant payments of money and land. 

$113 For Clinton's Head 
Abdul Rahim Muslim Dost, identified by the Afghan Islamic 

Press (AIP) as an "Afghan scholar," is quoted as saying, "If anyone 
kills Clinton I will pay a reward of five million Afghanis [$ 113] ... 
I think five milli on Afghanis is not that big of an amount, but the 
price of the American President's head for me is not valued more 

. 
$7495 sugg. retail 

AVAILABLE AT A DEALER I V.ISA I 1·11··1 
NEAR YOU 

http://www.getgrip.com (1-800-438-4747) or 805·239·1440· ' "' 805·239-2553 or order direct 



Professional Model'" 

ALL SPRINGFIELD® PISTOLS 
NOW COME LOADED! 

Light Weight 
Delta"' 

Hammer 

Extended 
Thumb Safety 

Novak® 
Patented Low 
Profile Sights 

Tactical 
Beavertail 

Front & Rear 
Cocking 

Serrations 
Hammer Forged 

Premium Air 
Gauged Barrel 

Flat 
Mainspring 

Housing 

Coco bolo 
Grips Light Weight 

Match Trigger Full Length 
Guide Rod 

Machine Bevelled 
Magwell Full-Size Stainless 19 11 -A l 

NOBODY CAN COMPETE WITH THE FEATURES, 
QUALITY, AND PRICE OF SPRINGFIELD'S 
"LOADED" 1911 ••• NOBODY! 
The Federal Bureau Of Investigation (FBI) has officially adopted 
Springfield Armory's 1911-Al pistol, resulting in the largest-ever 
single contract of its kind with the FBI. Springfield now produces 
all of their 1911 model pistols with many of the same proprietary 
FBI features. The result is superb accuracy, dependability, and 
incredible value. 

Be a responsible gun owner. 
Use it safely, store it securely, 

and always transfer a gun 
responsibly and legally. 

The Oldest Name In American Firearms 

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY® 
Springfield Inc. • 420 West Main St.• Geneseo, IL 61254 

Toll Free 800-680-6866 • Phone 309-944-563 l • Fax 309-944-3676 
www.springfield-arrnory.com 

Copyright I 999. Conrenrs property of Springfi eld, Inc. All rights reserved 
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ii BRIGADE 
UARTERMASTERS 

9cTION GEAR"' 

NATURAL DISASTERS WILL 
OCCUR-BE PREPARED FOR 
Y2K, WATER SHORTAGES, 

EARTHQUAKES, HURRICANES, 
TORNADOES, FLOODS, ICE 

STORMS & MORE 

KRILL® Lamp - The Last Light Stick you'll Ever Need to Buy! 
Amazing Electroluminescent Light Stick with a 3,000 hour life can easily replace 
over 250 disposable chemlights costing over $500.00! Ideal for Survival and 
Emergencies of All Types, Child Safety, Police, Diving, Camping, Aviation, and 
Military use. KRILL® lamps produce a soft glow from a patented system using micro
encapsulated phosphors.: Meets Mil-Spec brightness minimums • Waterproof to 150 
feet, • On/Off Switch • Compact & Lightweight -5" long, 3 oz with batteries • Shock 
proof • Regular Burns 120+ hours/ Extreme 50 hours. Colors in order of bright
ness, Green ( 5.5 Foot lumens/ Extreme 10.5 FL) (17) Green, (14) Blue, (11) White, 
(21) Yellow, (16) Orange, (09) Red. (Requires 2AA batteries not incl.) Made in 
USA. Kri/P is a registered trademark of the Kriana Corp. 
KLR36, Krill Regular $24.99 or KLX36, Krill Extreme $29.99 

WE STOCK: Mil-Spec MRE's, Compressed Emergency Food 
Rations, Water Purification Devices, Water Storage Bladders, Water 
Barrels, 55, 30 15 & 5 Gallons, Pumps, Screw Top Plastic Food 
Storage Pails 1 to 6.5 gallons, 02 Absorbers, Water Treatment, 
Crank & Solar Radios, Walkie-Talkies, Lighting, Trioxane Fuel Bars, 
First Aid, Blankets and Hundreds of Other Preparedness Items. 

M/C * VISA* AMEX * DISCOVER 
Free Shipping for your Krill® Lamp with this Ad! 

Brigade Quartermasters, Ltd 
1025-GS3 Cobb Intl. Blvd 
Kennesaw, GA 30152-4300 

To Order or Request a FREE Color Catalog 
with Our Full Line of Preparedness, Tactical and 
Survival Products, CALL 800-338·4327 Today 
Before it is Too Late! Dealer and Bulk Purchases 
Invited- Call 888-276-4700. 

ORDER TOLL-FREE 800·338·4327 Fax : 800-892-2999 
Visit Our Website & Order On Line www.brigade.com KEY: GS-4 

than this .. . If America sets the price of 
Osama Bin Laden at $5 million, then we 
can set the price of the American President 
at five million Afghanis." 

The United States has offered a reward 
of $5 million for the capture of bin Laden, 
who is accused of being behind the bomb
ings of two U.S. embassies in Africa last 
year, which killed more than 200. The U.S . 
also has been seeking to extradite bin Laden 
from Afghanistan to have him stand trial in 
the United States. 

Well , that might be a good offer. Who 
knows what the fair market value of head is 
in Washington after the Lewinsky affair. 

Thais Shut Down For Y2K 
The Thai government approach to possi

ble glitches on military equipment at the 
onset of 2000 will be very direct: They plan 
to shut down all military equipment that is 
not Y2K-compliant before 31 December 
1999. The plan comes in the wake of con
cerns expressed by Deputy Prime Minister 
Traion Suwankhiri , over the safety of civil
ian aircraft. 

Radio ID For Weapons 
Scientists at the Pacific Northwest 

National Laboratory in Richland, Wash ., 
have been commissioned by the U.S. Army 
to develop tiny, inexpensive radio-frequen
cy tags, to be inserted in all small arms in 
the U.S. armed forces' inventory. 

The RF tags will be used to track forces 
involved in covert ops, and for inventory 
control. The current radio tags can be 
tracked from about 700 feet, and some mod
els of the new tags will not require a power 
source, as power will come from the RF 
interrogator signal. Information transmitted 
can include such data as time, date and loca
tion . Such chips can also be used to di sable 
specific items of ordnance that are equipped 
with them. 

Justice Wants To Black-Bag 
Computers 

Thwarted in attempts to gain legislation 
that would allow the government to insert 
"clipper chips" to give access through per
sonal computers' encryption systems, the 
Justice Department has drafted legislation 
called the Cyberspace Electronic Security 
Act, which would enable investigators to get 
a sealed warrant signed by a judge, permit
ting them to enter private property, search 
through computers for passwords, and install 
devices that override encryption programs. 

According to a Justice Department 
memo which was reviewed by Office of 
Management and Budget and other agen
cies , encryption software " is increasingly 
used as a means to facilitate criminal 
activity." ~ 
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Military & Technical 
Manuals On CD ROM 

These CD's can be read by every version of Windows. Mac and Unix versions are also included. All of these manuals 
have been formatted into .pdf files, so they can be viewed by the Adobe Acrobat Reader, which is included on these CD's. 
These programs can be run directly from the CD; there is no need to download the manuals to your hard disk to view 
them. They can be sent to your printer, or copied to your computer for use in word processing, etc. 

FM-200 $19.95 * 
A set of 200 U.S. Army field manuals for Ammunition, Armor, Aviation, Engineering, Light Calvary, Medical, NBC, 
Operations, Security, Survival, Weapons and more. 

Spec Ops $14.95* 
Includes the Special Forces Guerrilla Warfare manuals, SP Ops, Recon Tactics, Sniper, Scout, and Pathfinder manuals. 
Also Desert Ops, Jungle Ops, River crossing, Northern Ops, FM21-76 Survival, FM21-75 Combat Skills, and the R anger 
Handbook. A total of 33 manuals. 

FM-50G $14.95 * 
This CD includes manuals for the SKS, Ml Garand, MK19, AK-47, Sten, Lee Enfield, M14, M16, M60, MAC, FN-FAL, 
P38, M24 Sniper ~~tol, M1911Al Pistol and more. A total of 50 manuals. 

E.O.D. $19.95 . ~ 
This CD contains the Improvised Munitions Handbook, TM31-200-1 Unconventional Warfare Devices, TM31-201-1 
Incendiaries, Book of Expedient Mixtures, FM5-250 and others. 

Medics $14.95 * 
Includes FM8-230 Medical Specialist, FM8-36 Aidnians M~dical Guide, FM21-11 First Aid for Soldiers, The Special 
Forces Medical Handbook and morn. - v 

f ,--
,,-- I Skills $19.95 ,,, 

A collection of skill training manuals as only the Armed Forces can do it. 
It illcludes manuals on Carpentry, Plumbing and Pipefitting, Heating, 

Ventilatio.J!;X:oncrete, Sewage, Masomy, HydrauliGS, Pier Construction, 
engineeriJ;i:g and many others. These are HOW-TO manuals, with lots of 

diagrams and step-by-step)nstructions on construction techniques, 
materials, and planning. Build a (wall, pour a foundation, add a room, 

design and build .a complete structure. It's all here. 

r-11~ Jeeps! $19.95 ''' 
~,collection of TMs for the WiD,ysMB, M38, M38A, Ford G PW, M998, 

M966. Includes maintenance, opexators, power train, and engine manuals. 

J 
1 Also parts listing, tools and more. 

3/4 Ton Vehicles $19.95 * 
A collection ofTMs for M37, M43, M201, M42. Includes 

Operators, maintenance, power train , and engine manuals. 
Also parts listing, tools and more. 

Visit our web site for a comrlete listing 
of all manuals on our CD-ROMS 

http:/ /www.military-media.com 

~ Call 'toll free to order You may also order by mail: 

1-S00-321-2974 
r 

Military Media 
7454 Lancaster Pike 

Suite 321 
Hockessin, DE 19707 

*Please add $5.00 shipping and handling to total order; $7.50 outside USA. 
MasterCard and Visa welcome. e-mail: questions@military-media.com 

Inquiries: 1-610-268-5077 Orders: 1-800-321-2974 Fax: 1-610-268-0466 



PUR Water Purification System 
Water is of primary importance. You should store water like you 

put by groceries or save money. We never have managed to save any 
money, but we have always kept a supply of food and water, even if 
it were only dry dog food and bleach jugs of water. 

An important aspect of any water storage program is keeping the 
water drinkable - or having the ability to make it potable again if it 
starts to grow wildlife. That means a good water purification system. 

A good water purifica
tion system can also allevi
ate some of the necessity 
for enormous storage: If 
you have a for-certain sup
ply of uncertain water, 
hav ing a purification sys
tem at hand gives you the 
option of purifying water 
as it is needed. The princi
ple also applies to carrying 
sufficient supplies in areas 
where water is plentiful, 
but of questionable potabil-

.i. TAP URBAN delivers maximum energy transfer through a unique 
combination of penetration and dramatic fragmentation. 

TAP™ URBAN"' 
Now there's an ammo specifically designed for 
police using rifles and carbines in urban 
environments: TAP Urban, new from Hornady. 
TAP Urban's advanced-design polymer-tipped 
bullet is incredibly accurate, and won't deform 
during loading and unloading. On impact, the 
tip causes dramatic fragmentation, which 
provides 100% energy transfer to the target for 
instant terminal results. This reduces the need 
for repeat 
shots and 
lowers the 
chances of 
collateral 
damage 
from over
penetration or 
ricochets. 

ity. In such a scenario, one pound of purification equipment - case in 
point being the excellent PUR Scout - is worth 200 pounds or more 
of water, since as Grandma used to remind you, "A pint 's a pound the 
world around." And if you want to carry a few pounds of resupplies 
for the purifier, it can be worth tons of water. 

With more of the world's water sources contaminated than 
remain potable, a water purification system is a necessity. The PUR 
units are some of the most effective and handy units we' ve seen -
and that is important as units that are a plumber 's nightmare just 
might not get used when a desperately thirsty man finds something 
wet. PUR has several units ("Scout" pictured here) and they all bring 
water from the source to your canteen with little effort and no con
fusion. Good gear. Unless you've found something better- and we 
haven 't - then you should have one along on your next excellent 
adventure, or squirreled away with your contingency water. 

Manufactured by Recovery Engineering, lnc., Dept SOF, 9300 
North 75th Ave. N, Minneapoli s, MN 55428; phone: 61 2-3 15-5500; 
fax: 800-449-2837. 

Good Glass 
Nearly every outdoor or military endeavor is predicated on 

vision. The better your vision, the better your capacity to accompli sh 
your mission, from reconnai ssance to spotting artillery strikes, to 



checking out a fa r 
ridge for a prime buck 
or scoping out the 
best route to carry the 
meat back to camp. 
Unl ike birds of prey 
who can focus on a 

narrow field at a distance, or the animals who are prey that can dra
matically enlarge their pupils for low-light conditions, the human 
eye needs some help. 

Any good pair of binoculars can focus on distant objects, and 
gather more light, to assist the human eye's viewing distant objects 
in low light. Good-quality binos will do it with almost no distortion, 
and give you years of trouble-free service. Top-quality binos, such 
as the new Steiner Rocky, will do it with zero distortion, very com
fortably, and give a lifetime of trouble-free hard service. These new 
Steiners are also fully rubber-armored, waterproof to more than two 
fathoms, and function from -40 to + 176 degrees F. The milspec, 
nitrogen-filled and carefully sealed interiors are impervious to dust 
and moisture. They focus from less than 6 feet to infinity. They 
weigh about 25 ounces and measure only 6.1" x 4.9" x 2.2". 

In addition to the rubber armor, these new Steiners have built-in 
soft eye-shields and objective lense covers. These new binos use 
Steiner's exclusive color-adjusted transmission (CAT) coated optics, 
which provide transmission of up to 99.8% per lens element and 
deliver a bright crisp image that is true to life in color and detail, 
even in low-light conditions. Available in 8x42 and 10x42, the new 

Rockys have a field of view of367' and 295' at 1,000 yards, respec
tively. Top drawer in every respect: Don't you deserve the very best 
of something? 

Available from Pioneer Research, Dept. SOF, 97 Foster Rd., 
Suite 5, Moorestown, NJ 08057; phone: 800-257-7742. 

Buffalo Patches 
If you've ever grown tired of having to pick 

the stringy remains of cotton cloth patches from 
the action or muzzle brake of a fuearm, you'll 
appreciate the fact that Buffalo Bullet Company's 
new Boretex™ 670 rifle patches are made from a 
strong, non-woven cellulose fabric. It does not 
tend to separate into loose fibers, and it sucks up 
powder fouling like a sponge. Black-powder 
shooters in particular will appreciate how much 
one patch will pick up and hold, but this new 
high-tech bore-cleaning patch is not just for smoke-poles - bench
resters and varmint shooters wil l appreciate the consistency from 
patch to patch as well. 

The 3x3"-size handles everything from .30 to 12 gauge, and the 
patches are readily trimmed with a scissors for .17 to .30 bores. They 
are also tough enough you can use them over the tip of a small 
screwdriver to get into nooks and crannies, without worry you'll 
poke through and scratch or damage the gun. 

A definite step ahead of cloth patches, these new non-woven 
patches are worth your trial. You'll probably use up your old supply 
of cloth patches just polishing belt buckles, once you see how much 
the Buffalo Patches will hold, and observe that they never leave any
thing behind. 

Contact Buffalo Bullet Co., Dept. SOF, 12637 Los Nietos Rd., 
Unit A, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670; phone: 310-944-0322; fax: 
310-944-5054. ~ 

• 1,"AP Precision uses technologically advanced match bullets for 
1 consistent first-shot accuracy. 

TAP™ PRECISION"' 

sniper, you can 
depend on Hornady's TAP Precision ammunition to 

deliver the surgical strike needed. TAP 
Precision matches Hornady's newest 
boattail hollow point match-grade 
bullets with select brass and propellant. 
The result is first-shot, long-range 
accuracy you can count on. You deserve 
ammunition as unique as the challenges 
you face: TAP from Hornady. To learn 

OUR RFPUrATION RIDE'l ON EVERY SHOT 

Homady Mfg. Co .. P.O. Box 1848. Grand Island, NE 68802-1 848 
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We bring the finest military literature 
in the world into range. Choose from 
books on weapons, the technology of ~ 

war, history, ahd ref ere nee works ... 
all at Club savings up to 40%1 

SURVIVING 
DOOMSDAY 

H110 

2691 ~ 25¢ 5546 ~ 25¢ 2337 $l.1;95X 25¢ 3475+ ~ 25¢ 5355 $l.1;95X 25¢ 1180 $le:95X 25¢ 3111+ $l4:9ffi( 25¢ 5215+ .$26:00" 25¢ 

1800 ~ 25¢ 5330 ~ 25¢ 5322 ~ 25¢ 2808 .$22:9!) 25¢ 5090 Sl9:95X 25¢ 5173 $24:95X 25¢ 5140 ~ 25¢ 5157 ~ 25¢ 

7 REASONS TO JOIN NOW: 1. Joining is easy. Just choose ~-------~ 
4 books for 98¢. Your bill (including shipping and handling) will come when • ,;,;:;;-r;; ;;Ii~ ;o;c; - - - - Pl;;e-:riie bc;°ok", 
membership is confirmed. 2. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If you're not 6550 East 30t11 Street numbers here: I 
happy with your 4 books, return them within 1 O days at our expense. Your P.O. Box 6357 1 i' 
membership will be canceled; you'll owe nothing. 3. Save up to 40% off pub- Indianapolis, IN 46206-6357 . 

Ushers' hardcover edition prices. Just pick at least 4 more books at our reg- www.M1urARvBooKCLUs.com 1

1

1 

ular low Club prices during your membership. Take up to 2 years! Then you may YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Cluff' according to 
resign any time. 4. Extra bonus! Take a 5th book now for $4.99, plus shipping the risk-free membership plan described in this ad. Send me the I • 
and handling, and reduce your membership agreement to only 3 books. 4 BOOKS I've indicated. Bill me just 98¢, plus shipping and handling. I '• 
5. A FREE Club Magazine comes to you up to 17 times a year. Each reviews 
the Featured Book Selections plus dozens of alternate books. Some are exclu- SAVE EVEN MORE! Send me this book now (write book number) 
sive Club editions you won't find anywhere else. Every book we offer is a high- and reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me an I I I 
quality, full-text edition, sometimes altered in size to fit special presses. Look added $4.99, plus shipping and handling. ESo94 

42 

tor up to 2 special issues a year with super selections and more discounts. 
6. Ordering is risk free. Featured Book Selections are sent to you automati
cally. To cancel-or order other books-simply send your Member Reply Form 
by mail or contact our Web site by the marked date. Shipping and handling 
(plus sales tax, where applicable) is added to each order. You'll always have 1 O 
days to decide. If your Member Reply Form is late and unwanted books arrive, 
please return them at our expense. 7. Easy ordering. As a member, you can 
also order books via our Web site: www.M1u1AnvBooKCLUs.com 

96 
Mr./Mrs. 
Miss/Ms. __________ ----:==-----------

(ll1easePf1n11 
Address __________________ Apt. _ ___ _ 

City _____________ State ____ ZIP ____ _ 

Telephone, please( __ ) _____________ ___ _ 

x Special edition exclusively for Club members + Softcover ++ Fiction If under 18, please have parent sign here.--------------
• Explicit subject matter, language and/or violence 

-------,,P""'ric-e-s""'sh~o-w-n-ar~e7fo-r-pu..,.b"'"lis7h~er~s'~h-ar""'dc-o-ve_r_e~dil7io-n-s.----- LH.!1D_ _ ~~~~i~S~'!_5ru,!~<ld~~e~~'!'~~!!'t~!.'i~an!,!llfll!'~ _ ,2.0!..1,!Ll.L.99.J 
Club hardcover editions save you up to 40%. Prices shown were current at press time. 
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Al Gore, The Floater 
The next time you flush, thank your lucky stars if everything goes 

down. If you ' re left with floaters, however, think about Vice President 
Al Gore, the likely Democratic nominee to replace Slick Willie. 

It's not that we ask you to compare Gore to those annoying 
brown buoys that make us flush twice, sometimes thrice, before get
ting on with life. That would be beneath our rather sophisticated 
international journal of adventure. 

Rather, we simply ask that you keep in mind Gore's obsess ion 
with water conservation, and hi s unwavering support of the stringent 
guidelines in today 's National Energy Policy Act. The act strictly 
regul ates to ilets so they can be made to flu sh no more than 1.6 gal
lons at a time. Of course, we a ll know the extra flushes these toilets 
require waste more than the old 3-gallon pots. 

Still , we must assume Gore's support of this standard was well
intentioned. He just wanted to save water, right? 

In hi s book Earth in the Balance, he went on and on about the 
scarcity of water on this planet and the need to preserve it. Take thi s 
passage, for example, on page 111 : "In most of the world, the pres
sure of population growth on the water system is also exacerbated by 
increasing per capita use. One of the main reasons for this is the 
growing re liance on irrigation for agriculture to feed the grow ing 
populations. Of all the fresh water used by human beings throughout 
the world, almost three-quarters (73 percent) is used for irrigation. 

20 

And tragically, three-fifths of all irrigation water is wasted due to 
ineffic ient and environmentally harmful techniques." 

So we ' re perplexed as to why a campaign stop in New 
Hampshire this summer cost drought-stricken New Hampshire 4 bil
lion ga ll ons of precious water. It happened 22 July, the day Gore 
boarded a canoe for a photo opportunity on the Connecticut River. 
To be sure, the river was picturesque, and to accommodate Secret 
Service concerns about the canoe running aground, state officials 
released 4 billion add iti onal ga ll ons from a reservoir that was sav ing 
water for to ilets, faucets and the future needs of fish downstream. 

To waste that much water, the Washington Times estimates, a 
household faucet wou ld have to run constant for more than 3,042 
years. The water bill would be something like $7.l million . A toi let, 
to waste that much water, would have to be flushed 2.5 billion times. 
Each to ilet in New Hampshire wou ld have to be flushed 2, 110 times. 

Gore claims innocence on a ll of th is, say ing he didn ' t ask fo r 
the spec ial re lease of water. But we think someone so concerned 
about the water in our toile ts - someone who wants to lead the 
free world - should know in advance the full environmental con
seq uences of hi s own actions. So the nex t time your waiting fo r a 
floater to go down, think about the needs of the planet. And think 
about Al Gore, the man who wasted 2.5 billion flushes in a si ngle 
afternoon. ~ 
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UNITED STATES 
Security nightmare: Former CIA chief Deutch stripped of security clearances for 
keeping secret files in unsecure home computer. Alleged offenses by Deutch may 
be akin to those a Taiwan-born ex-atomic scientist is accused of in the China spy 
flap. • Encryption police: Draft legislation from Justice Department would allow 
police to secretly enter homes and businesses to disable computer encryption sys
tems. Proposal has run head-on into strong opposition from privacy activists, 
defense attorneys and a handful of lawmakers on Capitol Hill. In letter to Attorney 
General Janet Reno , Rep. Bob Barr (R-Ga.) called the plan "patently absurd." 
Criminals, say Justice Department officials, are using computers more often and l'-.ll....,.,,.11...1: 

Revolt: Premier summons military aides to review 
progress in fight against separatist rebels in Dagestan 
as a self-imposed deadline for crushing revolt pass
es. Both sides claim victory in fighting for a mountain 
stronghold guarding rebels' supply li nes to 
Chechnya. • Politics as usual: Yeltsin unve ils Putin 
government's cab inet, making no changes except at 
the agriculture ministry. • ABM treaty: U.S. -Russia 
negotiators reaffirm 1972 ABM treaty, which 
Washington had said it wanted to modify. • 
Laundromat: U.S. authorities alerted to suspected 
laundering of billions of dollars linked to Russian 
organized crime through Bank of New York by its 
rival , Republic National Bank of New York. 

are becoming more savvy about hiding drug activities and other illegal transactions . 
• Locked up: Incarceration rates reach historic high, with nearly 3% of all American 
adults in prison or under direct police supervision. Of industrialized nations, only 
Russia has higher incarceration rate. • Antimissile project: Lockheed-led antim is
sile project to accelerate after two recent test launches, Pentagon says. Successes 
outweighed string of failures that troubled the Thaad program .. 

BRAZIL 
Gun Control: Government of Rio De Janeiro state passes revo
lutionary piece of legislation that forbids gun vendors from sell
ing firearms and related products to anyone but police, the mil
itary and private security forces. Law makes no exceptions for 
sportsmen or collectors. Gun dealers, most of whom are going 
out of business, are also forbidden from sel ling plastic ammuni
tion boxes, gun cases or any other gun-related merchandise. 
Another law, under debate, would require al l civilians who own 
guns to turn them in with in a year. These actions, by the state's 
new liberal government, come as the national legislature debates 
a sim ilar laws that would apply to all of Brazil. 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Dude looks like a lady: Army will no longer kick people out 
for having sex changes, reports a London newspaper. 
Decision follows controversy over planned sex change by 
38-year-old sergeant major engineer. The soldier, a former 
army boxer, was relegated to a desk job while undergoing 
"gender realignment. " "The army is now committed to equal 
opportunities and is under growing pressure to respond to 
changing attitudes in society," the newspaper reports. 

PHILIPPINES 
Constitution: President says he will proceed 
with plans to amend the constitution, despite 
protests. Separately, police say, dynamite 
held in evidence, not a bomb, led to a recent 
blast at Manila's counterpart to the FBI. 

CUBA 
Commie drug war: Castro asks U.S. to join Cuba 

~
~tJ~I~ in fighting drug traffickers who take advantage of 

island's strategic Caribbean location to transport 
drugs to United States. Castro promises prose
cution for those arrested, and death sentences 
for high-ranking members of the communist 
government found guilty of trafficking. Castro 's 

1~!!'lliii~ request is being opposed by Cuban exile leaders 
in Miami and their allies in Congress. 



CHINA 
Back off: China's U.S. envoy warns U.S. not 
to get involved in its dispute with Taiwan 
over statehood, and says U.S. political can
didates shouldn't make issue of it. • Can 
we play? China plans to push forward with 
negotiations to enter the World Trade 
Organizations, but blames U.S. for stalled 
talks. Application must be approved by all 
134 nations in the WTO, the world body 
that regulates global trade. 

SERBIA 

EASJTIMOR 
Troubled youth: UN officials reject appli
cations by 24 Indonesian government
linked youth groups to observe 
Independence vote. UN feared the groups 
were sent by Jakarta to try to disrupt the 
vote. Members of the youth groups them
selves said officials of the Ministry of 
Youth and Sports, which oversees all offi
cial youth organizations, encouraged 
them to send observers. Officially, Indo
nesia denied any links to the move. 

"ll~~I Million Man March? Serbs march in biggest anti-Milosevic 
~I protest since the Kosovo air war. More than 150,000 march 

through Belgrade chanting "Slobo, go." Government tried to 
"•'"'-· .. ,..,, .. reduce crowd's size by warning of bombs, changing the time 

of a lottery broadcast and paying months-overdue pensions. 
Meanwhile, anti-Milosevic parties plan to pursue different 
strategies for toppling the strongman, reflecting divisions evi
dent at a big Belgrade rally last week. In Kosovo, NATO grant-

i,..;&.-,,,., ed a Serb request to extend a deadline for surrendering arms. 

NORTH KOREA 
, Soviet missiles: As North Korea pre

pares to test another missile, despite 
U.S. warnings to desist, a South 
Korean newspaper reports that North 
Korea has agreed to buy 40 MiG-21 
fighters from a former soviet repub
lic and is assembling them at secret 
bases. U.S. and South Korean offi
cials don't know where the impover
ished country got the money. 

SWITZERIAND 
Personal army: Government suspends 
secret service chief amid reports he 
embezzled millions of dollars and was 
using the money to assemble a private 

........... --- ., army. Local newspaper says huge 
weapons cache was seized near Bern. 

VENEZUELA 
Judging the judges: Constitutional assem
bly declares judicial emergency in 
Venezuela, giving itself sweeping new 
powers to fire judges and overhaul entire 
court system. Under the measure, nearly 
half of country's 4,700 judges could be 
suspended or dismissed due to pending 
accusations of corruption or other irregu
larities. Assembly's decision sets stage for 
confrontation with Supreme Court, which 
has ruled that assembly's mission is limit
ed to writing new constitution, not inter
vening in other branches of government. 

VIETNAM 

TAIWAN 
Anti-missile system: Facing steady military 
threats from mainland China, Taiwan says it 
needs protection of proposed regional anti
missile system that has been condemned by 
China. Beijing, which views Taiwan as a way
ward province and threatens to use force to 
end island's 50-year pol itical estrangement 
from China, strongly opposes TMD system 
as a tool to contain China. • UN bid: Taiwan 
resumes its bid, for UN recognition, after six 
previous, unsuccessful bids. 

Reconciliation: New U.S. consulate offices opens adjacent to 
former American Embassy, the sit of one of the most lasting 
images of the Vietnam War. Ambassador Pete Peterson said 
flag raising at new facility signals further reconciliation. It 
comes amid flurry of other developments in U.S.-Vietnamese 
relations, including new bilateral trade agreement. 



Guidance From Above 
For peop le of a religious nature, there has always 

been a belief or association that divine interven
tion comes from above. These Christian concepts 

in conjunction with the teachings of the Bible and 
Church give credence to the thought of intervention 
from elevated planes with such quotes as Psalms 121: 1 
which says in part " li ft up thine eyes." There is then , 
this bonding or mi xture of strong be liefs and the 
thought that there are powerful fo rces at work "above" 
us. In reality true believers worship their omnipresent 
God regardless of location. 

To d ispel or confirm the potential problems of elevat
ed platfom1s and shooting, I shot a series of odd ranges 
and angles to see how projectile impacts compared to 
point of aim. I used a precision scope-sighted rifle to 
reduce the margin of error. The rifle was hand held and 
all shots were fired from prone with a bag-type rest. 

I have in the past dealt with students who fe lt that 
there is some kind of religious-like mysticism involved in 
the application of angled or elevated rifle shooting. These 
poor fo lks actually believe there is some magical or mys
tic voodoo or potion to make marksmanship work in these 
environments. The use of rifles from elevated firing plat-

The Tower at Thunder 
Ranch was used as a 
shooting platform. 

My rifle se lecti on for the test was a personally 
owned Robar SR-60 (The Robar Companies, lnc., 
Dept. SOF, 21438 N. 7th Ave., Suite B, Phoenix, AZ 
85027; phone : 623-58 1-2648; fax: 623-582-0059; web 
site: www.robarguns .com) made with a special flame
colored composition stock. The rifle weighs in at I 0 
pounds, with a barre l length of 20 inches and overall 
length of 39 inches. The action is based on the 
Remington 700. The rifle has a stainless steel barrel 
with match chamber and crown and is pillar-bedded in 

fonns have caused some concern that shots may be complex or diffi 
cu lt because of the varying angles of attack. In reality the appl ication 
of small arms to field firing environments in what, for example, the 
mi litary calls MOUT (Military Operation in Urban Terrain) requires 
trained competent rifle-persons. Functional skills are acquired by 
operator awareness to potential problems that may be encountered, 
and then addressed by appropriate training and practice. 

In Jaw enforcement or military applications, conflicts can occur 
in built-up areas where ranges to contact will probably be substan
tially shorter than the ranges most of the participating combatants 
trained or practiced in. These short ranges and e levated firing plat
forms may th.row police officers or infantry a curve ball. There is 
the premise that if "I can hit the target at 400 yards, I can hit it a 40 
yards." This is similar to the guy who says, "I never mi ss." If you 
never miss, it only means you never shoot. Everybody misses. The 
real question is will you hit, or miss, when it 's most important! 

Robar SR-60 based on the 
Remington action was used 
for elevated platform shooting 
drills. A Leupold 3.5X10 
Tactical Scope was mounted to 
the rifle as well as (inset) an 
angle finder. 
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a McMillan general-purpose hunting stock (McMill an 
Fiberglass Stocks, Inc., Dept. SOF, 21421 North 14th Ave., 
Phoeni x, AZ 85027; phone: 602-582-9635; fax: 602-581-3825; 
web site: www.mcmfami ly.com) with a free-floating barre l chan
ne l. It has a non-s lip tex ture to the pi sto l grip and forearm, the 
recoil pad is a Pachmayr Decelerator. The stock finish is Polymax 
and Roguard/NP3 completes the metal work. 

With the help of Garth Kendig at Leupold (Leupold & Stevens, 
PO Box 688, Beaverton, OR 92006 phone: 503-646-9171) the rifle 
is topped with a Leupold 3.5Xl0 Tactical Scope with target adjust
ing towers mounted to the rifle with Leupold rings and bases. 

Federal .308M ammunition was used for testing. Two groups were 
fired at l 00 yards to confinn the rifle zero with zero declination. These 
two groups measured .842 inches and .627 inches, respectively. 

Base e levation at the firing location was 2,280 feet above sea 

Continued on page 29 

CHANGES IN IMPACT 
Shooter Elevation Change Of Impact Angle To Target 

FEET INCHES DEGREES 

29-YARD TARGET: 
11 -.325 5 
21 -.278 11 
31 -.298 18 
41 -298 22 

57-YARD TARGET: 
11 +.616 4 
21 +.588 7 
31 +.840 10 
41 +.393 13 

90-YARD TARGET: 
11 +1 .000 2 
21 +.402 5 
31 +.873 B 
41 +.657 10 
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Everv fight is Bam-BAM and you're done! 

"All Your Fancy Fighting Skills 
Won't Earn You An Extra Second 

Against This Devastating New 
Natural Streetfighting System!" 

Why are black belts, boxers, Ju Jitsu wrestlers ... and especially those 
silly macho "military" guys who claim to be so tough ... scared to death 

when faced with this amazingly simple new fighting secrets? 
Dear Friend, 
My name is Bob Pierce ... and I have serious 

"imide" knowledge about every "new" fighting 
system that's ever been "hyped" in this 
magazine. I have financed the marketing for 
many of these systems ... I'm well-known in 
all the important military, martial art. and 
military circles. (My contacts include former 
Navy SEAL and Army Special Forces, plus 
guys who train SEALs, FBI and CIA agents, 
big city SWAT police, and special "black bag" 
operatives the government doesn't want you 
to know about.) 

I don't seek these men out. These hotshots 
come to me ... often begging for a chance to 
show me their" stuff". 

Well, let me tell you something. You need 
to hear this: Almost all those super-hyped 
fighting systems are ... 

Pure Over-Rated 
Garbage! 

Real fighting ... especially the vicious, no
rules attacks and fights you're every likely to 
see in the street ... has changed forever! Almost 
everything you know is obsolete, and I don't 
care how long you've been training or who 
you've trained with. 

Worse ... if you are ever forced to actually 
use anything you've learned - and if you're 
like 99% of the guys out there trying to put 
together a few "guaranteed" skills to protect 
yourself and your family- you will likely get 
hurt if you attempt to use any fancy stuff against 
an experienced streetfighter or mugger. 

Every fighting system I've seen is just too 
damned complicated to master in a reasonable 
time (and they're just lying to you if they say 
different)! Those military guys are the worst 
too ... anyone who knows the SEALS and 
Army "elite" special forces work knows these 
soldiers use weapons to fight with ... NOT 
their hands! Hand-to-hand streetfighting is 
the least important skill they need or seek. .. and 
they learn a few "basic" hand-to-hand skills 
almost as an afterthought! 

The truth is, when these "elite" soldiers are 
pitted against an experienced, world-class 
streetfighter ... 

They Lose! 
I'd almost given up trying to find an honestly 

simple fighting system that was easy to master 
(not just "learn") ... and that I could count on if 
I was forced to defend myself 

And then I stumbled on something ... I think 
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you'll find it interesting, also. 
Let me tell you a very short story that may 

be the most important one you ever hear in 
your life: Just outside of Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
there's a beat-up warehouse where certain 
"unusual" types of people like to gather. If you're 
a stranger out here, you're not just 
unwelcome ... 

You're Meat! 
And it's very easy to tell if you're not one of 

the "in'' group: These guys shave their heads 
and tattoo swastikas on their scalp. They're 
permanently pumped with a steroid-and
amphetarnine rage. They wear jack boots, carry 
chains, knives and baseball bats .. , and they 
never, ever fight fair. All fights are three, four, 
or a dozen to one. 

They're Skinhead Neo-Nazi's ... probably 
the most vicious and dangerous punks roaming 
America. (Compared with Skinheads, an inner
city Compton gang of Crips or Bloods look 
almost like Boy Scouts.) Skinheads never need a 
reason for violence -just being alone and close 
enough to jump will make you an instantvictirn. 
These Sick Jerks Actually Enjoy 
Hurting And Humiliating People! 

Anyway, on this particular night an ordinary
looking man named Chris Clugston made the 
mistake of driving out to this isolated warehouse. 
He thought he was going to see a band play 
music, maybe find a nice girl to dance with, have 
some fun on a hot summer night. He didn't have 
much money on him - after paying the "cover" 
to get inside and ordering a beer, all he had left 
was one little nickelin his pocket. Remember that 
----'- a single nickel. Not even enough to leave as 
a tip at the makeshift bar. 

Chris didn't know what to make of all the 
skinheads giving him the "evil eye". He thought 
they just had really bad haircuts and silly taste 
in clothes. He felt no fear ... in fact, as he passed 
a table of them, he reached out and good
naturedly rubbed one of them on the scalp. 
"Nice haircut, fella," he said. 

Three skinheads stood up and quickly 
cornered him. The band played on. 

Now, you have to get this scene right to 
understand the importance of what happened 
next: The smallest of the three Skinheads 
coming at Chris was his same size; the others 
were taller, more muscular, heavier. They were 
reaching for objects in their pockets (it was 
too dark to see clearly) smiling with relish for 
the stomping they expected to hand out. No 
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one in the warehouse had the slightest urge 
to help or stop the fight. There was nowhere 
for Chris to escape. 

In less than a second, he suddenly realized 
he was about to be jumped by thtee 
experienced streetfighters ... and if he didn't 
do something right NOW .. . 

His Life Wasn't Worth Much More 
Than That Nickel In His Pocket! 
Well, what would you have done? You know, 

in your heart, you run the risk every day, of 
being in the same situation... c9rnered by 
punks who want to do you (and your family, 
too, if they're nearby) serious harm! It's not 
even connected to robbery anymore - they 
don't want your nickel, they want the thrill of 
stomping your face into hamburger. ,: 

It could be in a parking lot downtmyn, 
in a movie theatre, outside your local 
Seven-Eleven ... 

Or In The Cool Darkness 
Of Your Own Bedroom, 

Late At Night! 
Have you seriously thought aboi,it what will 

happen to you during real-life crupch time ... 
where your life (and that of your loved ones) 
aren't worth a plugged nickel? . 

Back in that lonely Tulsa warehouse, Chris 
didn't have time to think. He didn't need to ... 
in a blink, he turned that nasty situation around 
180 degrees ... and those three Skinheads, eVen 
though they were poised and ready to attack, found 
themselves suddenly thrust into a world of pain 
and confusion. But Chris didn't use anything 
that even remotely resembles karate, or Judo, 
or Tai Kwan Do, or even boxing or wrestling. 
No. Instead... ' 

Chris Did Something 
These Experienced Fighters 
Had Never Seen Before ..• 

And Hope They Never Se' Again! 
There were other Skinheads in that old 

warehouse that night ... but they didn't bother 
Chris/Not after they saw what he did (with an 
absolutely chilling calm and sense of 
confidence) to those three streetfighters who 
cornered him! There was something in his 
eyes ... something the first 3 punks missed in 
the dim light ... that now warned the rest of 
them away. 

The fight didn't take three seconds ... 
because while two of the Skinheads went 
down hard immediately, the third broke and 
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ran, and Chris couldn't catch him! These guys 
have been spotted around Tulsa occasionally 
since then, and they're still "jumpy". There 
isn't ajlicker of that punk fire left in their eyes. 
Even the guy that got away (thanks to his 
reflexes of sheer, pants-wetting FEAR) won't 
go near anyone who even vaguely looks like 
Chris anymore. 

The people who saw what Chris Clugston 
did thatnightallreportthesame thing: It was 
like nothing they'd seen before ... the quick 
moves looked too easy and simple to have 
actually worked ... 
And Yet The Resutts Were Instant 
And Devastating Beyond Belief! 
What Chris (the most normal-looking and 

likable guy you'll ever meet) used is the 
strangest fighting technique imaginable -
unlike anything you have ever seen before ... 
and yet (for guys like you and me) it is 
absolutely the most ruthless and effective 
fighting style ever devised! 
• Hard-core streetfighters end up being bullied 
by people half their size using this system! 
• Trained boxers can't land a punch! 
• Wrestlers the size of Jabba the Hut get 
tossed into walls like puppies by women! 
• Karate black-belts never get a chance to 
strike ... and any defensive move they make only 
gets them hurt more seriously! 
• Even the highest-level"elite" training in the 
U.S. military won't help a soldier last beyond a 
few seconds in hand-to-hand combat against 
this new, utterly-unique fighting system! 

I never, never want to feel what it's like to 
be on the other end of this amazing stuff! 
Nevertheless, once you see.how it's done, you'll 
see that this new fighting system is: 
• Incredibly easy to master in short time! 
(People who . have only been shown these 
moves - and never actually done them -
have nevertheless had tremendous success in 
"crunch time" ... with devastating results for 
their attackers!) 
• So simple you can actually "learn it and 
forget it" ... and yet it will be there for you 
whenever you need it! (There are only 6 
components to the entire system ... less to 
remember than most karate schools have for 
one fancy kick.0 In fact, you can learn more 
intense fighting skills in one short hour than 
you'd learn in a month of"formal" martial arts! 
• And yet these fighting secrets require no 
special strength, speed or coordination to get 
started! (Everythingyou need, Chris can teach 
you in about the time it takes to eat a big meal!) 

I knew this was something you'd want to 
know about right away. This new system -
Chris calls it "CombatJKD" - is nothing like 
those complicated "official" fighting systems ... 
you know, the kind of "altered self-defense" 
used by guys in uniforms (who do all their 
fighting with automatic weapons in desert 
battlegrounds and jungles, and almost never 
hand-to-hand on pavement or on a porch or 
from inside a car ... where you'll be needing the 
best skills you can get!). No. This is a completely 
different way of fighting in the street, where you'll 
likely be if you ever need help. 

I think what Chris has is just perfect for 
guys like you and me. Perfect because you 
don't need to train much ... you can use what 
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you learn immediately ... and (because it's so 
incredibly simple) ... 

You Will Face Any "Situation" 
With A Steel-Eyed 
Calm Confidence 

You've Never Experienced Before! 
In fact, this "CombatJKD" Chris teaches 

is so different that the results of real encounters 
I've discovered by his students (so far he's only 
taught about two dozen people) are almost too 
amazing to be real. For example: 
• A young man named Mike Farrell (who 
maybeweighs 160 pounds soaking wet) begged 
Chris to teach him his fighting secrets after 
Mike was jumped and beaten senseless by a 
gang of 20 black guys in a Denny's parking 
lot. Mike wasn't what you'd call a "good 
student" ... but he learned enough so that, 
when a 230-lb. truck driver tried to take him 
down, Mike instinctively reacted with a single, 
indefensible move that sent the monster flying 
(literally, feet, body, hands off the ground!) 
backwards and into a steel door. People inside 
later said it sounded like a canon going off. 
There was no need for any other action - one 
quick move and the "fight" was over. "Hey," 
Mike told me, "this stuff really works!" 
• A bouncer called "C.C" in a Mid-West bar 
was pushed outside by 3 drunks who didn't 
like being told to quiet down. Ordinarily, even 
an experienced bouncer would have had trouble 
in that situation, but in this case C. C. mangled 
the first drunk so quickly, and with such off
hand viciousness and authority, that the other 
two ran off. (A lot of would-be fighters run 
when faced with the terrible certainty of 
Chris's new fighting methods!) 
• Recently, at a local "hip" hangout, a couple 
of steroid-pumped fraternity boys decided that 
because they were young, privileged and beefy 
and this one scraggly-looking guy wasn't, he 
deserved to be beat up. Wrong- the frat boys 
picked on one of Chris's students ... and now 
they don't talk so loud anymore, don't strut like 
roosters. Two jerks, two simple moves (that 
didn't look like much, and certainly didn't cause 
Chris's student to break a sweat) ... equals one 
fight over with in a couple of seconds! 
• Perhaps more relevant, however, than all the 
stories I could tell you ... is this: When Chris 
recently trained alongside a group of U.S. 
military Special Forces soldiers ... I can't use 
their names (security reasons), but they 
represented the top schools of the Army, 
Navy ... he received the highest compliment ever 
paid to a civilian by these hard-ass soldiers. One 
of the super-elite "18-Zulu" Group sergeants 
took the others aside (after watching Chris 
train for a bit) and told these top soldiers to 
never, ever mess with this guy ... because ... 

All Their Fancy Hand-To-Hand 
Combat Training Wouldn't 

Earn Them An Ext1a Second 
In A Real, Balls-Out 

Fight W"dh Chris! 
I know what you're thinking - if this 

"CombatJKD" is so great ... 

Why Is It Still 
Such An Astonishing Secreft 

The answer's easy. It's not secret- this new 
fighting system simply did not exist until a few 
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short years ago ... and the few people who do 
know about it are in no hurry to share their 
unique, viciously-effective secrets! 

Chris Clugston - as far as I know- is the 
ONLY man in the world who was in a position 
to take modem fighting methods ... and create 
new "twists" to them that are so innovative ... 
so amazingly natural (you'll never feel awkward 
or have trouble learning any of it) ... and so 
instantly devastating ... that what he wound up 
with is an entirely NEW way to fight. None of 
his methods would be allowed in the boxing ring, 
or in a karate match, or in any kind of fight ... 

Where The "Rules" Say 
You Must At Least Give The other 

Guy A Chance To Hit You Back! 
This is the most honestly brutal, bam-BAM

and-you're-done kind of fighting you could ever 
imagine ... and the best part is, it's especially 
easy for "non-fighting" types of people to 
master quickly! 

That's because Chris Clugston spent a 
lifetime searching where no one thought to look 
for the simplest fighting secrets of the world. 
Here's the story: 
• Streetfighting has been his overriding 
passion since he was 12 years old. (He earned 
black belts in 5 different martial arts before he 
was 20!) He even learned 7 languages so he 
could travel the world and uncover new styles 
of fighting and techniques that hadn't reached 
the U.S. yet! 
• In East Germany, he worked his way inside 
the most elite scientific-research organizations in 
the world. The Soviets have training systems 
for hand-to-hand combat that are light-years 
ahead of us ... with amazing techniques ... 

That Actually "Imprint" 
Brutally-Effective Fighting Skills 

Directly Into Your 
Nervous System! 

• It's like loading a computer with raw data ... 
so, without conscious effort, you can "download" 
amazingly advanced skills straight into your 
body's muscles and nerves in an incredibly short 
time!) The result is a shortcut in your "learning 
curve" - which means you can learn in hours 
what others need years to master! 
• Chris fought professionally for over 8 years 
(twice as long the average pro) ... becoming one 
of the world's most accomplished fighters! (He 
was Number One World Rated in Shoot 
Boxingfor1991-1992 ... AmericanKickboxing 
Colorado Champ for 2 years ... as well as 
Maximum Total Light Heavy Champ, despite 
fighting in a higher weight class!) 

He also won over 50 vicious, no-rules 
streetlights during this time. This is how he 
realized how stupid it is to master any martial 
art style that has rules (no kicking in boxing, 
no strangling in wrestling, no head-punches 
in karate ... and ridiculous time-limits in all of 
them!). The real world of streetfighting has no 
rules! Even the most brutal-looking "official" 
fighting systems can actually get you killed in 
the street ... and the "confidence" you get from 
years of dedication to any formal training ... 

Is A Total Sham! 
• And then, about a decade ago, Chris was 
invited to "try out" with perhaps the most 
secretive group of people in the U.S. -a small, 
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pound of your weight ten times, giving you 
"Godzilla" advantages against even a much
heavieropponent! •• How to correctly use the 
"scissor choke" - which 99 of 100 fighters do 
so incorrectly it actually puts them at risk 
(instead of providing the fight-ending certainty 
you can have doing it right!) .. A 1,000-year
old move (which all but a handful of martial 
artists never learn about) that will end the fight 
instantly once you get to the ground... even 
faster than the most famous ju-jitsu 
move! •• How to handle worst-case scenarios: 
when you're surprised, caught in completely 
undesirable places, outnumbered ... and 
worse! .. How to easily and effectively destroy 
your opponent's "wheels" ... and why the standard 
karate knee kicks are doomed to fiiil 7 of8 times 
(leaving you exposed and ready to go down)! 
Chris's understanding of "knee take down" 
fighting is unsurpassed by any other fighter on 
the planet ... and he can show you how to never 
be without this fight-ending "out"! .. How to 
master the unbelievably-devastating secrets of the 
"Axe Kick"! .. Instant ann-locks that disable 
your opponent and let you decide what's next! 
(Including how to master the most painfal and 
effective arm lock a human can suffer!) H The 
secret of correct head butts - it's not what 
you've seen the military guys doing! (If you ever 
use the wrong method, you'll split your head 
open ... proof most of those military guys have 
never been in a real hand-to-hand 
fight!) .. The one take-down move you will 
have open to you every time a attacker strikes ... 
so simple, so easy to remember, it's like walking 
around with a cocked and loaded gun! • • The 
"can't lose" kick that does incredible damage 
even when you miss completely! (One of many"fiiil 
safe" moves Chris teaches!) .. Head-on moves 
thatwillseparateyoufivmthemrysinthefi.rstsecond 
of the fight! (And send even the craziest attacker 
runnini-) .. How an untrained fighter tips 
himself off! .. Your single best "one answer" 
move in any confrontation - if you never learn 
anything else from Chris, this move will assure 
you survive almost any one-on-one fight you get 
into ... even with trained fighters! (.A.ndit'ssosimple 
you don't even have to practice it very much!) 
. And more ... including details so "sensitive" 

I wouldn't dare list them here for you! 
PLUS ... you get a very special FREE 

bonus that Chris wants you to have and KEEP 

as his gift. It's a hour-long video he shot about 
knife-fighting- and, just like everything else 
he teaches, it's unlike anything you've ever seen 
before. Chris has been in knife fights ... and 
he learned crucial new information that no 
other knife-fighter on the planet even has a 
clue about! No one wants to get in a knife 
fight ... because your chances of surviving 
without getting cut are not good. But the knife 
has become such a common "tool" of the 
criminal attackers, you absolutely need this 
advanced look at fighting with knives ... 
including bare-hands against a knife, and 
knife-against-knife. 

The hyper-advanced fighting skills you learn 
from Chris have already helped other people just 
like you ... in the most dangerous, out-of
control situations you're ever likely to face in 
the street! You can't walk around in a suit of 
armor, bristling with guns and knives and 
hoping you "look'' threatening enough to avoid 
trouble. However, with Chris's help ... 

You can Have A "Built In" 
Protection Device More Powerful 
Than Guns and Knives. •• Your Own 

"Inner Bodyguard" Trained To 
Devastate Anyone Who Attacks You! 

People who have experienced Chris's 
training methods report a deep and permanent 
change in their lives. It's as if Chris has helped 
imtall another person inside you ... a stronger, 
more vicious and unafraid warrior who won't 
hesitate a second to eliminate (with all the force 
necessary) any danger to you! 

This is not like the training terrorists go 
through, however - that turns them into 
savage beasts that cannot be absorbed back into 
civilization again. Far from it ... Chris's training 
techniques leave you normal and centered 
(much like a fighting master should be) ... your 
same old lovable self ... 

Until The Time You NEED 
To Unleash That Brutal Warrior 

Inside You! 
It's not even a conscious process! Imagine 

having little danger-sensing antennae (like a 
Geiger counter) inside you that leap into action 
even before you consciously understand you 
are in trouble! 

Imagine having the inner peace and confidence 
to be relaxed anywhere in the world ... knowing 

Priority Order Form For SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Readers Only! 
For The Fastest Service Use Your Credit Card And Call Toll-FREE 

1-800-294-9602 (Ask For Department CG-79) 
0 YES! This sounds exactly like the kind of fighting system I've been searching for - easy to learn, simple to execute ... 
and so brutally·effecrive that my confidence levels will soar beyond anything I've ever dreamed! Plus, I have nothing to lose by 
ordering now - with your 100% Money-Back No-Risk Guarantee, I get aful/ 3 monrhs to use these videos as my own ... and 
if I'm not complerely and urrerly satisfied, all I have to do is return them for a total refund of my purchase price! Th_at's a ~t 
deal. So please rush me the 2-video set (over 3 hours of intense fighting secrets!) ... plus my FREE bonus rape on kmfe-fightmg 
(which I get to KEEP as a gift even if I decide later to return the rest of the set)! Here is my address and how I wish to pay: 

0 I prefer to pay by credit card. Please charge my: 0 Enclosed is my Check or Money Order 
O Visa O MasterCard O American Express O Discover (Make payable to Underground Streetfighter's Association) 

Card#:-------------- Name:--------------

Expires: ___ _ Address:-------------

Signature City: ST:_ Zip: __ 
Underground StreeHighter's Association • • E. Acequia. Dept. CG·79 • Visalia, CA 93292 

CA & VA residents add appropriate sales taJ<. Rush shipping available tor addi#onal charges of $10 for "2·Day" shipping and $15 for "Ovemighf' shipping. 
Foreign orders may require additional shipping. Call for more informaUon. -----------------------------------------www.threatresponse.com 
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your training and mastery has placed you 
amongthemostviciously-effectivefighters on 
the planet if trouble occurs! 

You can't buy that kind of confidence for 
any amount of money ... 

But You CAN Earn It ... 
With Chris's Help! 

So how much is Chris's video course going 
for? It's cheap- less than you'd pay for two lousy 
lessom at the local karate school ... less than a big 
meal for two at a fancy restaurant ... less, even, 
than a decent pair of cowboy boots! Ask anyone 
who has trained with Chris ... they'll tell you 
how foolish it is to quibble over a few dollars 
when the result is learning the most effective 
fighting skills on the planet! 

Here's what you need to do now: Call 
1-800-294-9602 and tell the operatoryou want 
to order Chris Clugston's "CombatJKD" video 
course, Dept. CG-79. It's important to tell 
them that code, too - don't forget! You can 
use your credit card. The price for this amazing 
2-video tape package (plus your FREE bonus 
tape on knife fighting!) is just $97 plus $4.50 
shipping and handling. (Total: $101.50) Or, if 
you prefer to pay by check or money order 
(payable to Underground Streetfighters 
Association), simply fill out the enclosed 
Priority Order Form and send it with your 
payment to the USA offices at 606 East 
Acequia, Visalia, CA 93292. Either way, your 
tapes will be rushed out to you by return mail 
as soon as we receive your order. 

But remember-you get Chris's personal 
guarantee on this: Watch the tapes, at your 
own pace, in your own home, and learn 
everything he has... for a full 3 months 
without risk. Treat the tapes as hard as you 
like - they're yours for the entire 3 months. 
If, at the end of that time, you aren't 100% 
convinced you've just been training in the 
most advanced fighting skills you could ever 
have, simply return the 2 tapes and Chris will 
see that you get an immediate refond of your 
purchase price. No questions asked. No 
nonsense ... and Chris will still consider you 
a friend. He respects you enough to let you 
decide for yourself 

But- even if you decide to return the tapes 
for a refund, you can still KEEP the bonus tape 
on Knife-Fighting (worth the price of the 
entire package just by itselfl) ... as Chris's gift 
to you, just for giving his videos a look. 

That's more than fair... and if you're 
serious about learning fighting skills you can 
use, wherever you find yourself in trouble ... 
this is a must-have course! So" far, only a 
handful of "insider" students (with deep 
pockets) have gotten this kind of acute 
attention from Chris. 

Here's your chance ... if you believe you've 
got what it takes ... to become a master of that 
same secret fighting technique. Call now. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Robert Pierce 
President, 
Underground Streetfighters Association 
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almost fanatical "fringe" bunch of fighters who 
had developed a combat-oriented system that 
emphasized simple moves ... and brutally
quick endings to every fight. (This is about as 
far from "sport" fighting as you can get!) No 
one gets into this "secret society" without a 
personal invitation... and the initiation rites 
are too astonishing to even talk about here. 

Nevertheless, this "over-the-top" fighting 
style was what Chris had been searching for! 
But because ofhis travels ... his Soviet training ... 
and all his professional insights ... plus all the 
"official" martial art know-how he had ... Chris 
brought something NEW to the table that even 
these hyper-secret fighters didn't understand. 

What Chris discovered was this: Even the 
most cutting-edge fighting styles (like the ones 
used by the military) were still shackled with 
moves based on centuries-old situations 
involving fencing, stick-fighting and ritualized 
combat! These systems, though seemingly 
"modernized'', still use only about 75% of your 
maximum fighting ability! 

So he really had no choice. He was farced to 
create an entirely NEW fighting system ... one 
that took the simplest moves of the best 
styles ... and "blended" them with the scientific 
insights of the last few years to make ... 

A Natural, Utterly-Simple Fighting 
System That Can Defeat Any 

other Fighter Instantly! 
Of course, using this new system is not going 

to make you any friends. Everyone, it seems, 
hates Chris - martial artists hate him because 
he shows theirformalityup as tota!B.S .. .. boxers 
and wrestlers hate him because all their neat 
skills vanish before the onslaught his new style 
throws at them ... the military guys hate him 
because they're embarrassed that a civilian "aced 
them out" on the advanced Soviet fighting 
technology (which they still don't understand) ... 
and other streetfighters hate him because they 
can't strut their stlfff around him. 

No one argues with Chris anymore. Not 
elite military soldiers ... not thick, muscled 
boxers ... not murderous street-gang fighters. 
Because Chris doesn't like to "talk'', he likes to 
"walk''. He only has one thing to say to anyone 
who challenges him: 

"Let's Go Outside 
And Fight Right Now!" 

And, for the last few years, no one's had the 
guts to do that. He as an OPEN 
CHALLENGE out to anyone who thinks 
they've got a better system. Come on out and 
scrap with me, he says. They refuse. Chris 
Clugston's "Combat JKD" has changed 
streetfightingfarever. 

You will understand why when you see -
for yourself - just what this amazing new 
system is all about. It's the chance of a lifetime 
for anyone interested in learning fighting skills 
that immediately "catapult" you in the highest 
levels of the fighting world, practically overnight! 

This is what's in it for you: Chris has 
instructed me to give you an opportunity no 
one else in the United States will be offered, ever. 
He wants you to see his new "Combat JKD" 
system in action ... in a complete, "uncensored" 
form that the rest of the world will never even 
hear about ... learn the basic (simple) moves 
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yourself ... see how it "fits" on you, and if you 
like it ... and do it all without having to risk a 
nickel of your own money! 

He's doing this because, finally, he's fed up 
with all the "hype" and hysteria out there about 
the "military-oriented" fighting systems now 
flooding the market. He knows his new stuff 
will make those Navy and Army-sponsored 
systems look silry ... with less fuss, less learning 
time, and more power than anyone would 
believe. He wants to show you ... so there will 
be no doubt in your mind whatsoever ... that 
"Combat JKD" has changed fighting forever. 
And all the secrets of it can all be yours ... as 
soon as you want it! 

Here's howitworks: A few weeks ago, Chris 
submitted himself to a grueling week-long 
video session, where he revealed - on tape -
all the most closely-held secrets of his new 
fighting system. It's the best I've ever seen. 

Now, I've been producing self-defense 
tapes for several years now - including ones 
by the guys who train the U.S.NavySEALS, 
Army RANGERS, big-city police SWAT 
teams, and even agents in the FBI and CIA. 
I've used the same film crew for most of these 
videos. They've seen the BEST ... but they 
were totalry unprepared for what Chris had to 
show them. My crew couldn't get enough. 
(They even stayed after-hours -without pay 
-just to get a few personal tips from Chris!) 
I've never seen such intense interest by jaded, 
"seen that, done that" cameramen and sound 
guys before! 

Most of the crew were NOT avid karate or 
self-defense fans themselves ... but when they 
saw Chris in action they all told me, at the 
same time ... 

This Was, Finally, The Simple 
Yet Utterly Effective 
"Lazy Man's" Answer 

For 100% Self.Defense 
They'd Been Looking For! 

They saw - as you will, too - that what 
Chris teaches can be mastered in the shortest 
time humanry possible ... and yet obviously has 
exactly the kind of vicious fight-ending skills 
a "normal" man could ever hope for. 

You'll see what I'm taJking about. Even if 
you only "scan" these videos once, you'll be 
changed forever! There are nearly 4 hours of 
tape here, on two power-packed video cassettes. 
It's information that was completely 
unavailable just a few weeks ago, to anyone 
except the few "insiders" who knew Chris 
personally. Yet, with the advantages of slow
motion, rewinding and multiple camera angles 
(we used a state-of-the-art recording studio 
down in San Diego) ... you actually get a better 
and more complete education, in a shorter time, 
than any of Chris's personal students! 

You'll get it cheaper, too. Chris only takes a 
few students on every year, and they pay 
outrageous fees to get their personal education 
in "Combat JKD". It's an enormous risk, 
financially, for him to offer his secrets so 
inexpensively to you ... but, frankly, he's so 
angry at all the bogus fighting information out 
there, he doesn't care about his high fees 
anymore. This is now a matter of pride ... as a 
man, you can easiry understand where Chris is 
coming from. 

www.threatresponse.com 

Look - here's just a "taste" of what you're 
about to learn: 

• How to use the billion-dollar secret training 
technology developed by the Soviets (which put 
their athletes light-years ahead of anyone else) 
to put your fighting coordination and speed 
"over the top"... even if you haven't got an 
athletic bone in your body! .. Why you should 
never use your fist in a real street fight! (Even 
trained fighters make this crucial mistake ... and 
risk serious injury that's 100% avoidable!) There's 
a better way to do more damage, quicker, with 
noriskofhurtingyourse!fatalli .. A "lazyman's" 
training technique that's so simple, you can 
master devastating moves while watching 
TV.! .. How to "expand" your 5 senses so you 
see everything happening around you, all the time 
- it's like having eyes in the back of your head! 
(This trick can save you enormous amounts of 
danger and trouble ... and make you virtually 
undefeatable in any head-to-head 
fight!) • • Secret "2-minute" training 
techniques (that's all it takes!) that are 
guaranteed to make you look ridiculous ... but 
which will pump up your fighting ability (and 
confidence) 1,000% almost overnight! .. New 
(and simple) exercises that actually install animal 
quickness and viciousness directly into your 
muscles and nerves ... leaving it locked there until 
you need to spring it loose! (Go from calm to 
frightening in a split second, whenever you 
choose... or whenever you're 
threatened!) •• The "energy conservation'' 
rules of fighting almost every street fighter 
breaks ... leaving you a devastating opening 10 
seconds into any fight no one else will 
see! •• How to use the "two second" stalking 
test to see how trained your opponent is ... and 
what he's trained in! (Crucial information to end 
the fight when you choose!) .. The hyper
advanced new fighting stance that negates all 
others ... putting you in a position to keep boxers, 
wrestlers, and even the dirtiest fighters on the 
planet off-balance until you decide to strike! 
(They'll never get "settled" enough to hit 
you!) • • How to never again feel 
uncontrollable emotion (or even sweaty palms) 
in a tight situation ... and how to channel all 
your adrenaline into purposeful energythatwill 
charge you up like a bomb! .. Why your best 
fighting moves will come completely naturally ... 
forget all that martial art nonsense about needing 
to train for years to do complicated moves! (The 
best fighters in the world use only a few simple 
moves... and routinely knock around karate 
dudes like they were children!) .. How to use 
the devastating "pop up" push taken from the 
way tigers hunt in the wild ... so effective a 90-
lb. woman can use it to send a Sumo wrestler 
tumbling! .. What to watch when you're eight 
feet apart (it's NOT his eyes - a terrible 
mistake most fighters make that gets them 
hurt) ... and what to watch inside the two feet 
"crunch time" zone ... to keep you a precious 
step ahead of even superbly-trained 

.fighters! .. The number one "Dirty Trick" of 
fighters who want to decisivery end a fight as 
soon as possible! .. A ridiculously-simple two
finger takedown that will instantly bring any 
opponent, of any size and weight, to his 
knees! .. Leverage secrets (known onry by 
students of Clugston's) that multiply every 
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Combat Weapancraft 
Continued from page 24 

level. Floor heights for the fi ring platforms 
should be added to the base elevation. 
Heights were, second floor: LL feet; third 
floor: 2 L feet; fourth floor: 3 l feet; and fi fth 
floor: 4 L feet. Distance to the targets was 
measured from the base of the tower line of 
sight to the target face. Straight line of sight 
at ground level the target ranges measured 
in at 29 yards, 57 yards, and 90 yards. The 
actual range to the targets is slightly more as 
the distance would vary as the firing posi
tions moved higher up the floors. 

A 2-inch-square target was used for shot 
placement and the scope crosshair was placed 
to quarter the target for each shot. Group sizes 
were measured by the standard center to cen
ter of extreme spread. Included in the sheet is 
deviation of the group above or below the 
center line of the 2-inch target square. 

It is a point of interest that on the 90-
yard target fired from the second and thi rd 
floors the angle of the shots required the 
rifle barrel to contact the edge of the win
dow sill. In both cases the rifle groups were 
not great, but they were more than service
able. The interesting thing is because of the 
barrel contact on the sill the group moved 
approximately 2 inches right of center. The 
barrel contacting the window sill did so on 
the left side of the barrel. This of course is 
not a new phenomenon, we learned about 
this "group shift" years ago while resting 
revolver barrels on barricades at PPC com
petitions. This contact of barrel to a hard 
object effects "barrel harmonics" and 
shows that it can make a di fference in point 
of aim, and the end results of the projectile 
point of impact. 

With all the groups fired the 29-yard tar
get groups printed below point of aim, while 
those fired at 57 and 90 yards printed high
er than the point of aim. None of the groups 
fi red, high or low, were of enough differ
ence to matter on a target of reasonable size. 

In the area of training, issues to address 
should be minimizing barrel contact with 
rests or supports. Operators should be aware 
of the relationship of the line of muzzle and 
the line of sight. A clear sight picture does
n't mean the muzzle is clear of obstruction. 
At the range to contact distances to be 
encountered in built-up areas the complex 
problem won' t be long ranges or steep 
angles. More specific problems may be 
fleeting and moving threats partially 
obstructed by debris and smoke who may be 
returning fire at you! Try to deploy and fire 
around the sides of protecti ve cover and 
concealment rather than over the top of 
cover. The head is a relatively vital organ on 
most people and does not hold up well to 
gunfi re, even from angled shots. 

With these thoughts in mind you should 
send only your praises to heaven. There is 
no magic in angled or elevated shooting, 
only the awareness of, and a willingness to 
practice, to get your hits. ~ 
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For a limited time the Kimber Custom 
Shop is adding custom features to our 
most popular .45 ACP carry pistols 
at savings of over $500. These 
features include: 

• Meltdown treatment 
• Tritium night sights 

• KimPro™ finish 
• Checkered front strap 

• Premium aluminum trigger 
• Ambidextrous thumb safety 
• Double diamond rosewood grips 
• Special markings & serial 

number 

Other standard Kimber features 
are match grade barrel and 

chamber, beveled maga
zine well, tactical ejector, 
highride beavertail grip 
safety and match grade 

trigger group. 

Equaled only by custom pistols 
costing thousands more, the Kimber 

Special Editions are the finest 
production concealed carry 
1911 's ever manufactured. 

Compare and you will agree. 

For complete information 011 

Kimber pistols and rifles, please send $2 to; 
Ki111be1; Dept. 974, I Lt1wton Street, 

Yonkers, NY 10705, call (800) 880-2418 or 
visit our website at www.kimbernmerica.com 

SWITCHBLADE - AUTOMATIC KNIFE COLLECTORS! 
11The Automatic Knife Resource Guide and Newsletter" 

Sources for ALL automatic knives! 
• Rare and scarce antiques. 
• American-llalian-German 
• High-Tech produc/ion models. 

A MUST (or All switchblade fans! 
•Packed with FIRST -CLASS photos 
•Maintenance & repair tips 
•Free classified ads 
•The LA TEST trends 

TO ORDER YOURS, send $I 0. for a single issue or $30. 
($38. Foreign] for a one-year (4 issue) subscription to: 

THE NEWSLETTER 
2269 Chestnut St., Suite 212-A 
Sao Francisco, CA 94123. USA 
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On Turget 
You have completely 

outdone yourself. Your 
Milosevic target was in 
very bad taste. Milosevic 
is a hero for standing up to 
the NWO and your 
rehashing of government 
propaganda is evidently 
sad. Your continued wor

ship of the NWO and their ZOG has 
exposed you for the un-American, pro
tyranny rag mag you have become. You are 
a disgrace to all freedom-loving people and 
you have become traitors to the American 
ideals our forefathers died for. No wonder 
you are refe1Ted to as YAHOOS by all 
Americans that know you for the govern
ment lackey trash mag you are. I will never 
again read your trash and have begun a cam
paign on the internet to expose you for the 

government propaganda apparatus that you 
are. You are a disgrace, sir. I am disgusted 
by you and your entire staff. 

SANDKINGOl@aol.com 

No, no, you got it all wrong: We haven't 
become an 1m-American, pro-tyranny rag 
mag; we started that way. Love ya, Babe. 
Let's do lunch. Have a nice day. 

Prepared Since '79 
I read the comments 

in your September issue 
article relative to Y2K by 
someone named Vernon 
Filmore. All was fine, 
sort of, until his rather 
sneering remark about 
preparedness expos "still 
selling the same shit they 

were sel ling back in 1979" - only fancier. 
Well , Vernon baby, basics are basics: 

fuel; power; food; self-defense. Th is 
equates to a storage of LP, fuel oi l, and 
gasoline or diesel fuel; a dependable 5Kw 
or more generator; storage food both wet 
and dry pack; and a wel l-thought-out 
selection of firearms and ammunition. So , 
what should be any different? 

As to fancier, generators are better than 
ever with, in generally affordable units , 
power supplies that are no longer solely 
"lawn mower" engines. The other "fancier" 
would be in the still-astounding variety of 
firearms and ammo now available that was 
not around in 1979. 

As to foods and fuels, not much has 
changed. True, there are highly promoted 
"MREs" but, try a dozen or so of them and 
then eat a few freeze-dried entrees . FD 
beef Stroganoff or shrimp Creole is miles 
better and lasts over three times as long in 
storage. 

i=1v1: ~TAR i=rrN1:ss -- AlJ"l"HEN"l"IC IVllLl1"AR¥ 1>1" I 
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Ace the NA VY SEAL PFT! 
Achieve a 100% success rate with the revolutionary 

12 Weeks to BUDIS Workout. Guaranteed! 

Whether you want to be a 
NA VY SEAL or just be as 
tough as one ... you need 
this book and video. 
Covers strength, 
endurance, swimming, 
running, upper and lower 
body PT, abs, motivation, 
workout schedules ... the 
works. You'll be one 
strong, hard, and ripped 
frogman in no time. This 
is the exact program that 
has helped many men 
attain optimal fitness 
and make it to BUDIS. 
It really works! 

Call Now! 

ALSO AVAllllBllE 

Tile Ol'l'iciul 
Training Hoot · 
ol' l:lrn 
11 S N 11\')' 
s 1:iu s 

If you want to train like a SEAL... 
you need this boot! It's the exact 
one used by Navy SEALs in BUD/S 
training! Lightweight, sturdy, 
comfortable. Great for work, 
weekends, paintball, too! Whole 
and half sizes, 7-12, 13, 14, 15. 
Med & Wide. Send Just $99 plus 
$8.95 shipping. Order 2 pairs for 
just $89 each. 
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In fact, Vernon, you're still doing 1979, 
too; and not very well! 

Roy Whitman 
Eaton Rapids, MI 

Free Turget From Greenpeace 
I was surprised to see your free death to 

tyrants target in your August issue - you 
know, it was a serious misprint. 

The target should look like this one: 

SHOOT DOWN MURDEROUS 
FUCKING AMERICANS WHO 
KILL CIVILIANS IN EUROPE ! 

I sincerely hope you can put this as your 
next free target. Thank you, Yankee assholes! 

(Unsigned [of course]) 

Kuopio, Finland 

Hey, thanks for the target and the 
Greenpeace stickers. Hope it's OK if we run 
it small. But do your Greenpeace comrades 
know you' re advocating shooting 
warthogs? 

Equal Worth 
I wish I knew the reason the media has 

decided that the lives of certain Americans 
are more worthwhile than others. All this 
week, as I read the paper or watch the news 
or listen to the radio, all I can find is news 
about the tragic plane crash that took the 
lives of John F. Kennedy, Jr., and his wife 
and sister-in-law. 

While this was surely a sad and news
worthy event, there was another plane crash 
this week that received almost no attention. 
An aircraft carrying five American soldiers 
crashed in Colombia. Maybe there were few 
details of that crash, or maybe the military is 
reluctant to speculate on what happened, but 
we do know that five people gave their lives 
in the service of their country. 

Like the [recruiting] commercial says, 
these soldiers did more before breakfast than 
most of us do all day or even all week. They 
performed their duties 12 to 18 hours a day, 
six or seven clays a week, earning the equiv
alent of about half of the national minimum 

wage. But when they died, probably having 
been shot by the drug cartels or the guerrilla 
rebels, television news dedicated only about 
15 seconds to them, and the newspaper gave 
them just e ight or 10 column-inches at the 
bottom of the fourth section. 

Please remember the families of these 
soldiers, too - their husbands and wives, 
their children and parents and siblings. 
Remember the freedoms that you and I, the 
Kenneclys and all Americans enjoy because 
of the sacrifice of our nation's men and 
women in uniform. 

Aaron Glenn Johnson 
Salt Lake City, UT 

Why, Indeed? 
Why the military services and the burial 

at sea from a United States Navy ship of the 
line for the gun-grabbing, bleeding heart, 
anti-military, limousine liberals Kennedy 
family who died in that plane crash? The 
most-decorated veterans cannot get this 
because of " budget cuts." How many deco
rations, how many years of public service 
did [John F. Kennedy, Jr.] have? How many 
awards of the Combat Infantryman Badge? 
How many other combat decorations did he 
have? The Navy Surface Wa1fare Badge, or 
was he awarded the submarine dolphins? 
Master parachutist wings? Army aviator 



• 30.4 pounds • 45.5 inch LOA 
• Thumb safety and bolt stop safety 
• Very low recoil, like a 12 gauge shotgun 
• Single shot breech loading bolt action bull pup 
• Match grade chamber (requires match grade ammo) 
• 36 inch 1: 16 twist heavy barrel with compensator 
• 4340 alloy steel bolt (Mil Spec 5000) , heat treated to 46 RJC 
• 4140 alloy steel receiver, heat treated to 4 2 RJC 
• Comes complete with bipod, scope mount, leather cheek pad 

and hard carry case. Scope sold separately. 

Unsurpassed Accuracy and Impact! 

_.......::•--==~--- TRIPOD AND Iii 
PINTEL MOUNT 

Lightweight tripod with pos itive lading eleva
tion and windage adjustment. Perfect for lad
ing the Grizzly 50 Big Boar on target! A vari
ety of large game species have been tal~en 

us ing a tripod equipped Grizzly 50 Big Boar! 

.A .R . 
MANU•ACTURING 

4133 West Farm RD, West Jordan, UT 84088-4997 
Tel: 801-280-3505 • Fax: 801-280-1972 

www.largrizzly.com • Email: guns@largrizzly.com 
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wings? Naval aviator wings? Was he an Air 
Force pilot? He did not have enough bra ins 
to be an enlisted person. If our governmen t 
gives this honor to someone who did not 
serve, wi II the real heroes get the honor they 
deserve? This is all a bunch of e litist ... crap. 
Royalty! Ha. The last time I looked thi s is 
still the United States of America. 

Allen C. Alfreds, U.S. Army (Ret.) 
Ft. Knox, KY 

North Epirians, Unite! 
It is of unprecedented 

outrage how an authorita
tive magazine as you rs 
can publish illiterate and 
unscholarly letters claim
ing that Albanians are 
descendants of the 
ancient lllyri ans wherein 
fact these statements 

have been proven false and unsubstantial. In 
an era of hi storical rev isionism, te1Titorial 
claims and issues of ownership have been 
constantly raised and in the case of today 's 
Albania, the issue of the Hellenic identity of 
NORTHERN EPIRUS (CURRENTLY 
OCCUPIED BY ALBANIA) has been lost 
in oblivion and ignored by the powers that 
be. It is of great hypocrisy for a Sqiptar 
(nomadic sheep herder) to make claims on 
Kosov "O" when the letter intentionally 
ignores the Hellenic identity of Northern 
Epirus which in fact even census shows that 
the majority of the population (half a mi l
lion) there is Hellenic ("Greek" to those 
unfamiliar with the term) and the major 
c iti es (i.e . Agio Saranta, Argyrocas tro, 
Korista, just to name a few) have had 
Hellenic names for centuries long before the 
so-called Illyrians came to be. 

They have basically achieved through 
treachery to gain what they have claimed by 
robbing the Serbs of their Holy Ancient 
Land. Now it is our turn to rightfully obtain 
our independence from Albania as an 
Autonomous North Epirus. With the help of 
the Hellen ic Front, we will continue to 
lobby with the American Congress to meet 
these demands. 

END THE ALBANIAN OCCUPATION 
OF NORTH EPIRUS NOW!!! SHOW 
YOUR SUPPORT FOR AN 
AUTONOMOUS NORTH EPIRUS BY 
CONTACTING YOUR LOCAL CON
GRESSMAN OR CONTACT US DIRECT
LY (http://www.hellenicfront.com) 

Thank you very much. 

Andrej Stojanovic 

Oh, what fun!: Another bone of conten
tion to toss into the Bitter Balkan Soup! Any 
of you warring factions ever think about for
getting what your greal-great-great-great 
grandpappy owned, had done lo him, or did 
- and just try getting along with whoever 
your neighbor is now? You ought to consider 
ir. It has worked in. other parts of Europe . ~ 
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How To Win Every Fight And Never Feel Fear ... I Guarantee To Show You ... 

How To Expose 'The Biggest Lie DI Fighting' 
Plus! How To Eradicate 

The Paralyzing Emotion Of Fear Forever! 
Reap The Benefits Of Scientific Research In Just Hours, Not Years And Be UNDEFEATABLE In Every 
Aspect Of Life! 

Sounds Too Good To Be True? Call 800-897-5492 And Get Your FREE Report Now! You Have Nothing To Lose ... Except Your Fear!!! 
Warning: You must be 18 years or older to receive this Special Report 

Dear Friend, 
Did you know it is possible right now to pos

sess MORE real fighting knowledge than the most 
'Grandmasters' in any martial art? In fact knowing 
these closely guarded secrets instantly allows you to 
defeat any opponent. .. regardless of your size or 
strength. More importantly did you also know these 
secrets completely eliminate any feelings of FEAR? 
Yeah right, you say? Who could possibly have the 
balls to make that bold, seemingly outrageous state
ment? Well, I'm about to introduce you to a man 
who's made his livelihood for the last twenty years 
proving that the biggest lie out there is that it takes 
years to become a deadly fighter. 

In Mere Hours My Men Were 
Destroying 'Gurus' With 20 Years In The 

Martial Arts 
I'm a former Navy SEAL (the US Navy's Elite 

Commandos) and in 1987 we were introduced to 
one Jeny Lee Peterson. This guy came to us from 
some, let's just say, 'highly credible' sources within 
our government At the time the SEAL's were 
searching to standardize the way they taught hand
to-hand fighting to the hard charging SEAL combat 
platoons. We faced the same problems you face 
today; we didn't have twenty years to become 
effective fighters. Our guys needed a program. 
which got them to fight with or without weapons 
and guaranteed they could not be defeated, no mat
ter what the attacker knew about fighting. It needed 
to be quickly learned and easily retained, based on 
natural body movement and had to wod: regardless 
of size or strength. 

Needless to say EVERY martial art and fight
ing system we tested (and we tested them all: 
Karate, Kung Fu, JKD, Jui Jistu, Samba ... ) all 
failed the test They either took way to long to learn, 
could not handle modem weapons, failed against 
multiple attackers or required excessive athletic 
coordination. More importantly these 'arts' or 
'sports' were all DEFENSIVE in nature, a term we 
didn't know was a problem ... until we met Jeny. 

This guy comes in and takes 14 SEALs with 
very little hand-to-hand experience and announces 
after a few hours of training them we could put his 
guys up against the most highly experienced fight
~ of the SEAL Teams. I mean some of these 
'gurus' had been trained practically from birth in the 
martial arts. These dudes were feared within the 
tight community of the SEALs and anyone who has 
spent anytime around the "Teams" knows SEAL's 
fear next to nothing. But Peterson insisted and the 
demo went on; to the amazement of all in atten
dance the Peterson-trained SEAL operator 
DESTROYED each and every of the 'gurus' quick
ly and effectively. Not only that, these guys easily 
adapted whether the attackers used fists, kicks, 
grapples, chokes or weapons ... it just didn't matter. 
Jeny's fighters seemed to just focus on taking out 

the attacker (more about this in the FREE report). 
And you too can be just like the Peterson-trained 
SEAL commandos, when your armed with the 
knowledge of his AMAZINGLY effective yet sim
ple to learn fighting system (more on that later). 

The One True Ultimate Fighting 
System 

So who is this Jeny Peterson dude and what 
can his revolutionary fighting systeiu do for YOU? 
Only give you the confidence to never waste anoth
er day of your life fearing another man. Ya see this 
system of his wasn't developed by some ancient 
'grandmaster' with some mystical (or should I say 
questionable) background. Nor was it something 
that was watered down into some 'ultimate competi
tion' that pretends to be real yet has rules and a ref. 
No this system was developed in the harsh jungle 
combat of the Vietnam War. That's where a 19-year
old soldier was literally dropped into a horrific fire
fight after only his 3rd day 'in country' (as they say) 
and what did he do? He felt the paralyzing fear of 
imminent death taking hold of him ... why? Because 
the 'combat training' he had received failed him ... 
he was waiting for someone, anyone to tell him 
what to do, to lead him, yet no one did. So if he was 
going to survive this, it was up to him and guess 
what he did? He got mad, I mean hellfire and brim
stone MAD, and right then and there promised him
self he would never wait for another man to tell him 
what to do. He then looked and found the enemy 
who pinned them down, CHARGED and took them 
out in one smooth action. That was the dawn of 
Special Combat Reactionary Systems (SCARS®>. 

You Now Live The Fearless Life With 
The Offensive Mindset™ 

That 19-year-old kid was Jeny Lee Peterson. 
He went on to serve 2 tours as a 'pointman' with 
173rd Airborne Charlie Company.-That unit is cred
ited by historians as seeing some of the MOST 
fierce combat of that war and Peterson arguably 
held the most dangerous job at 'point'. It was in 
those jungles that he saw what a defensive mindset 
did to men, how it caused them to freeze and die. 
He survived numerous overrun situations (where the 
enemy outnumbers and actually overruns you) 
requiring hand-to-hand and hand-to-weapon killing. 
This was due to the revelation of what he was later 
to call the Offensive Mindset The ability not to 
worry or fear what your enemy may do to you and 
only focus on what you are going to do to him. 

Have You Ever Felt Fear? 
If you have ever felt even a TWINGE of fear in 

any potentially violent confrontation, if you have 
been training in a 'sport-fighting' or a competition
based system, PLEASE don't risk freezing in a real 
life and death struggle. You need to see this FREE 
special report. You need to get the full story on 
SCARS and the Offensive Mindset. Because what 

your learn in martial arts or 'sportfighting' may get 
you killed. And for those of you who don't think 
they have time to learn to live a fearless life I'm 
here to tell you can, IN A FEW SHORT HOURS, 
completely change the way you view the world and 
never fear any man from that day on. 

Fighting Is Fighting 
With Or Without Weapons 

With SCARS you get THE complete fighting 
system. That's punching, kicking, throwing, grap
pling, joint locks that utilize ALL your natural body 
weapons. Standing up or on the ground, whether 
it's 1 attacker or 3, whether they or you have 
weapons ... THE SCARS principles WORK 
regardless of the threat You'll get the benefit of the 
$2.5 million dollars that was spent on the academic 
research and the empirical data from real combat 
that's behind the SCARS program. The SEALs 
thought so highly of SCARS they had Jeny design 
3 official courses for the SEALs and create a train
er program, which produced over 200 military 
SCARS Instructors (get the FREE report for all the 
details). You'll possess more fighting knowledge 
less than the top two tenths of one percent of the 
fighting world currently has and you'll get it in a 
clear usable format. You won't need to rely on 
strength or athletic coordination when you combine 
the Offensive Mindset with the secrets of 
Autokinematics™ (sony, no time to explain 
Autokinematics call for the report). This is what 
you want, this is fighting the way it should, and 
now CAN be quickly and easily learned. Maybe 
these claims are too much for you, maybe you 
think this is just advertising hype and SCARS is 
just a bunch of BS. Well we'll make it easy to find 
out for yourself because ... 

The Call Is Free The Report Is Free 
Listen SCARS will change your life and 

to find out more all you have to do is call 
our 24hr toll free recorded message 

1-800-897-5492 
and leave your name to get your FREE 
REPORT. International call 602-437-3143. 
Get what up to now only the elite members of 
the US and NATO Special Operations 
Community and Federal Agents and some big 
city SWAT teams have received (clients like: 
US Navy SEAL Teams, Army Green Berets, 
members of DELTAforce and SEAL TEAM 
SIX, USMC Force Recon, FBI, DEA, 
Treasury ... ) You have nothing to lose and 
everything to gain. Become what most fight
ers can only dream of being; a true man of 
action. a man without the heavy burden of 
bear holding him back. Call NOW! You have 
only your life to lose if you don't. 

If you are on the Internet check out our site at www.scars.com serving you the world over 2411 



IRONWOLF ENTERPRISES 
EXCLUSIVELY PRESENTS ... 

ISRAELI MILITARY 
M-15 

GAS MASK $45.00 
(NEW IN BOX WITH NEW FILTER) 

FEATURES: 

*DRINKING TUBE 
COMPATIBLE 
WITH US GI 
CANTEEN 

*ENHANCED 
VISIBILITY 

*VOICE BOX 

SPARE 
FILTERS 

AVAILABLE $4.00 .._____ _ _ ____ ____. 
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ORDER NOW 
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by Master Sgt. Edwin 0. Learnard , USAF (Ret.) 

Iin A Republican. '' • • • '' 
Problems in the Balkans stem ji-om 

ongoing multi-centuries religious conflicts 
that have simmered and boiled fo r more 
than a thousand years. The three warring 
fa ctions with blood on their hands are the 
remnants of the Holy Roman Empire 
(Catholic); supporters of the Byzantine 
Orthodoxy (Eastern Orrhodox); and the 
religion of Islam , via the Ottoman conquest 
of most of Yugoslavia and all of Serbia . 

A a crew member, tailgunner, flying in B-24 Liberator 
bombers of the 724th Bombardment Squadron, 451 st S Bombardment Group (H) of the 15th Air Force based in 

Castleluccia, Italy, I flew but five combat missions - and was shot 
down by 88mm anti-aircraft artillery fire on my fourth and fifth. 

At 0530, 2 December 1944, a collective groan emitted from the 
many assembled crews as the curtain was pulled back revealing our 
day 's target. The 15th Air Force was to mount a maximum effort to 
strike and destroy perhaps the last and largest German synthetic oi l 
complex at "Blackhammer," Silesia 
(a region in northern Czechoslovakia 
and southern Poland). The target was 
defended by 9 12 AAA batteries -
most of them deadly 88s; some of 
them radar-controlled - making it 
the most heavi ly defended target in 
all of E urope. 

I was hammered by the ice-cold 
thought, "A lot of guys are going 
down today." 

I was right. 

of the Hungarian anti-Nazi Resistance arrived and informed us he 
would transfer us to another safe area the following morning. After 
a trek through the forest, he left us fo r a couple of hours but finally 
returned and handed me a handwritten note (in English), obviously 
penned by the hand of an aristocratic woman. " If you are not too 
fierce, we 'd love to have you to tea. [Signed] Hana Ugron." Below 
her signature was a brief sentence scribbled by Red, our radio oper
ator, "This is OK. Red." 

Our Resistance guide led us to a magnificent mansion on an 

0 
estate near Bukkosd (Hungary) and 

5 introduced us to the Count and 
~ Countess Ugron-Jessenski. 
§ It was there amid elegant surround-
8 ings and gracious and courageous hosts 

that we holed-up during mid-December 
1944 until we were " liberated" by ele
ments of the Second Ukranian Front of 
the Soviet Army. 

Our aircraft was struck by flak 
just after "Bombs Away." Even from 
my position in the ta il turret with my 
headphones on, I could hear the 
repeated prrrink of shrapnel ripping 
through the aluminum skin of our 
plane. Fortunate ly, no one was 

The Manor House (and summer home) of the Count 
and Countess Ugron-Jessenski where "we holed-up 
during mid-December 1944 until we were 'liberated' 
by elements of the Second Ukranian Front of the 
Soviet army." 

After hav ing satisfied the Soviet 
intelligence officers that we were 
bonafide American airmen who had 
evaded enemy capture, we were trans
ported on 11 December from Pees, 
Hungary, across the Danube River to 
the city of Sambor that had been recent
ly liberated by the Partisans. The next 
day the Russians flew us down to 
Belgrade (liberated by the Partisans the 

wounded but our number 1 eng ine was knocked out. 
The B-24, with its long th in wing, was made to fly with all four 

engines running. With one engine down, too much strain was placed 
on the remaining three; thus, the axiom, "Lose an engine on a B-24 
and you'll wind up walking, or swimming, home." 

We bailed out over Nazi-controlled southwest Hungary. Lucki ly, 
the majority of Hungarians were anti-Nazi and two of them - a 
mother and daughter - helped me evade enemy forces which were 
prowling the countrys ide searching for me and my crew. 

I was first hidden in a loft and then in a root cellar, where I was 
later joined by the navigator and bombardier. After dark, a member 
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previous October) where we were turned over to Colonel Charles W. 
Thayer, Chief of the American Mission to Tito, and a subordinate to 
Brigadier Fitzroy MacLain, a Brit. The Soviets also had a mission 
in Belgrade, but separate from that of the U.S. and U.K. 

Across the street from the Belgrade Hotel where we were billet
ed was a small park where there were two graves of Soviet soldiers. 
These unlucky, or just plain stupid Soviets, were shot by the Partisan 
police for violating the strict curfew imposed on Belgrade, as there 
were thought to be a thousand Germans and Serbian sympathizers 

Continued on page 70 
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(top) The term "red flag" is no cliche in the 
Balkans. Red flags indicate the extent of 
known minefields. Blue flags show mines. 
(above) The UPROM-1 fuse from a PROM-1 
anti-personnel mine. 
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Harvesting Mines In The Balkans 
by Al J. Venter 

here's an aphorism about land
mines in the Balkans: "The 
good Lord," say the Croats, 
"created Hell." The Serbs reci
procated and devised the 
PROM-1, the worst in bound
ing anti-personnel mines and 

not very much bigger than a beer can. 
A vicious weapon, the PROM-1 's shrap

nel can penetrate almost any body airnor. 
Also, it cuts through the average Kevlar hel
met like cardboard, as it does often enough 
for those who try to clear these deadly little 
bombs. Kosovo is full of them ... 

There aren 't many mine-clearing spe
cialists working in the Balkans who don't 
have a favorite story about the PROM-I . By 
tJ1e time the Allies have c leared all those 
laid in Kosovo, there will be stash more. 
But that wi ll take a while. 

When someone working there is lucky 
enough to spot one of these bombs or booby 
traps before it finds him (and, sometimes 
there are several, usually laid in clusters) 
the word is whispered down the line. Most 
of those on the ground wi ll wait to see what 
action is taken. Obviously, all mines must 
be c leared, and that's official. How this is 
done is what focuses the mind : for no better 
reason than that tJ1ose working with the 

stuff are aware that the PROM- I is a killer. 
After the Dayton Accords, there were a 

lot of casualties among those trying to cope 
with them. In the words of one American 
specialist, "They're a bitch to disarm. We 
just like to blow 'em where we find 'em." 
Also, they are not so easy to spot, especial
ly when the ground is thick with grass and 
shrubs, as it is right now in summertime 
Kosovo. The business part that protrudes 
above the ground isn't much bigger than a 
matchbox. 

In recent years, during the course of a 
succession of Balkans wars, it quickly 
became apparent that most PROM- ls were 
so unstable that the only way to handle them 
was to destroy them in situs. Anything else 
was invariably a disaster: there have been a 
lot of casualties with PROM- Is. You only 
need to brush against any one of the device's 
tiny prongs and it's over. In the lingo, a 
bounding mine hurls the bomb a couple of 
feet into the air and kills everything nearby. 

According to Colonel Richard Todd, a 
23-year American Special Forces veteran 
with much experience in mines and ord
nance dating back to the Vietnam, you have 
about a 60 percent chance of being killed if 
you are within 50 yards of the explosion. "It 
happens so fast," he adds, " that most aren't 
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even aware what happened." 
Todd has been working with mines in 

the Balkans for the past fi ve years and he 
expla ined why the PROM- l is deadly: 
"Unlike the 'popular ' Yugos lav PMA-2-
which is the blast mine that you find every
where in Bosnia, Croatia (and now Kosovo) 
- the PROM- I is a group fragmentat ion 
mine." It was designed around the origina l 
German "S" mine which caused such terri 
ble damage in WWII and which the Allies 
notoriously dubbed " Bo un cing Betty." 
That 's lang uage carried over from the 
Vietnam era; it 's in little use today among 
mine-clearing specialists, he sa id . 

license To Kill 
The PROM- I has a devastating effect 

when it blows, "a bit like a proximity fuse 
on a mortar or artillery she ll exploding a 
few feet above the ground ," Todd said . It 
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The PROM-1 is a deadly and menacing anti
personnel mine, even as it lies partly on its 
side. This mine has killed or injured more 
clearance personnel in the Balkans than all 
other Yugoslav mines combined. 

could be devastating. 
" And because this mine can be laid with 

mu ltiple trip wires, it has become the obv i
ous weapon of choice among the Serbs. 
They like it because just one PROM- I can 
take out a group of people, or even a squad 
of soldiers on patrol." Jn recent years, said 
Todd, it was increasingly deployed in urban 
areas. "They've been laying them in Kosovo 
as if they 've a license to do so," he said. 

Small as it is, the PROM- I - a bottle
shaped, olive-green, cast-steel mine - is a 
complex dev ice. Des ignated in the tex t
books as a "buried, trip wire-activated 
bounding anti-personnel fragmentation 
mine," it we ighs a li ttle more than six 
pounds. Its single pound of ex plosives is a 
combination of Trotyl and ROX in about 

equal proportions . The fuse contains an 
in tegra l percuss ion cap " which is what 
makes it so damned unstable" said one 
authority. Most of the people who have tried 
to di sarm it have come short fidd ling with 
the business end. 

There is controversy about its plastic
coated tri p wire. Some say dogs can detect 
it and others reckon they can ' t. Usually the 
same co lor as the terrain , trip wires are dif
fi cult to spot under the bes t conditions. And 
in Kosovo, the KLA has had major prob
lems with thi s side of th ings because of the 
fo li age. A proport ion of the casualties taken 
by the guerri lla group before the Allies 
went in was from mines, some PMA-2s but 
a lso PROM-l s. 

The problem is that , once tripped, it is 
impossible to differentiate between the small 
blast that lifts the bomb out of the ground and 
the full effect of the explosion which is dev
astating. Someone who once had an armored 
vehicle trip one in front of him in Angola, 
sa id that both blasts were simultaneous. 
Consequentl y, any hope of evasive action is 

(above) The Croatian-built remote contro lled 
MV-2 miniature flair machine may be part of 
the answer to Kosovo's Serb-laid killer mine
fields. (left) A mine clearer works with a 
trained dog on a patch of rea l estate that has 
already been manually checked for mines. It 
remains a topic of controversy whether dogs 
are effective at sniffing out PROM-1 s. 

impossible. Later, uncommon versions of the 
same mine such as the PROM-IP and 
PROM-2 tend to bound a little higher. But 
they have the same devastating effect. 

"Some mean weapon, and not to be tri
fl ed with" Colonel Todd warned. He heads 
the UN Mine Action Team in Zagreb and 
has fi les fu ll of PROM-I incidents, a lot of 
which make for some pretty grim reading. 

In spite of mu ltip le warnings, casualties 
with PROM-ls do happen. A crack interna
tional mine-clear ing team working under 
UN auspices in Croatia had one of its mem
bers ki lled shortly before th is writer arrived 
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there earlier this year. Operating with dogs 
in an area-reduction program, the operator 
couldn't have spotted the one that either he 
or the pooch tripped. Two shards of shrap
nel penetrated his brain in the explosion that 
followed and he was ki lled instantly. 

M iraculously his dog, working on ly 
yards away, was untouched. As someone 
said afterwards, "Miracles happen ... even 
in the Balkans." 

Yugoslavia: One Big Minefield 
Almost all the countries that once com

prised the old Yugoslavia and that have seen 
military action in recent years , have prob
lems wi th mines these days. The one excep
tion is Slovenia, which pulled away before 
things got tough. 

In parts of Bosnia, for instance, it is sti II 
dangerous to venture off the road. The same 
holds fo r Croatia. A succession of mine
fie lds - some Serbian, others laid by the 
Croat Army-stretch down a lmost the 
entire length of the country in a half-moon 
pattern that extends over 500 miles. The 
minefields, some Serb, others Croatian -
run from Vukovar in the northeast to the 
Montenegro border. On ly the narrow 

coastal corridor between Sibeni k and Sipa 
remained uncontaminated throughout the 
years of hostilities. 

And wh ile there are minefields in dozens 
of other countries all over the world, those 
in the Balkans have suddenly acquired a 
notoriety of the ir own. What the Serbs did 
with mines in Croatia and Bosnia, they have 
repeated in Kosovo overnight. 

It is also no secret that Croatian mine
fie lds have become the subject of c lose 
study by a variety of NATO security and 
intelligence organ izations, if on ly because 
there have been those who, in the past, have 
tended to dism iss the threat of mines as of 
minor consequence. No longer. 

A confidentia l report c irculating in 
Washington sta tes that urgent attenti on 
needs to be given to Balkan minefields and, 
in particular, Serbian mines. If not , the 
paper warns, the number of casualties cou ld 
be horrific . Sim ultaneous ly, UN 
Headquarters in New York is involved in 
preliminary studies as to how best to cope 
with this menace, for no other reason than 
towards the c lose of the mill ennium, 
Belgrade is the acknowledged master of 
contemporary landmine warfare. What is 
appalling is that mines are li kely to see a 
greater app lication in future international 
conflicts, if on ly because they are difficult 
to detect in the confined spaces of an urban 
environment. The wars of the early 21st 
Century are less li ke ly to be fought in open 
country, if onl y because so much of the 
world 's population is city-bound. 

Mines At Garage Sales 
In the Balkans, the Serbs have been 

making these devices for decades, and their 
stuff is good. By the early '90s, Yugoslavia 
was earning $2 billion a year from its 
weapons sa les, most of it going to the Third 
World. Even today, it's easy to buy any 
nu mber of Yugoslav mines in East 
European arms bazaars. 

Like it or not , some - li ke the PROM- I 

(top) A UN member of the Croatian Mine Action team holds a Yugoslav TMA-3 anti-tank mine. 
(above) A primitive Croatian APC at Gospic. This thin-skinned vehicle, which offers occupants lit
tle protection from mines, was used in combat against Serb forces in 1995. (right) A member of the 
mine-clearing team checks for Serb booby traps under a telephone pole destroyed in the fighting. 
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and the anti-tank TMRP-6 (and TMRP-7), 
as well as the full range of TMA mines -
are as good as anything produced in the 
West. UN mine-clearing teams are encoun
tering Yugoslav mines in just about every 
internat ional trouble spot. In places like 
Angola, Cambodia, Afghanistan, Eth iopia 
and Mozambique you find Yugoslav land
mines, often in great quantity. 

There is another reason. Now that almost 
every NATO cou ntry is involved in clearing 
up in Kosovo, landmines - right after KLA 
thugs - are arguably the single most serious 
obstacles. As someone once said of mines, 
" they are cheap, need no food, remai n si lent 
and inactive (and potent) for years. They 
also have the abi lity do great damage." 

There have been a number of observa
tions made by UN mine-clearing teams 
presently working under UN or World Bank 
auspices in Bosnia and Croatia about 
Ba lkan minefie lds. Clearing them often 
involves complex and sometimes frighten
ing problems. Some of those doing the work 
are getting hurt or killed. 

'T here is simply no magic bul let for 
clearing landmines," Col. Todd says. "In 
order to do the job effectively, you need to 
draw from a 'toolbox ' of three fundamental 
disciplines. These are human and mechanical 
deminers, as well as dogs trained to find 
them." and , he adds, "None of these assets on 
the ir own can do the job properly. You need 
one to check the efficiency of the others." 

Nor are these disciplines free or cheap, 
Todd says . "It is expensive to run and main
tain a demining operation. T he specialists 
doing the job are expensive and so is the 
insurance to cover them in case of accident. 
Similarly, you constantly need to train more 
people to do the job properly. That, too, 
costs money." 

There are a number of countries clearing 
mines in the Balkans, all of them involved in 
multi-million dollar contracts which are usual
ly linked to fore ign aid. In Croatia, the Russians 
were fo llowed by Italy, Germany, Israel, the 
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Netherlands, the U.S. (Ronco) and Mechem, of 
South Africa. There are also at least 12 Croatian 
finns. These include Mungos, said to be one 
of the largest companies in the world spe
cializing in this sort of work. 

Mechem - fo ll.owing contracts in 
Angola and Mozambique - operates with a 
project leader plus seven: two team leaders, 
two dog handlers, a driver/mechanic and a 
couple of demolition specialists. Johan van 
Zyl, no stranger to Soldier Of Fom111e, runs 
the show. As he explained, all his men have 
good Special Forces military experience 
and all are trained medics in trauma medi
cine. "There have been times when these 
attributes have been handy," he said. 

Roughing It 
The men work seven days a week until 

the contract - in th is case, 60 days - is 
completed. To save money, the men live 
rough, usually starting the day at 0600 and 
working through to 1900 or 2000. They eat 
before they start and the next meal is usual
ly when they finish for the day. Time lost to 
rain is made up afterwards. 

Operating under contract with this for
eign mine-clearing team are 40 Croat de
m iners headed by four team leaders. 
Additional crew (according to Croatian law) 
includes two each of doctors, medics, dri 
vers, dog handlers and ambulances plus an 
interpreter, all of whom must be paid for by 
the contract company. Other companies are 
similarly bound by red tape, which most 
foreign contractors reckon is a legacy of the 
old political system. It doesn't take any 
observer long to see that the majority of 
ancillary personnel are superfluous and 
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therefor a waste of money. 
Foreign mine-clearing special is ts we 

spoke to said that while the quality of 
Croatian mine-clearing was good, their rate 
of clearance was mediocre; again, reflecting 
residual communist ways. Almost all the 
expatriates ventured that if they had been able 
to bring their own people into the country to 
do the work, they would have been able to cut 
much of the crap. Some said that the job 
would have been completed in half the time. 

Clearing For Cash 
There are several categories of mine

clearing in the Balkans. The fi rst is human
itarian. Because almost everybody is broke, 
there is precious little of that. Consequently, 
most effort is invested into commercial pro
jects with economic goals such as the one 
around Gospic, about 100 miles south of 
Zagreb. This involved the clearing of a1Hi
tank (AT) and anti-personnel (AP) mines 
around the only rail link running from the 
capital to the southern coastal cities of Split 
and Dubrovnik. 

The problem here was that contractually, 
c learance extended to only 15 meters on each 
side of the line which meant that minefields 
fringing the line - some of them many acres 
in extent - remain uncleared because there 
is no money to do so. The World Bank gave 
Zagreb a $7 million loan for clearing the ord
nance. Because the money eventually has to 
be paid back, the Croats aren't falling over 
themselves to get the job done. 

Thus, while the mine-clearing teams have 
a handle to the job, the civilians who live and 
work in these areas don 't. Their casualties 
don 't even make the papers any more. 

Improvised Serb wooden bunkers (above) lit· 
ter the Balkan countryside, like this one in a 
stretch of bush along the railroad track. 
Nobody goes near them because they're likely 
to be booby-trapped. (right) Johan "Sakkie" 
van Zyl surveys a cluster of Serbian TMRP-6 
mines laid near the railroad. After this picture 
was taken, another six mines were found 
about 25 yards away. 

land littered By Bones 
A few days before this writer arrived in 

Gospic, a locql was ki lled after tripping a 
mine within a hundred yards of the station. 
He had been walking home from work. A 
huge hole gouged from the turf was sti ll 
visible while mine c learers worked around 
the spot. 

Driving on some isolated country roads 
around Gospic, we were told that another 
problem facing mine-c learing teams was a 
distinct lack of patience among local resi
dents to get the job done. Pointing to fresh 
tractor tracks on both s ides of the road, my 
guide said: "Quite often the farmers don' t 
even wait for us to complete the job. They 
just ride around and occasionally they'll trip 
a TMRP-6 which can reduce a three-ton 
truck to scrap in an instant." Or thei r an i
mals will do it for them. The Gospic coun
tryside is littered with the bones of dead cat
tle and horses. Apparently it is the same in 
Kosovo where the locals are anxious to get 
going again before winter sets in. 

One of the more difficult problems in 
central Balkans is coping with heavy bush. 
After five years of waiting for the mines to 
be cleared, some parts of what had once 
been fannland had become almost forested. 
Before any clearance work can be done, 
small trees have to be removed to allow the 
teams to bring in their equipment. 

In places, I could see the undergrowth 
was so th ick it had become impossible to 
work. It was also dangerous. Everybody 
involved in this business knows that mines 

Continued on page 73 
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Udmurtia (the Udmurt Republic) is an 
element of the Russian Federation, with a 
population of about 1.5 million. The capital 
city of Izhevsk has a population of about 
730,000 and is located 1 ,200 kilometers 
east of Moscow, on the European side of the 
western Ural mountains. 

Frequent contributor Valery Shi/in 
brings SOF this first-hand report on 
Udmurt Spetsnaz - the troops of special 
assignment. 

[§)~
the traffic light turned yellow, a 
red Lada sedan pulled up and 
nervously stopped at the 

"zebra" (crosswalk) on one of the main 
streets in Izhevsk. At the same instant, 
another car with driver and two passengers 
stopped to the left of the Lada. One could 
hardly say "Mike" before two armed men, 
guns drawn, leapt from the second vehicle 
and assaulted the Lada. They opened the 
driver's door and, shouting the usual warn
ings and commands, dragged the criminal 
from his seat, searched his body and legs, 
and quickly stuffed him into the rear of their 
vehicle. One operator, dressed like an office 
worker in white shirt, dark trousers and 
Ita lian designer shoes, with a Stechkin 
machine pistol in one hand, jumped in the 
rear with the detainee. The car revved up, 
whipped a U-turn, and was gone. The sec
ond operator, clad in camouflage pants, 
sweatshirt and boots, armed with a Bizon 
submachine gun, jumped into the Lada and 
followed the first car, leaving a dozen aston
ished pedestrians behind. The light turned 
green, and traffic resumed its normal flow. 

The whole operation lasted less than 40 
seconds. 

No shooting in the city streets, no blood
shed: Smooth and quick - the way the 
Spetsnaz professionals work. 

Special Problems, Special Tactics 
The growing activity of numerous orga

nized criminal gangs with their cynicism 
and outrageous violence pose a serious 
threat to everyday c itizens. The burgeoning 
criminal element - drug-dealers, gun-traf
fickers, economic Mafia - are very well 
equipped with fully automatic weapons, 
silenced handguns, body armor, sophisticat
ed commo gear and powerful vehicles. 

Terrorism has become a national prob
lem. Taking hostages for ransom is probably 
the most disgusting form of terrorism. 
Numerous reports from the North Caucasus 
tell of armed c lashes between various gangs 
and government police forces. It has long 
been obvious that the Russian institutions, 
whose duty it is to maintain public order in 
a modern society, need to have special oper
ations forces to effectively fi ght criminals. 
Only tough and decisive measures support
ed by substantial social programs can stop 
the growth of crime. 

The Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) 
of Udmurtia inc ludes several special mis
sion units, among them OMON (Police 
Special Assignment Group) and SOBR 
(Special Troops of Rapid Deployment). 
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Officially, the two units were organized in 
1993 following a typical trend in the MVD 
of establishing special forces that would be 
able to provide protection for government in 
the times of unrest. 

[n fact, their history dates back to 1986, 
when a special platoon was formed as a part 
of the Police Mobile Battalion. Later, in 199 1, 
the platoon was transformed into a Company 
of Special Forces. Its initial mission was to 
ensure public order during the various rallies, 
riots and demonstrations, to operate as rescue 
teams in the times of force-majeure, and dur
ing natural and technologic disasters when 
quick and effective aid was required to main
tain security for the citizenry. 

The Izhevsk OMON numbers 150 men. 
The spectrum of the OMON operations is 

broad, from everyday routine patrols of 
urban territories to personal protection of 
official VIPs. Generally speaking, OMON is 
the MYD's main muscle. OMON may work 
either independently or in close cooperation 
with other troops of the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs, Federal Security Service forces 
(FSB) and Army, depending upon the type 
and the scale of a specific mission. For 
example, back in 1993 the Izhevsk OMON 
was commissioned and operated in Moscow, 
helping the Federal MVD Forces prevent a 
coup d' etat. In 1995 the Izhevsk MVD 
troops were sent to St. Petersburg as an aux
iliary force to maintain public order. ln the 
period from 1994 to 1996, 12 times OMON 
of Izhevsk operated in concert with the 
Federal (Moscow) troops in Chechnya. 
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Along with surgical and patrolling opera
tions, the Izhevsk OMON was deployed as a 
peace-keeping force. A la guerre comme a la 
guerre: Several men were wounded in the 
actions, with no fatalities. Some 90 men 
were awarded high government decorations. 

Along with purely non-lethal special 
equipment like shields, rubber clubs and 
tear gas, OMON has the best affordable 
arms at its disposal: the Stechkin and 
Makarov pistols, various submachine guns, 
si lenced assault rifles, compact sniper rifles 
and heavy machine guns, special pyrotech
nics , monitoring systems, e lectroni c 
devices, and am1ored vehicles. 

Service in OMON requires intensive 
training, plus physical and mental acumen. 
Despite the hardsh ips of service, the num-
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(above) Attacking from unlikely direction, as 
from swamp, fosters element of surprise. All 
weapons pictured here are suppressed (from 
left: 9x39mm VSK-94 sniper rifle, 9x39mm A-91 
compact assault rifle, Makarov pistol). 

(inset, top left) Sniper fires new model 7.62x54R 
SVD Dragunov rifle from hatch of BTR. 

(inset, left) Where millions in former Soviet 
Union live in tall apartments, dynamic entry 
through window brings element of surprise to 
raid. Men are ready to assault. 

(inset, far left) SOBR trooper with 7.62x54R 
PKM machine gun. Note shoulder patch in 
English, as SOBR can operate inside and out
side of Russia and English is common lan
guage. Rubber strip is always on stock 
machine for binding wounds of gunner. 
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ber of applicants has grown , but only 20% 
of candidates pass the very stringent 
entrance exams. During my recent vi sit to 
the MVD, I asked Alexey Churilov - the 
OMON OIC - what the difference was 
between an OMON fi ghter and a regul ar 
cop. The reply was qui ck and frank: "Where 
a cop thinks whether to fi ght or not, OMON 
strikes out first. It is almost an instinct for 
OMON, when you hear the order ' Get him !' 
you do it even at the cost of your own life. " 

SOBR - the Special Troops of Rapid 
Deployment are ass igned to the 
Department for Controlling Organi zed 
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Crime of the Mini stry of Internal Affa irs of 
the Udmurt Republic. It is the special force 
that employ only MVD officers. As its 
name implies, its main task is to oppose and 
fi ght the gangs of organi zed criminals. 
SOBR serves to apprehend and deta in sus
pects, seizing the stocks of illegal firearms, 
drugs, ex plosives and chemical weapons, 
thus preventing their flow into illegal enter
prises. To jo in SOBR is a daunting task. The 
selected candidates undertake a course of 
spec ial training that las ts usually from six to 
nine months. Every candidate is tra ined to 
precisely fire practically every type of small 

arms, to be able to drive any vehic le - from 
a limousine to an APC - to render medical 
aid under combat conditions, to jump with a 
parachute at night and land on the most 
unfavorable terrain or water, to climb walls 
and cliffs, and - most importantly - to be 
able to outsmart a potential adversary. 

By comparison, in NATO Annies a stan
dard combat jump altitude is 700 feet (230 
meters). Spetsnaz drops paratrooper · from 
the altitude of 80 meters so that landing takes 
place three to four seconds after the para
chute opens. In very special operations, 
Spetsnaz uses paraplanes and super light
weight gliders which allow them to approach 
the most sensitive targets quietly. 

The Krechet [Falcon] troops are not as 
well-known as OMON or SOBR. lt is a spe
cial force of the Mini stry of Ju stice of the 
Ru ss ian Federation . Founded in 199 1, 
Krechet 's main function is to que ll possible 
riots in pri sons and camps, to pursue and 
neutrali ze armed and especia lly dangerous 
escaped convicts and fu git ives . Jn the 
course of time, the type of Krechet miss ions 
became more and more di vers ified, to 
include counte r-te rrori sm, anti -sabotage, 
peacekeeping and rescue operations. Back 
in 1994, Krechet was commissioned to 
secretly escort a group of Dudayev's (the 
then-rebellious Pres ident of Chechnya) 
political and military opposition from the 
hostile territory in Chechnya into safe ten-i 
tory inside Russ ia. The mi ssion was carried 
out on a highly professional level. 

Currentl y, Kreche t is suborned to 
Moscow 's Federal HQ, but is stationed in 
Izhevsk . In less than e ight years of service, 
22 SOBR men were awarded with various 
orders and medals of combat honor. I was 
to ld that Krechet typica lly recruits its fi ght
ers from the a irborne, marine di vers, navy, 
police high school s and other troops of spe
cia l assignment. I was privileged to spend 
four days with Krechet, attending the ir var
ious training courses . It was a unique 
opportunity to look into the everyday li fe of 
Spetsnaz. Many of the Krechet members 
became my fri ends. Of course, fo r me, a 
47-year-old veteran, it was an intimidating 
task to try and compete with professionals 
of the highest leve l. However, I learned 

Spetsnaz troops pose with 7.62x39 AKM 
assault rifle equipped with underbarre l 
grenade launcher, and 9x39mm VSS silenced 
rifle. (inset) SOBR also has 5.45x39 RPK74 
light machine gun in its arsenal. 
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(above) The 9x19 Kedr submachine gun _is 
compact, effective, easily carried by spe~1al 
troops. (below) While SOBR operator fi res 
30mm AGS-17 automatic grenade launcher, 
partner observes extended ranges and pro
vides pinpoint fire cover with the Ots-14 Grosa 
(Thunderstorm), as necessary. (right) OMON 
patrols from BTR, armed with exotic weapons 
(from left: SVD sniper rifle, A-91 comp~ct 
assault rifle VSK sniper rifle, AKM with 
grenade laun~her) . . (_below, right) ~ed B~ret !s 
the highest recognition of professionalism m 
Spetsnaz. Falcon is symbol of Krechet group. 

Nikolay Nechk in is a veteran in OSOM. On his ceremoni al _uni fo rm I noted a sil ver 
medal fo r courage. He was not ve ry wi lling to talk about hi s service achievements. It took 
me quite a while to coax anythi ng from h im. . 

"The most memorable combat? Don 't know ... I well remember who I was with, where 
and why. However, I cannot recall details. Maybe th is one: It was the spring of 1996. In 
Chechnya. I split my squad into two groups. Victor; my deputy, went on_ with one of the 
groups on the one side of the street, while I was with the first one. The mfan~·y platoon 
was fo llowing us. We were about two blocks ahead. Suddenly I heard gunfire, JUSt where 
I reckoned Victor and his men were. Then there was more gunfire and a grenade blast. In 
a li ttle while, my signaJs reported, Victor had suppressed the fire. All our men were OK. 

"We came into the building from where the fi re had been conducted. I saw two dead 
men at the window. Victor 's work, I thought. We came out into a large yard and J was 
about to sio-nal "All clear" to the infantry when a GP (military slang: a grenade, launched 
with the u~derba1Tel launcher) came in and hit one of my men into his ba lli stic vest. 
Unexploded, the GP dropped on the ground. Surprised and shocked,_ the guy made a 
gigantic leap over a heap of bricks fo r she lter. A fraction of a second after, I tned to fo l
low him but the grenade went off and the blas t wave hit me when I was 111 the mr. I land-
ed seriously contused, but basically in one piece. . . . . 

"You say, it was a miracle?" N ikolay asked and ht a c igarette. In ahttle while he con
cl uded, " In the war, buddy, you have miracles almost every day. You JUSt develop a habit 
of taking this fo r granted ." 

- V:S. 
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some very useful lessons. 
Just before visiti ng K.rechet , I had spent 

a day with OMON and took part in their 
tra ining sessions. What became evident, 
was the diffe rence in fighting technique and 
tactics. OMON's main function is ma intai n
ing public order at regional or federa l lev
e ls. Thi mi ss ion inev itably influences their 
methods. For exam ple, in hand-to-hand 
combat, compared to SOBR and Krechet, 
OMON uses less lethal techniques. Krechet, 
however. practices very d irect methods "for 
effect," as their main purpose is the release 
of hostages, supp ress ion of rio ts and 
mutinies in prisons and camps, and the neu
tra li zation of armed resistance. 

In true hand-to-hand combat, Spetsnaz 
fi ghte rs are trai ned to overcome fo ur well
tra ined adversaries . Thanks to tremendous 
physica l condi tion ing and specia l kills, a 
fi ghter takes and endures his enemy's blows 
without avoid ing or block ing because the 
first counteraction Spetsnaz makes in the 
fight is in fact des igned to be the last and 

Continued on page 71 
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SIG ' s 
The letters are not new; they've been used to designate high

performance rifles for decades. Standing for the German words 
Sha1f Schutzen Gewehr (Sharp Shooters Rifl e), SSG defines what 
this new rifle imported by SIG Arms is a ll about. As for the num
ber 3000, it eludes to a quantum leap in bolt-action rifles th rough 
the next century. 

Made by the century-old firm , Sauer, of Germany, the SSG 3000 
certainly boasts some features that render it a departure from some 
established principles while incorporating many proven ones as 
well. Offered in .308 Winchester cali ber, the rifle comes with a 
46.5-inch semi-heavy, cold-hammer-forged barrel with a built-in 
muzzle brake. Weighing in at 12 pounds, the rifle's recoi l comes no
where close to the level of discomfort, but the muzzle brake serves 
to keep the sharpshooter on target for rap id fo llow-up shots if nec
essary. Blocked on the bottom, the muzzle brake does not kick up a 
dust signature when fired. 

Unlike most European precision rifles , the SSG 3000 uses U.S. 
quick-detachable bases and rings , in part icular, Warne Q.D. Premier 
mounts, or Warne Q.D. Maxima (Weaver-sty le) along with an 
opt ional Weaver Rail adapter. With a Harris Bipod adapter, the rifle 
will also use any mode l Harris bipod. While some may prefer a 

Built from the ground up as a precision sharp
shooter's rifle, the SIG's new SSG 3000 comes with 
a custom McMillan Fiberglass stock, and hammer 
forged barrel. Our sample came with a Harris 
Biped and Leupold 6x42mm Tactical scope. The 
SSG 3000 uses a unique 5-shot in-line magazine. 

(right) Note the unique safety of the SSG 3000. 
Located directly behind bolt, the safety is pushed 
down to prevent the rifle from firing and locks the 
bolt closed while protruding down into the trigger 
guard. Pushing it back up allows the rifle to be 
fired. The 5-shot in-line magazine accommodate 
30-06 length cartridges. 
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SSG 3000 
heav ier bi pod, l find the lightweight Harris Bipod to do everything 
I want a bipod to do. 

Modular in design, the SSG 3000 allows all major components 
to be easily removed for service, or cal iber conversion as described 
below. Taking advantage of proven synthetics, the rifle uses a pro
prietary ambidextrous black McMillan F iberglass Tactical Stock. 
Designed in a semi-target-style, thi s stock has a competition-style 
pi stolgrip, an adj ustable cheekp iece and a non-s li p rubber butt pad 
adjustable for length of pull using the spacer system. Along the bot
tom of the forend is an accessory rai l, and M ichaels of Oregon 's 
flush sling mounts are a lso molded into the stock. 

Using a modernized Mauser-type bolt, th is part is ri gidly con
tained in the SSG 3000 's steel receiver leav ing on ly the oblong ejec
tion port to gain access to the breach. Using a Sako-type extractor, 
the bolt has a standard plunger-sty le ejector, six interrupted forward 
locking lugs, and a large, round , plastic bolt knob. 

Located on the upper right side of the rece iver, the safety tran
scends down through the rifle to protrude into the center of the trig
ger guard just fo rward of the trigger. To put the SSG 3000 on SAFE, 
si mply depress the safety from the top. To ready the rifle for firing, 
push the safety up with the trigger finger inside the trigger guard. 
The safety locks the bolt c losed when app lied, and must be taken off 
SAFE to open the bolt. 

To remove the bolt, put the safety OFF and li ft the bo lt handle. 
Now put the safety ON, pull the bolt back and remove, making sure 
that the adjustable cheekpiece is low enough for it to c lear. To 
replace the bolt, simpl y insert it into the rece iver and c lose with the 
safety ON or OFF. If the safety is in the ON position, the bolt will 

close and lock in that posi
tion on SAFE. 

To disassemb le the 
bolt , remove it and turn 
the cocking piece counter
c lockwise until the striker 
rests at the bottom of its 
channel. Now retrace the 
striker with a flat instru
ment and continue to turn 
it counter-c lockw ise (I 
used a key). When the 
striker is resting atop the 
rear of the bolt body to the 
right of its channel, con
tinue to turn it a few 
degrees until the striker 
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assembly unlocks and is free of the bolt. The stri ke r spring will 
remain captive, but the striker group can otherwise be disassembled 
for c leaning and lubrication. Reassembly is in reverse order, and can 
be accomplished without tools with moderate effo rt. 

Atop the front of the receiver is a steel stud for use in attaching 
a mirage deflection ribbon. The manual depicts dual prongs at the 
fron t end of the ribbon that hook into the muzzle break. During high 
temperatures such ribbons he lp prevent heat waves from interfering 
with one's view th rough a scope. 

Most different about the SSG 3000 is its unique detachable box 
magazine. Rather than being of the now conventional double col
umn, 2-position feed-type, this magazine is an in- line type of si ngle 
column, single-position feed. Although this magazine holds only 5 
shots, it extends as low as the bottom of the trigger guard in a mag
azine housing that is part of the stock. 

To release the magazine from the ri fie, use the index finger to 
depress the ambidextrous button release just forward of the bottom 
of the magazine. A spring-powered magazine ejector wi ll cause the 
magazine to eject downward into the hand. 

In addition to its simple bolt disassembly, the SIG SSG 3000 can 
be fu rther disassembled with relative ease. After removing the two 
action hex bolts, the entire barreled action can be removed from the 
stock. Although it would be almost never necessary to do so, the 
barrel can then be easily removed from the receiver by unscrewing 
three hex bolts at the front of the receiver, remov ing a locating pin, 
and pulling the barrel out the front of the receiver by hand. 
Instructions for this procedure are in the owner 's manual. 

Perhaps the only reason one might want to remove the SSG 
3000's bairel is to convert the rifle to fire .22 Long Rifle ammun i
tion for practice or competition. This requires a .22 caliber barrel, 
bolt, magazine well insert and .22 rimfire magazine. However, this 
capability also a llows easy conversion to cartridges compatible with 
the .308 Wincheste r such as the .243, 7mm-08 and others. 

Capable of being fine adjusted, the SSG 3000's match-type trig
ger is of the two-stage variety which I prefer to any other. The trig
ger on our sample rifle breaks at a c lean 3 pounds from the factory. 

Offered in three basic packages, the SSG 3000 can be had as the 
Level I, II, or Ill Tactical. Although the rifle remains the sai11e through
out, it is the accessories that make the difference in designation and 
price. Furnished with only a carrying case, the Level I Tactical SSG 
3000 comes with no scope or bi pod. In addition to the carrying case, 
the Level II Tactical comes with the Leupold Vari-X m 3.5- IOX40mm 
Duplex Reticle Scope aJld a Harris bipod. SIG Ami 's top-of-the-line 
Level III Tactical comes with the Leupold Mai·k 4 MI I OX40mm Mil
Dot Scope and Harris bipod along with the carrying case. 

ln addition to the three packages, SIG Arms offers a variety of 
accessories fo r the SSG 3000 including both Leupold scopes, both 
types of Warne bases and rings, Harris bipod and adapter, Ultra 

SIG Arms SSG 3000 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Caliber: .308 Winchester (tested) and others. 

Velocity: 2,700 fps. 

Operation: Turn bolt repeater. 

Barrel Length: 23.4 inches. 

Overall Length: 46.5 inches. 

Weight: 12 pounds. 

Feed Device: Five-shot detachable box magazine. 

Safety: Thumb safety. 

Sights: (none)lntegral receiver rail allows repeatable zero Q.D. scope 
mounting. 

Stock: McMillan Fiberglass black target grade stock with adj. cheekpiece 
and spacer system. 

Finish: Matte black. 

Price: Level I (w/o optics) $2,560.00; Level II (with Leupold Vari-X Ill 3.5-
1 OX40mm Duplex Reticle scope, Harris Biped, and carrying case), 
$3.490.00; Level Ill (with Leupold Mark 4 M 1-1 OX40mm Mil-Dot 
Scope, Harris Biped and case), $4,500.00 (sugg. ret.). 

B lack S ling, Q.D. swivels, and carrying case, and spare magazines. 
Upon receiving the only Level III SSG 3000 in the coun

try, I was lim ited in time I was able to keep the rifle for testing, so 
I wasted no time in doing just that. Equipped with a Leupold Vari
X III 3.5-1 Ox40mm Duplex Reticle scope, our sample is designated 
by SIG as the Model JE5SR-2. This scope will allow the rifle to do 
anyd1ing one could ask out to 200 yards. 

Test firing the SIG SSG 3000 with several established Match 
Grade .308 Winchester cartridges proved it capable of high preci
sion accuracy. Extremely smooth in operation, the rifle demonstrat
ed tota l re liabil ity, its single-position-feed magazine leaving the car
tridge no place to go but into the chamber. Equally pleasing was its 
fine two-stage fully adjustable trigger that let-off at a crisp 3 
pounds, an ideal all-around weight. 

With the majority of our I 00-yard th ree-shot groups running 
well under one inch our test sample averaged just below one MOA 
overall. A thorough breaking in would no doubt improve th is accu
racy substantially, making the SSG 3000 worthy of fil ling any pre
c ision rifle role. 

If you're looking for a high-grade bolt-action rifle, check out 
SIG 's brand new SSG 3000. For information on all their fine 
firearms, contact SJG Arms, Inc., Dept. SOF, Corporate Park, 
Exeter, NH 03833; phone: 603-772-2302. 

- Gary Paul Johnston 

Smith & Wesson 44 Mag Tool 
You can never have enough guns, ammo, probably restorable '53 

Chevy pickups, or tools. Ignore what your wife may say. It's true. 
Especially tools, as they are what will keep the other toys in work
ing order. Some of our favorite tools of the last decade have been the 
multi-purpose tools of the fo lding-plier genre, particularly of good 
use because they serve a multitude of needs and ai·e compact enough 
to be along when needed. There are many serviceable such tools on 
the market, for those who wi ll pick-and-choose the good stuff and 
reject the garbage offered in discount tool bins at 
the grocery store or in colorful brochures stuffed 
in with your credit card bi ll. 

One such worthy entry is the Smith & 
Wesson 44 Mag Tool by G utmann Cutle ry. Of 
the classic fo ld ing-plier design , the 44 Mag Tool 
comprises a 16-function mu lti-tool that offers a 
needlenose pliers, plus: wire cutter; c rimper; 
scissors; bottle opener; can opener; square-bar 
screwdrivers in 1/ 16", 3/32", 1/8" and J/4"; 
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Phillips-type screwdriver; diamond file; awl; regular spearpoint 
blade; serrated spearpoint blade; a sheepsfoot crosscut saw blade ... 
and, as a bonus - everything works like it was intended. All com
ponents are accurately machined, tightly fitted and nicely, but not 
obsessively, poUshed. The tool haJldles have black synthetic grip 
covers, wi th basketweave and punched texture for a sure grip in the 
adverse conditions that such contingency tools are usually 
employed, and the tool comes in a handy Cordura belt sheath. 

The 44 Mag Tool is assembled in the USA 
from components made in the USA, Mexico, 
Taiwan and China. The eclectic approach to parts 
procurement has worked well in this instance, as 
the 44 Mag Tool is worthy of the S& W logo, and 
keeps good company with the other quality cut
lery in Gutmann 's line. 

For the dealer nearest you, contact Gutmann 
Cudery, Dept. SOF, Box 22 19, Bellingham, WA 
98227; phone: 360-650-914 1; fax: 360-676-1075. ~ 
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" 

Bill Clinton: War Criminal? 
u.s. On Trial For Madeleine's War 

adele ine's War" has blighted an 
already incoherent U.S. fore ign policy, further 
sabotaged a fragmented military; reduced certain 
Constitutional provisions to a pile of ashes; and 
raped hard-earned norms of laws of war. 

A cranky wise old soldier - in attempting to 
shut me up when I ranted and raved about some 
deception or another - would remind me of an 
old saying: "Lies travel fas t, but truth catches up 
along the way." 

The NATO war waged against the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), many be lieve, 
was hawked to a humanitarian-minded American 
publ ic through a policy based upon a series of 
manipulations, misperceptions, and fa lsehoods. 

Charges have been fil ed in the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ) and the ln ternational 
Criminal tribunal fo r the former Yugoslavia 
(Criminal Court) in efforts to expose the truth. 
Mu ltinational teams of international lawyers and 
law professors (incl uding some from the United 
States and Britain) are challenging the way the 
war was instigated , accusing NATO of using 
prohibited weapons and methods, and alleging 
that the leaders have committed a plethora of 
war crimes by violating scores of laws o f war 
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by Martin Brass 
AP/ W IDE WORLD PHO TOS 

Former guerrilla commander Hashim Thaci (center) sits with KLA Commander Remi (left) and 
KLA General Agim Ceku (right) during a rally in honor of he KLA on 7 August 1999, in 
Podujevo, 15 miles north of Pristina. Thaci promised Kosov's ethnic Albanians that one day 
their will would decide the future of their homeland. For now, though, his KLA is trying to 
impose its will on the Serbian province and grab as much power as it can in the postwar dis-

including the Geneva Conventions and the Nuremberg Statute. 
The tenets and facts presented in the two separate proceed ings in 

the lCJ and the Criminal Court are intertwined. However, both 
actions were deemed necessary because only states can be parties in 
the World Cou1t whereas in the Criminal Court individuals, including 
Heads of State, can be named as defendants. Criminal Court j urisdic
tion is not optional. In the World Court, however, jurisdiction is con
sensual. The United States refused to consent to the jurisdiction of the 
World Court in this case. It withdrew its consent to compulsory juris
diction after Nicaragua brought a successful suit against the U.S. for 
the bombing and mining of its ports and training the Contras in the 
mid-'80s. Proceedings - which the Western press have chosen to 
ignore - are pending against eight of the NATO allies that remain 
subject to the compulsory j urisdiction. 

World court, to May, 1999 
A bleak stormy day ushered in the tempestuous tlu·ee-day trial in 

the World Court in the Hague. As NATO mercilessly bombarded the 
defenseless FRY in its air campaign "Noble Angel" - from a he ight 
of 15,000 feet at a frequency of 600 miss ions a day, with high-per
formance ordnance and anti -personnel weapons - the FRY blasted 
the allies with an arsenal of laws of war. The U.S. had been instru
mental in codifying those laws. It had executed violators of the 

British NATO troops walk past a burning Serb home to the east of Pristina. 
Many believe the NATO war against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
was hawked to a humanitarian-minded American public through a policy 
based on manipulations, misperceptions and falsehoods. 
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Nuremberg Tribunal Stan1te inc luding war crimes. fl had prosecut
ed threats to peace, consp iracies and crimes aga inst humanity. The 
U.S ., which had invoked the Genocide Conventi on, Geneva 
Conventi on POW and other protections, was gelling those laws 
thrown back in its face. The use of force - the NATO bombing -
was an ac t of war. 

The UN Charter in Articles 2 (4) and 2 (7), backed by binding 
international legal custom and principle, forbids the use of force or 
the intervention in internal affa irs as ac ts of aggress ion. 

Thus, charged the FRY, by bombing - as well a training, arm
ing, fin anc ing, equipping and supplying the KLA - the U.S. had 
launched an illegal war. The respondents did not deny the claims nor 
did they legall y justify their actions. 

The only justification for the use of force - that of indi vidual or 
collective self-defense - was not invoked. The prerequi sites for 
invok ing self-defense were mi ss ing. There was no victim state 
against which the FRY aggressed , and the action was nor taken as a 
last resort. Humanitarian intervention is on ly legal if authorized by 
the UN Security Counc il (SC). 

The Kosovo Albanians, asserted the FRY, are not threatened by 
Serbi a. They are vict imized by the secess ioni st policy of the KLA, 
fort ified by the meddling of the West. The crisis was a crisis select
ed and developed by the U.S. as a part of a long-term anti -Serb cam
paign that had other purposes - namely to punish for non-accep
tance of NATO demands concerning the territorial status of Kosovo, 
and to provide credibility to the threats. 

The U.S. had not mentioned a "human catastrophe" in 1995 when 
the West allowed Yugoslav President Slobodan Mi losevic to remain 
in power after the Dayton Accords. The German state department, 
according to a brief di stributed by the German branch of the 
International Alliance of Lawyers Against Nuclear Arms, had con
cluded on 19 November 1998 that the vio lent military conflicts were 
directed against the KLA and their supporters and that "'repeated 
press reports on ' massacres' and 'mass graves' could not be con
firmed by international observers." Unti l 1997, Germany, Italy, 
Belgium and Canada had repatriated ethnic Albanians after fail ing to 
confirm allegations of ethnic di scrimination. 

The KLA, supported by bank accounts traced to the U.S. , 
France, Italy, Belgi um , Germany, the Netherlands and Canada, and 
trained by the U.K. and U.S ., claimed the FRY, had engineered the 
situation. In l996 and 1997 terrori st attacks were infrequent. 
However, in 1998, the fortified KLA - by having defacto control 
of 40% of Kosovo - launched 1,854 terrori t attacks resulting in 
284 deaths, 556 wounded and I 00 mi ssing. 

Gary Dempsey, of the CATO Institute, characterizes the KLA 
movement: 

"The KLA fo ught to tri gger the secess ion of Kosovo from the 
Yugos lav state. Pursuing a textbook strategy, the KLA carried 
out attac ks on police and c ivilians aimed at provoking a govern 
ment crackdown that would radicalize the ethnic Albanian popu
lation in Kosovo." 

The strategy worked . Belgrade's notori ous counteroffens ive in 
February 1998, targeting the Adem Jasharis clan, a nucleus of the 
KLA, resulted in 80 ethnic Alban ian deaths, including women and 
ch ildren. The sensation-seeki ng Western media had found a new 
theater. Unfortunately, for the local audience, the all -too-famili ar 
bloody act was merely being replayed on a blood-stained stage. 

Foreign policy expert Barton Gellman 's assessment of U.S. pol
icy in the lnter11ationa/ Herald Tribune, 19 April 1999, was c ited to 
confirm claims of coercion for seven months previous to the 
airstrikes: 

"The period between the two NATO gatherings saw a furious 
internal debate on whether the all iance could act militarily without 
explicit authori ty from the Security Counc il. Ou 24 Sept ( I 998) a 
day after a carefu lly ambiguous SC resolution, Washington finally 
persuaded its alli es to issue an ultimatum to Mr. Mil osevic to pull 
back. 13 October brought the first activation order in NATO's hi s
tory, a fo rmal agreement to authorize the bombing of Yugoslav ia. 
But unbeknown at the time, the governing North At lantic Counc il 
approved onl y Phase J of the three-phase air campaign, amounting 
to about 50 air-defe nse targets. The real puni shment of Belgrade 
would come in Phase 2, with scores of targets, and Phase 3 with 
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An ethnic Albanian man carries a baby as he leaves the village of lstinic, 
45 miles southwest of Pristina, Saturday, 12 September. 

hundreds and hundreds of targets accord ing to a senior White House 
official. Armed with that NATO threat, Richard Holbrooke persuad
ed Milosevic to accept a ceasefire in Kosovo and to withdraw the 
troops and special police deployed to Kosovo in 1998." 

After 2,000 members of the Organi zati on for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) were deployed , the KLA attacks 
continued. Rambouillet "negoti ati ons" were init iated. Milosevic, 
g iven no alternatives, was to accept an occupation force in the entire 
FRY and to give up Kosovo. NATO proceeded to send troops to 
counlTies bordering the FRY, and in turn the FRY increased its 
forces. Upon withdrawing the mi ssion after the Rambouillet " nego
ti ati ons" fa il ed and a week before the ai rstrikes, the OSCE 
Chai rman wrote; " the increased vio lence of Kosovo, of which both 
Yugoslav troops and the KLA are to bl ame" had impacted his deci
sion. No "human catastrophe was menti oned." The OSCE is dictat-

Female relatives mourn over the body of dead Serb policeman Predrag 
Rakovic, in Djakovica, some 50 miles southeast of Pristina, Yugoslavia. 
Rakovic was killed in recent clashes with ethnic Albanian rebles of the 
KLA in the village of Rogovo. 
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ed to by NATO members. 
The ongoing Rambouillet negotiations, 

claimed the FRY, added fuel to the secession
ist movement because it was a one-sided ulti
matum. The Kosovo leadership did not sign 
an acceptable agreement, they signed because 
Albright assured them that if they signed, the 
obstructionist Serbs would be bombed. 

Rambouillet was not a peace agreement, 
claimed the FRY. Rather, it was deception. 
The 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of 
Treaties holds that a treaty is void if it has 
been procured by the threat or use of force. 
As Lieutenant General Satish Nambiar, first 
force commander and head of mission of the 
UN forces deployed in the former Yugoslavia 
3 March 1992 to 2 March 1993 writes: 
"Ultimatums do not constitute diplomacy. 
They are acts of war .... 

international treaties, agreements or assur
ances" as a crime 

The fourth Geneva Convention and 1977 
Protocol demand the evacuation of c ivilian 
populations from combat zones, distinguish
ing between combatants and civilians and 
between military targets and civilian habitats 
and the protection of civilian hospitals. 

Hundreds of cases were offered as proof 
to establish that the leaders acted with intent, 
with prior knowledge, and with reckless dis
regard for the consequence. A few examples 
fo llow: 

• 12 April: A passenger train, with a well
known schedule, was bombed, killing civilians. 

Portraying the Serbs as evil and every
body else as good was not only counter-pro
ductive, but also dishonest ... one of the 
main problems was that there was unwill
ingness on the part of the American admin
istration to concede that Serbs had legitimate 
grievances and rights ... it was the West that 
proceeded to escalate the situation into the 
current senseless bombing campaign that 
smacks more of hurt egos, and revenge and 
retaliation . . . the same pattern was emerging 
... as I watched the ugly tragedy unfo ld in the 
case of Kosovo while visiting the U.S." 

U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright finds 
herself at the center of criminal and civil 
charges that have been filed by the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia in the wake of NATO's 
bombing campaign. Only time will tell whether 
Bill Clinton, Albright and Defense Secretary 
William Cohen are someday declared war crimi
nals. (below) The U.S. had not mentioned a 
"human catastrophe" in 1995 when the West 
allowed Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic 
to remain in power after the Dayton Accords. 

• 14 April: A recorded conversation with a 
pilot of an F- 16 and the AWAC pilot guiding 
the strike plane disclosed the following: The 
F-16 pilot, already advised by a U.K. Harrier 
pi lot that the convoy wa comprised of civi l
ians, repeatedly advised that he saw no mil
itary vehicles. The AWAC pilot instructed 
the F- 16 to fire. Seventy-five Kosovo 
Albanian civilians were killed and more than 
I 00 injured on the road from Prizren to 
Djakovica. Survivors spoke of jets diving, 
oombing, circl ing, and then rebombing. 

• 23 April: The Serb radio and television 
headquarters in Belgrade, one of 25 broad

casting facilities blown up, was intentionally 
bombed because it was spreading anti-NATO 
"propaganda" although NATO was aware that 
low-level staff were in the building. The courtroom battle turned ball is tic 

when the issue of refugees was addressed. 
The FRY pointed out that more than 
700,000 refugees had fl ed Kosovo since 24 
March, whe n NATO's operations com
menced the offensive. The accusation that 
the airstrikes triggered the mass exodus of 
refugees, the U.S. representative rebutted, 
was a " monstrous lie." 

General Nambiar's Take 
"I do not believe the Belgrade govern

ment had prior intention of driving out all 
Albanians from Kosovo," Nambiar said. "It 
may have decided to implement 
Washington 's own Krajina Plan (where hun
dreds of thousands of Serbs were ethnically 
cleansed, supposedly with help of NATO airstrikes in 1995) only if 
NATO bombed, or these expulsions could be spontaneous acts of 
revenge and retaliation by Serb forces in the field because of the 
bombing" 

No one attempted to deny Milosevic 's vi llainy. Focus was on the 
innocent noncombatants, both Serbian as well as ethnic Albanian, 
who were be ing punished for the acts of their leaders. Those who 
did not anticipate that the "Hitler" or "Butcher of the Balkans" 
would fi ght for his position in history, considering the sacredness of 
Kosovo - or to not have expected that a proud military would not 
fight back - must assume responsibility for the consequences. 

Criminal Court 
The "humanitarian intervention" rhetoric justifying the offen

sive, c laimed the petitioners in tlrn Criminal Court, "paralleled that 
of Japan's invasion of Manchuria, Mussolini 's attack on Ethiopia, 
Hitler 's 1938 crusade into Czechoslovakia, or Turkey's invasion of 
Cyprus." 

The complaint filed in the Criminal Court alleged violations of the 
UN Charter, the NATO treaty, the Nuremberg Statute and the Geneva 
Conventions and Protocol of 1997. 

The Nuremberg Statute codifies the "planning, preparation, ini
tiation or waging of a war of aggression or a war in violation of 
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• I May: Bombing was ordered at the pre
cise time a civilian passenger bus was sched
uled to go over a bridge, killing 40 people, 
mostly elderly and children. A second bomb 
hit an ambulance en route to assist the bus. 

ln addition to those individual cases, the 
complaint included 15 pages of lists of sites 
destroyed including: 300 towns and vi llages 
without military significance; numerous 
churches and ministers and historical sites; 60 
hospitals and health care facilities; 50 civilian 
factories; 34 bridges and railways; 13 roads 
and bus stations; and all civilian airports. 
Water supplies were poisoned. Power sup
plies were shut down. 

By early May, 1,200 Serbian civilians had 
been killed by the bombing and 4,500 wounded. 

Hundreds of thousands of displaced refugees were left homeless. 

Use Of Prohibited Weapons 
At the time of the trial , 15,000 cluster bombs had been detonat

ed in the FRY, 3,600 of them in Kosovo. The indiscriminate cluster 
bombs disperse in mid-air, releasing numerous bomblets over large 
areas that each emit metal shards covering up to 100 acres. Duds 
create unchecked land mines (cluster bombs have since killed the 
first two NATO peacekeeping troops). 

In addition to using c luster bombs on a massive scale, NATO test
ed for the first time bombs with graphite coils that short-circuit the 
entire power system. Those on life-supports and in incubators in hos
pitals and health-care systems were among the victims. 

Depleted uranium (DU) was al. o used on a massive scale. DU 
was found in the 30mm ammunition fired by the GAU-8A guns 
mounted on tl1e A- 10 Warthog aircraft. It presents an ongoing 
chemical toxicity and radiation risk to the people in the entire 
Balkan region. Its radioactive uranium oxide dust, caiTied by wind, 
is poisonous if inhaled or ingested, and poses a great ri sk of cancer 
clue to radiation . 

According to the U.S. Army Environmental Policy Institute which 
analyzed radiation effects upon U.S. soldiers in the Gulf (cited at trial): 
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"DU delivers radiation wherever it mi grates in the body. Wi thin 
the body, alpha rad iation is the most important contributor to the 
radiation hazard posed by DU. The radiati on dose to critical body 
organs depends on the amount of time that DU resides in the organs. 
When this value is known or es timated, cancer and hereditary risk 
e timate can be determined." 

Experts cited concluded that DU: "l s believed to be responsible 
fo r Gul f War Syndrome plaguing over 100,000 veterans from the 
Gul f War and whose symptoms are analogous to radiation poisoning, 
characteri zed by chronic fatigue, weight-l oss and severe abnormali 
ties in subsequently born children. The use of DU has been docu
mented to have caused alarming increases in birth defects, stillbirths, 
chi ldhood leukemi a, and other cancers to indi viduals exposed to DU
treated ammunition during the Gul f War .. . exposure to this radioac
tive material is fa tal and has long-lasting effects on the environment 
... the half- life of depleted uranium is 4.5 billion years". 

The Pancevo ferti lizer and oil refi nery fac tory on the banks of the 
Danube was bombed repeatedly, creating a huge tox ic carcinogenic 
cloud of phosgene gas, chlorine and hydrochloric acid over Belgrade 
with tox icity levels up to I 0,000 times what 's permi ssible. Workers, 
in order to avert bombardment and extensive poisoning to residents 
of Belgrade and the surrounding area, threw highly carcinogenic 
ether dichl oride stored in the fac tory into the Danube. Dozens of res
idents were reported to be suffering from nerve gas poisoning as a 
result of toxic fa llout from ex plosions. N ATO, it is alleged, by 
repeated ly bombing the complex, had unl eashed a poisonous 
weapon . The complex had no military function. 

Armed with mounds of transcripts, piles of applications and 
complain ts, and head spinning with charges and accusations fl ung at 
the NATO allies and its leadership, I proceeded on to the staging 
ground in Albania, before I moved on to the battlefie ld, Kosovo. 1f 
indeed the U.S. had fomented the situation by fo rtifying the KLA, 
the claims of the FRY would be vindicated. 

A Visit to Hell 
Several British paratroopers, the first NATO peacekeeping 

troops to penetrate Kosovo, described the KLA savagery as they 
guarded the abysmal Grand Hotel in Pri stina. So deceptive was the 
propaganda, ranted one medic, that he fe lt compelled to destroy the 
rad ios that continued to transmit the one-sided, anti-Serb clamor: 

"'The KLA are convinced that the objec ti ve of the airstrikes was 
to turn over Kosovo and its governance to them," the medic said . 
"Why shouldn' t they be, under the circumstances?" 

Powerful KLA members hovered with arrogant mastery around 
the paras, determining who could enter or ex it the 5-star hotel (self
styled) that had been confiscated fro m the Serbs and con verted to 
KLA headquarters. I was introduced to several ethnic Albani an 
women, who boldl y stood guard and fl aunted their lanky, muscular 
bod ies and new-found authori ty. 

"The KLA told us that they are good so ldiers. During the war, 
they would take their clothes off fo r the Serb soldiers and ... " The 
trooper's hand shot up in a demonstration of one having his throat 
slit. He had been thrown into a vengeful , carni vorous world which 
no amount of eliti st u·aining could have prepared him fo r. The 
women were merely a product of the blinding obsessive ethnic 
hatreds which had fl owed li ke poison through the Balkans and begat 
Philistine acts of vindication from one generation to the next. 

The paratroopers were not only unprepared fo r the atrocities being 
committed by the KLA against Serbs and defi ant ethnic Albani ans, 
but, more alarmingly, their inadequate traditional peacekeeping man
date, calling for use of force only in self-defense, left them helpless in 
deali ng with the accelerating heinous actions of the KLA. 

One disheartened soldier, a legal scholar refl ected, "We are pow
erless. There are no laws to enfo rce, no UN laws, no Yugoslav laws, 
no NATO laws." 

Tom Cohen, of Associated Press, points out that Hashim 
Thaci , se lf-appointed Prime Mini ster of Kosovo, denies that the 
KLA breaks the law. Of course they don't - never mind that they 
are accu ed of murders, torture and e thnic c leans ing. In the legal 
vacuum that has been created, the only laws are the draconian , 
arbitrary ones enacted by the KLA . No law, no crime. 

In a 29 July New York Times article, Chris Hedges captures the 
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A team of OSCE verifiers inspect a van carrying the bodies of slain eth
nic Albanian rebels of the KLA in the village of Rogovo, some 50 miles 
southwest of Pristina. Police stormed the village in southwestern 
Kosovo, killing 23 ethnic Albanians. 

sickening sights that I witnessed in Kosovo: of looting and burning of 
Serb homes by KLA members; of dozens of assass inations; of mas
sacres and kidnappings of Serbs and Albanians; of confiscation; and 
of denial of free expression to the battered ethnic Albanians, 95% of 
whom are not members of the KLA. "The ram ificati ons for Kosovo 
and fo r the in ternational powers that have set up this protectorate are 
immense," Hedges writes, "for the raw, often unschooled, fighters 
have as their poli tical patron the Government of Albania and care li t
tle fo r the civilities of Western-s tyle democracies." 

Why did the U.S. help create thi s monster in Kosovo? Let's ask 
Madeleine Albri ght. 

Albright doltishl y, with feigned surpri se, scolded the KLA on a 
recent visit. She reminding them not to ac t li ke the i.r barbaric Serb 
neighbors. Where have you been, Madeleine? What about U.S. c it
izens in Pristina who had joined the KLA, proudly divul gi ng visi ts 
by U.S. embassy envoys encouraging them in their mission while 
they were training in Albania, after hav ing openly left the U.S. in 
violation of the U.S. Neutrality Act? 

What of widespread reports that the CIA was overtly playing 
intelligence games with the Albani an Secret Service, which upgrad
ed its primiti ve capabilities to effectively help the KLA communi
cate with NATO intelligence in order to advise them of the positions 
of the Serbs during the offensive? How about accounts in London's 
Sunday Telegraph and Sunday Times that members of U.S. SpecOps 
units and British SAS commandos gave the KLA intelligence and 
military training, confirming the accusati ons of the FRY in the 
World Court? 

Then there are pervasive reports that the KLA received 
ass istance fro m Ira n or Is lami c te rro ri st gro ups operatin g in a 
KLA stag ing area in A lbani a and Macedoni a. Yet more dis
ag reea ble are reports by Dem psey, month s before the a irstrikes 
that sa id , "The recent U. S. e mbassy bombings in Kenya and 
Tanza ni a may be co nnected to th e U .S .-demanded deportat ion 
of severa l members of an Is lamic terro ri st cell in Albania , who 
were ti ed to Saudi ex patri ate, Osa ma bin Laden, and who 

Continued on page 74 
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• 
the 30 years I've known Bob Brown 
(ever since his days as a Special 

Forces A-Team CO in Vietnam), he's never 
shied away from heady adventures. Now 60-
something, but hardly mellowing (God bless 
him), RKB is ready to tackle road rac ing, 
gearing up for a Monday, 28 February 2000 
rendezvous at St. Petersburg, F la.'s 
"SOUTHERN THUNDER" Raceway, 
where he' ll pit his new-found rac ing enthusi
asm against other novice drivers in a 1-day 
pickup truck training run and race. 

Challenged to participate by long-t ime 
friend Carolee Boyles, of Ph a lanx 
Outdoor Adventures , P.O. Box 320775 , 
Tampa, FL 33679; phone: 800-329-2254; 
fax: 8 13-83 I - J 700) , our esteemed 
Editor/Publisher mulled all of 15 seconds 
before he picked up the gaunt let. Quick 
phone call s also brought aboard buddies 
John Dono van, demo expert and part-time 
ac tor, and Tim Abell , of the Soldier Of 
Fortune, Inc. TV series . 

(SOF readers can learn more about thi s 
and other high-adrenaline outdoor adven
tures by contacting Carolee.) 

Not being a patient man and thus unable 
to wai t till February, Brown decided to 
wheel his ' 93 Corvette convertible down to 
Denver fo r a bit of preliminary training by 
Danny Colli ns, a veteran of 40-plus years of 
racing, whose pupils have inc luded 1996 
Indy winner Buddy Lazier and Buzz 
Calkins, champion of the first Indy 200 at 
Disney World Speedway. 

Danny's school (Danny Co ll ins Raci ng 
School, l626 Albion Street, Denver, CO 
80220; phone : 303-388-3875) in clu des 
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Victory lane: SOF Publisher Robert K. Brown 
(left) with veteran race instructor Danny 
Collins. 

hi s "SECOND CREEK RACEWAY, " 
located a few miles west of Denver 
Intern ational Airport. 

Brown and Collins immediately hit if off 
but Bob, eager to buckle-up, crank the 
eng ine and go li ke hell, was fir st given a 
"facts of life" lecture by Danny who teach
es his beginners to "Focus on one turn and 
one lap at a time in order to accompli sh con
sistent lap times. As the driver becomes 
more ex perienced, I expect him/he r to 
improve, but consistency is more important 
than the precise lap time in volved ." 

With the ta lk fi nished, Brown hit the 
course, a l.7-mil e first-class fac ili ty, to run 

hi s ' vette through the gears fo r 35 tense 
laps. He could have pushed hi s speed but 
who wants to blow an eng ine on an expen
sive toy ? 

Sitting down with Bob after hi s init ial 
spins around the track, he was - in a word 
- ecstatic. 

Why did he choose to ge t in volved in 
road-racing? 

He leaned forward and whispered to me in 
confidence, "Because God spoke to me." (A 
typical B1vwnism fo r the uninitiated. Anyhow, 
I thought it was the other way around.) 

"Seriously," he continued, 'Tm not a bit 
intrigued, shall we say, w ith any of the cur
rent wars and insurgenc ies being waged 
arou nd the g lobe. I just returned from the 
Ba lkans thoroughly di sillusioned with all 
warring fac tions, all of whom in my opin ion 
are just a cluster o f thugs. He ll , if I had the 
power I'd build a 20-foot goddarnned wa ll 
around Serbia and Albania, give veryone 
an AK-4 7 and a case of ammo and let 'em 
get it on . At the end of 30 days, I'd come 
back and see who was le ft. " 

So what's he gonna do till February? 
"Thank God our Convention's corn ing 

up. Aside from that, I'll just race to keep 
from getting bored. " 

- Tom Reisinger ~ 
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Come to sunny St. Petersburg, Florida on 
28 February 2000 for a day of 

heart-pounding, high-speed 
racing against SOF 
Editor/Publisher Robert K. 
Brown, Contributing Editor John 

Donovan, and SOF TV star Tim Abell. 

lll1mE/Nl'IS ,. 
WllaDl,11,,_,, 

Get behind the wheel of a High 
Performance VB Race Truck and 
see who wins. Trophies will be 
awarded to the l st, 2nd, and 

3rd place finishers. Photos of 
winners and participants will 

appear in an upcoming issue of SOF. 

This will be a full day of fast-action instruction and - more importantly - SEAT TIME! 

lti 1'1e 1·a •'l': 
Your day begins with an overview of the day's schedule 

and introduction to your hosts. You will take a track tour 
and be instructed on safety procedures. You will then select 
your uniform and have your photo taken with your race 
vehicle. Then it's directly onto the first two sessions of on
track instruction. Your crew chief will help get you situated 
with the controls of your vehicle. 

After a catered BBQ lunch, it's back in the seat for the third 
and fourth on-track sessions, with reduction of cones. Then 
the flag is down for the heat races, approximately 1 0 to 15 
laps. The day finishes with a presentation and gift to all 
participants. 

Southern ·rhu11der's Master l11st~~1ctor$;. 
Together they have over SO years of racing experience in SCCA, 
FIA, PARTS and NASCAR. 

Special rate for Soldier of Fortune Race Day: 
$895 includes all the day's activities, helmet and driving suit. 
Does not include lodging or airfare. Optional add-ons for 
Saturday: wild boar hunting or saltwater fishing. Call for details 
and rates. 
Contact: Phalanx Outdoor Adventures, 
Crest Building, P.O. Box 320775. 
Tampa, FL 33679 
Phone: 800-329-2254 
E-mail: 71610.475@compuserve.com 
"The source for worldwide adventure." 

SOF Race Day is 28 February 2000 - space limited! Sign up now! 



Quest For Tue Holy Grail 

f
or many of us, devotion to the Ml 911 .45 ACP pistol approaches a reli
gion. Extending that metaphor, it's not much of a stretch to say that cur
rently the quest for the Holy Grail revolves around finding the small
est possible envelope for this venerable single-action system 
and its highly effective cartridge. Kimber Mfg., lnc. 
(Dept. SOF, I Lawton Street, Yonkers, NY l0705; 

phone: 800-880-24 18; fax: 406-758-2223; Custom 
Shop: 914-964-0742, ext. 228; website: 
www.kimberamerica.com; 1999 catalog $2) 
has now become a major player in the search 
for the smallest viable .45. 

Soldier Of Fortune was recently sent one of 
Kimber's new Stainless Steel Ultra Carry .45s, 
with some interesting Kimber Custom Shop 
modifications, for test and evaluation. With an 
overall length of 6.8 inches, the height, includ
ing the Heinie Slant Pro Sights I personally 
installed, is 5.6 inches. The width, at the grip 
panels, is 1.25 inches. The 3-inch forged 
barrel has six grooves with a left-hand twist 
of one tum in 16 inches. The pistol 's weight, 
empty, is approximately 25 ounces. 

The slide is CNC mill-fmished with 
plus/minus 0.00 I-inch tolerances from a 
416 sta inless steel forging and heat
treated before the rails are 
machined to prevent the possi
bility of warpage. Kimber 
.45s are provided with the 
tightest slide-to-frame toler
ances of any Ml 911-type 
pistol manufactured today, 
without any compromise in 
reliability under the most 
adverse conditions. 

The frame was machined from 
7075-T7 aluminum alloy bar stock. This 
is a stress-relieved version of T6, which is 
more commonly employed in the manufacture 
firearms and is less expensive. The frame 's hole 
spacing is exceptionally preci se and the holes are 
machined at perfect right angles to the frame's surface. SO F's 
test specimen has been treated with the new KimPro premium finish , 
a phenolic resin process, and the hardest of its type, as well as permanent in 
nature. In addition, KimPro contains molybdenum disulfide, which has 
excellent self-lubricating properties and a nominal thickness that has no 
affect on the fit of the components or the functioning of the pistol. This 
Kimber Custom Shop (phone: 914-964-0771 , ext. 228) feature is avai lable 
in black, gray or "stainless" silver for $200. Turnaround time is generally 
less than two weeks. KimPro is sprayed on, after the metal su rface is 



prepped, and then thermally cured (baked 
on). Developed specifically for firearms, the 
KimPro process has successfully survived 
both 1,000 hours of salt spray and 1,000 
hours of saltwater immersion. 

The Custom Shop also performed a rad
ical "meltdown" on the slide and frame of 
SOF's test specimen. This involves remov
ing all of the sharp edges that might snag or 
catch on clothing and equipment or abrade 
the shooter's hand during the draw stroke, 
which must always be smooth and fluid. 
This feature is becoming ever more popular 
with those who carry in deep concealment. 
It leaves the pistol with a soft, rounded 
appearance. As it is done slowly and 
painstakingly by hand, it is not cheap. The 
Custom Shop charges $250 for a meltdown. 

The magazine well is beveled to assist 
changing magazines. The frame's feed ramp 
has been opened and polished, by now a 
standard feature on customized M 19 11 s. 
Complementing that, the barrel's chamber 
opening has been radiused sl ightly and 
lightly polished to remove high spots. The 
beavertail-type steel grip safety is internally 
skeletonized for weight reduction and has a 
slight bump on the bottom to ensure that it 
is disconnected even if not depressed com
pletely. It entirely cups the hammer to pre
vent "hammer bite" and permit as high a 
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grip as possible. As the front strap has also 
been slightly re lief-cut just under the rear 
portion of the trigger guard (a so-called 
"kidney cut"), the high grip permitted by 
these two features lowers the bore line in 
relation to the shooter 's hand and reduces 
the perceived recoil somewhat. 

The flat-type mainspring housing direct
ly below the grip safety is sharply check
ered and made of silver-colored Nylon 6/6 
composite. It will do, but for strictly cos
metic reasons; I always change that out with 
a stainless steel Ed Brown mainspring 110us
ing with 30 LPI checkering that I obtained 
from Brownells (Dept. SOF, 200 South 
Front Street, Montezuma, IA 50171 ; phone: 
515-623-540 I; fax: 515-623-3896). I had 
the Kimber Custom Shop hand cut 30 LPI 
checkering on the front strap, as this 
enhances your ability to maintain a firm 
grip even more than checkering on the 
mainspring housing. The grip panels on 
SOF's test specimen are handsome, hand
checkered, double-diamond-pattern rose
wood. This is a $49 extra. The grip panels 
on Kimber 191 1 s are now held to the frame 
by attractive hex-head grip screws. 

The Kimber checkered steel magazine 
catch/release button is s lightly higher than 
usual to offer access by the thumb without 
altering the firing grip, but not long enough 

to induce an accidental release. Th« pistol is 
equipped with a McCormick skeletonized 
Commander-sty le hammer and an extended 
ambidextrous thumb safety. The ambidex
trous safety, another Kimber Custom Shop 
feature, costs only $50. The abili ty to fire 
with the support hand only is an essential 
fighting skill. During Thunder Ranch's 
Handgun 3 course, we spent many hours 
with a "sleeve" - made from a section of 
PVC pipe with a bolt through it - on either 
the firing hand or support hand only. The 
drawstroke and all three malfunction dri lls 
were practiced in this manner. Practice of 
this type is made much easier if your pistol 
is equipped with an "ambi" safety. 

The match-grade aluminum trigger has 
stain less steel rails and a vertical! y serrated 
front face. Trigger pull weight on our test 
specimen was exactly 3.25 pounds. The 
trigger pull is as smooth as glass with a very 
crisp let-off. There are dual internal tangs to 
furnish takeup adjustment and an alien-head 
screw at the front to adjust backlash. All of 
the trigger mechanism components are of 
match-grade quality. 

A number of the pistol's small compo
nents, such as the hammer, sear, disconnec
tor, grip safety, ambidextrous manual safety, 
s lide release and rear sight assembly, are 
made by means of a process called Metal-

Kimber Ultra Carry, left side view. Note checkered steel magazine 
catch/release button which is slightly higher than usual to offer access 
by the thumb without altering the firing grip, but not long enough to 
induce an accidental release, and match-grade aluminum trigger which 
has a vertically serrated front face. (inset) Kimber Ultra Carry, right-side 
view. The front strap has been slightly relief-cut just under th~ .rear por
tion of the trigger guard (a so-called "kidney cut"). This permits a high 
grip that lowers the bore line in relation to the shooter's hand and 
reduces the perceived recoil somewhat. 
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(above) Ambidextrous safety, a Custom Shop feature, allows the operator 
to fire with the support hand only. (right) Author installed Heinie Slant Pro 

sights with tritium inserts as they are designed for one-handed clearance 
drills and provide a excellent sight picture for firing under stress. 

Injection-Molding (MIM), which was 
developed by NASA and first used by 
Kimber in their Model 82 .22 rimfire rifle. 
Delivering almost all the structural strength 
of steel forgings at much less cost, this 
process also permits the manufacture of 
intricate components with tight tolerances. 
In this process powdered chrome-moly steel 

is combined with a polymer carrier and then 
injected into a somewhat over-sized mold. 
During a sintering process, high tempera
tures extract the polymer and cause the part 
to shrink to exactly the desired dimensions. 
The resulting grain structure is more dense 
than that achieved by standard investment 
casting techniques and after heat-treating 

the strength is significantly greater. 
The single-column, detachable box-type 

magazine is an Ml911-type without a 
removable floorplate. It was manufactured 
by MEC-GAR in Italy of hard-chromed 
steel. It holds six rounds and there are num
bered indicator holes, from "2" to "6" on 
each side of the magazine body. This maga-

In 1913 Springfield Armory was 
directed to develop a subcaliber system for 
the Model 1911 pistol to shoot .22 Short 
cartridges for training purposes. By 1927, 
the concept had proved to be impractical 
and the project was abandoned. Ever since 
1915 Colt had been working on a similar 
effort. Series production of the Colt Ace 
pistol did not commence until 1931. 
Although built on the same frame as the 
Government Model pistol, the compo
nents could not interchange and the Colt 
Ace was sold as a complete pistol. A 
decade later production ceased after 
approximately 10,000 pistols were made. 

Introduced in 1936, the Colt Service 
Model Ace was designed around a floating 
chamber invented by the famous David M. "Carbine" Williams. In 
this system, the floating chamber was driven rearward by gas pres
sure, quadrupling the usual recoil impulse of the .22 LR round and 
thus simulating the recoil force generated by .45 ACP cartridge. 
Marketed first as a complete pistol, by 1938 Colt was offering .22 
Service Model conversion units. Production of the Service Model 
Ace pistols terminated in 1945 and began again in 1977. 
Unfortunately, although they are today valuable collectors ' pieces, the 
Colt Ace and Service Model Ace pistols and conversion units were 
never totally reliable, and often inaccurate, because of the floating 
chamber method used to simulate the recoil of a .45. 

Kimber's .22 LR conversion kit is both reliable and accurate. It 
consists of a complete slide assembly and a magazine. Just remove 
the .45 ACP slide assembly and magazine and replace them with 
those of the .22 LR conversion kit. The conversion kit operates by 
means of unlocked blow back. A single lug on the barrel 's underside 
locks the barrel in place by means of the slide's locking lever axis pin 
which passes through it. This results in a frame-mounted fixed barrel 
as usually encountered in blowback operated pistols. Some feel this 
feature enhances the accuracy potential. We installed this conversion 
unit on a superb Kimber stainless steel Gold Match full-size pistol. 

The slide is made of silver-colored, hard-anodized aluminum 
and has been machined from bar stock. It matches the Kimber's 
stainless steel frame almost perfectly. All of the slide's other 
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components: barrel (made by E.R. Shaw 
of 4140 steel), extractor, ejector, spring
loaded firing pin , recoil-spring guide rod 
are made of steel. The buffer overriding 
the recoil spring at the rear is a black 
polymer part. 

The sights are those of the Kimber 
Gold Match series and are dovetailed to 
the s lide. The Kimber Gold Match 
adjustable rear sight is spring-loaded and 
driven by twin coi l springs. The springs 
are secured by twin ball bearings, assuring 
that the sight will go were you tell it to and 
stop there. The backside of the open 
square-notch has horizontal serrations to 
reduce glare. The front sight blade is 
0.112-inch wide and the open square-notch 

rear sight has the same width. The sight radius is 6.7 inches. 
Elevation zero is by means of a screw-on top of the sight assembly. 
Turning it counter-clockwise raises the point of impact. The 
windage adjustment screw is on the right side of the sight. Turning 
it clockwise moves the point of impact to the right. A tool is sup
plied for this purpose. 

One IO-round, single-column, detachable box-type magazine is 
provided. Both the magazine body and its removable floorplate are 
made of aluminum. The magazine follower and floorplate retaining 
piece are steel sheet metal stampings. The magazine follower does 
not engage the frame's slide stop and so the slide is not held rear
ward after the last round has been fired. 

We have fired several thousand rounds of a substantial variety of 
.22 LR ammunition through the Kimber .22 LR conversion kit, 
including hyper- , high- and standard-velocity-types . Remarkably, 
there have been no stoppages of any kind. Accuracy at 25 yards with 
tandard and high velocity ammunition is less than I inch for 5-shot 

groups. Invariably, group dispersion increased with hyper-velocity
types and this has been my personal experience with a large variety 
of both handguns and rifles chambered for the .22 LR round. 
Reliable, accurate and pleasant to shoot, the Kimber .22 LR con
version kit carries a suggested retail price of $299.95 , in blue or sil
ver. Extra magazines, in either blue or silver, cost $34.95 each. 

-P.G.K. 
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The ejection port has been lowered and flared to enhance ejection reliability and protect empty 
cases from denting. (right) Author's battery of working Kimbers, from top to bottom: Custom 
Classic with Alternative Force Block, Stainless Steel Gold Match, Compact Custom and new 
Stainless Steel Ultra Carry. 

zine has a long, single coil follower spring 
(with some smaller diameter coils at the top) 
that was designed to give sufficient stripping 
pressure for totally reliable operation. The 
Ultra Carry comes with one magazine. Extra 
magazines are available for $17.75 each. 

spondingly diminished, as is the time frame 
during which this takes place. If everything 
does not happen precisely as it should, there 
will inevitably be a stoppage. If the maga
zine follower spring does not drive the next 
round up against the magazine's feed lips 
quick enough, a fai lure to feed and chamber 
will result. If the empty case is even delayed 
by a millisecond in extraction from the 
chamber, that case will never make it com
pletely out of the ejection port. And so on. I 
think that the Kimber Ultra Carry represents 

the practical limit in M 1911 envelope reduc
tion and that a telescoping recoil spring sys
tem was necessary to further maximize reli
ability. As an additional benefit, this also 
reduces felt recoil, muzzle rise and rotation 
to a small degree, and thus accords more 
rapid target reacquisition after each shot. 

The main, or inner, guide rod of the 
Kimber Ultra Carry, is of the so-called "full
length" type, which means it protrudes out 
the front of the slide when the slide moves 
rearward in recoil. The rear configuration of 

The sl ide 's ejection port has been low
ered and flared - and the front and rear 
beveled - to enhance ejection reliability 
and protect empty cases from denting. The 
firing pin stop has been beefed up to offer a 
snug fit in the slide 's extractor notch and 
prevent the heat-treated, custom-type 
extractor from rotating in the slide. A so
called "tactical"-type ejector has been 
mounted i.n the frame. Lou Ales i has 

been boning and 
stitching leather since 
1970. His list of clien
tele includes a sub
stantial number of 
individuals from orga
nizations that dance 
mostly in the shadows. 
Members of the CIA, 
SEAL Team 6, Ger
man GSG9 and Israeli 

Slapping Leather 
With The Elite associated with that 

type. Two belt loops 
on each side of the hol
ster, equipped with 
one-way directional 
snaps, offer the ability 
to remove the holster 
off the belt quickly, if 
required, but lock 
securely onto the belt 
for a rock-steady draw 
stroke. There is a rein

The coned barrel does not interface with 
a conventional M 1911-type barrel bushing. 
Instead, when in battery, the muzzle locks 
into a precision-milled hole in the front of 
the slide. In theory, this should increase the 
Kimber Ultra Carry 's accuracy potential. A 
coned barrel configuration was first used on 
the ill-fated Detonics .45 ACP pistol sever
al decades ago. 

In a complete departure from aU of the 
other Kimber Ml 911 models, the Ultra 
Carry pistol features a telescoping recoil 
spring system. The concept of telescoping 
recoil spring assemblies is not new. Exam
ples can be found going back as far as 
almost 60 years ago. The first example of a 
telescoping recoi l (or "operating") spring 
assembly, that I know of, was that of the 
German MP38/40 series of 9mm Parabel
lum submachine guns, which were devel
oped in the mid- l 930s. Telescoping recoil 
spring systems have been employed in the 
Spanish Star Z-45 and British Sterling sub
machine guns, as well. The Swiss SIG AMT 
and PE57 infantry rifles, developed during 
the late 1950s, also made use of telescoping 
recoil spring assemblies. In most instances, 
telescoping recoil spring assemblies have 
been used by designers when one of the 
design priorities was a compressed, or com
pact, envelope. 

The Ultra Carry's slide has been engi
neered to have the longest possible slide 
travel in a determined effort to ensure posi
tive functional reliability. With the short
recoil, locked-breech M 1911 series, as the 
frame and slide dimensions are reduced, the 
distance the slide travels during a complete 
recoil and counter-recoil cycle is corre-
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Mossad all slap leather out of Alessi hol
sters. The Heinie D.O.J. (for California 
Department Of Justice) holster, a redesign 
of one of the legendary Bruce Nelson's rigs 
and made exclusively for Heinie Specialty 
Products by Lou Alessi, is used not only by 
the DEA but is the holster of issue for the 
fabled U.S. Army's DELTA SpecOps 
group. U.S. Army security forces and 
undercover law enforcement personnel 
throughout the world have Alessi holsters 
strapped to their belts. 

There must be a reason, and there is. 
Alessi 's holsters all feature the winning 
requirements for professional gear: 
unmatched craftsmanship combined with 
designs based on almost three decades of 
feedback from armed professionals. Lou 
Alessi 's line of custom holsters are almost 
all devoted to concealment-types. 

We chose one of Alessi 's most fascinat
ing rigs to test with the Kimber Ultra Carry, 
the Close-Quarter Covert - Snap (CQC-S) 
belt holster. It's one of the most comfortable 
holsters I have ever worn. It has all the 
attributes of a quick-detachable paddle hol
ster, but without the wobble and insecurity 

forcement band at the top of the holster. It 
adds rigidity and precludes the possibility of 
the holster collapsing when the pistol is re
holstered. Retention is more than sufficient 
and no thumb break is required. The CQC-S 
rides close to the body and will not print 
even through light clothing. This holster has 
a slight muzzle rearward cant, and thus has 
been designed for strong-side carry only. 

Alessi holsters are first molded in a 
press with rubber jaws and then detail
boned by hand. Only the highest quality, 
vegetable-tanned steerhide from the shoul
der is used. All stitching is with heavy 
(size #4 15), milspec bonded nylon thread. 
Alessi leather goods are available in both 
black and cordovan. The CQC-S holster 
costs $90. A 1.25-inch belt sel ls for $85 
and a single-magazine pouch is only $35. 

This is custom holster work at the 
highest level. For further information 
contact Alessi Holsters, Inc. (Dept. SOF, 
2465 Niagara Falls Blvd., Amherst, NY 
14228-3527; phone: 716-691-5615; fax: 
716-691-5639; for catalogs only phone: 
800-724-8923). 

-P.G.K. 
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this inner guide rod duplicates that of the 
Ml 911 series in general. It has a U-shaped, 
sheet metal end plate which rests on the bar
rel directly in front of the swinging link. The 
front end of the inner recoil spring is held 
captive by the hollow outer guide rod. In 
turn, the outer, larger diameter, recoil spring 
is held captive by a recoil spring plug with a 
hole in the front that permits the inner guide 
to pass through during the recoil stroke. 

Because of its telescoping recoil spring 
system and abbreviated slide, disassembly 
procedures for this pistol vary somewhat 
from those employed to fieldstrip a conven
tional M 1911-type. First, remove the maga
zi ne and safely clear the pistol. Lock the 
sl ide to the rear. Note that there is a small 
disassembly hole in the middle of the inner 
(smallest diameter) recoil spring guide rod. 
Whi le the slide is retracted insert the sup
plied tool or a bent paper clip into the hole. 
Carefu lly and slowly release the slide and 
move it forward until the semi-circul ar tab 
at the rear of the slide stop is aligned wi th 
the disassembly notch on the sl ide. Remove 
the slide stop from the left side of the frame. 
Separate the slide from the frame by sliding 
it forward off the frame. Remove the te le
scoping recoil spring assembly by with
drawi ng it rearward and then separating this 
group from the slide. Tip the barrel's link 
forward to clear the recoil spring tunnel and 
then pull the barrel clear of the slide. 

Remove the grip panels from the frame 
(a 3/32-inch alien-head wrench is required to 
remove the hex-head grip screws). No fur
ther disassembly of the frame components is 
usually required for routine maintenance. 
However, removal of the firing pin and 
extractor should be performed with some 
degree of frequency. With a drift of appro
priate diameter, push inward on the spring
loaded fi ring pin and slide the firing pin stop 
down and off the rear of the slide. Remove 
the firing pin and its spring. Gently, pry out 
the extractor. The extractor claw shou ld be 
cleaned thoroughly and the extractor 
inspected for loss of tension, one of the most 

Product List 
Alessi Holsters, Inc., Dept SOF, 

2465 Niagara Falls Blvd . .Amherst, NY 14228-3527; 
phone: 716-691-5615; 

fax: 716-691 -5639; 
for catalogs only phone: 800-724-8923 

Heinie Specialty Products, Dept SOF, 
30 I Oak Street, Quincy, IL 6230 I; 

phone: 217-228-9500; fax: 217-228-9502; 
web site: www.heinie.com 

Kimber Mfg., Inc., Dept SOF, 
I Lawton Street, Yonkers, NY I 0705; 

phone: 800-880-2418; fax: 406-758-2223; 
Custom Shop: 914-964-0742, ext. 228; 

web site: www.kimberamerica.com; 1999 catalog $2 

common causes of malfunctions in the 
M 191 1 series. The magazines should be dis
assembled as well. After cleaning and lubri
cation, reassemble in the reverse order. 

I chose to install Heinie Slant Pro sights 
with tritium inserts on the Kimber Ul tra 
Carry because they are designed for one
handed clearance drills and furnish an 
excellent sight picture fo r firing under 
stress. There is no need for an adj ustable 
rear sight on a concealable compact. Any 
competent gunsmith can install the #350 
Slant Pro or the #355 Straight Eight night
sight version on a Kimber pistol, as only 
minor fitting is required. The Straight Eight 
tritium insert configuration consists of a tri
tium dot on the front sight blade and a 
smaller triti um dot directly below the rear 
sight open square-notch. When aligning 
this sighting system, simply put one dot on 
top of the other making an elongated fig
ure-eight. It 's been demonstrated that the 
human eye can correct fo r vertical align
ment more rapidly than horizontal align
ment. The Slant Pro is CNC-machined 
from high-quality bar stock and is a no
snag design. The rear face is serrated to 
reduce glare. Richard Heinie has been 
building high-quality pi stol sights since 
1979 and is well-known and highly regard
ed among armed professionals. A set of 
plain Slant Pro sights costs only $48. If you 

Kimber Stainless Steel Ultra Carry .45 

Caliber: .45 ACP. 
Operation: Locked-breech, short-recoil, semiautomatic, single-action trigger system with frame

mounted thumb and grip safeties. 
Weight, empty: 25 ounces. 
Length, overall: 6.8 inches. 

~,~---==-,~ Width: 1.25 inches at the grip panels. 
b Height: 5.6 inches. 
-~ ~ Barrel: Forged, six-groove, left-hand twist with one turn in 16 inches. 

Magazine: 
Sights: 
Finish: 

Barrel length: 3 inches. 
Six-round, single-column, detachable box-type magazine. 
Fixed #355 Heinie Slant Pro with Straight Eight tritium inserts (not available from Kimber). 
416 Stainless steel fo rged slide; frame machined from 7075-T7 aluminum alloy bar 
stock and equipped with KimPro, a phenolic resin process. 

Suggested retail price: $768; black matte: $700. 
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Manufacturer: Kimber Mfg., Inc., Dept. SOF, I Lawton Street, Yonkers, NY I 0705; phone: 800-880-
2418, fax: 406-758-2223, Custom Shop: 914-964-0742; web site: 
www.kimberamerica.com. 

T&E summary: Lightweight with very mild recoil; reliable; accurate; reasonably priced; the ultimate 
M 1911-type concealment package. 

want the Slant Pro sights with Straight 
Eight night sights, the price is $110.75. For 
further information contact Heinie 
Specialty Products (Dept. SOF, 301 Oak 
Street, Quincy, IL 62301; phone: 217-228-
9500; fax: 217-228-9502; web site: 
www.heinie.com). 

There has been some speculation that a 
3-inch barrel will adversely affect the 
wound ballistics performance of Jacketed 
Hollow Point (JHP) ammunition by serious
ly compromising the velocity with a resu l
tant fa ilure to expand. This just isn't true. 
My carry load remains the Black Hills 230-
grain JHP, a Speer Gold Dot type, with any 
barrel length. Ten feet from the muzzle of a 
Kimber Stainless Steel Gold Match's 5-inch 
barrel, this load will be traveling at an aver
age velocity of 892 fps. When we chrono
graphed this load from the 3-inch barrel of 
the Ultra Carry, its velocity dropped only 92 
fps to 800 fps. This is not enough to signif
icantly change its expansion characteristics. 
It wi ll still expand to almost .70 caliber and 
penetrate in soft tissue well-past the mini
mum 12 inches required, but less than the 
18 inches that signifies over-penetration. 
Hornady, in fact, tests their .45 caliber XTP 
(Extreme Terminal Performance) bullets at 
both 750 and 1,500 fps for acceptable 
expansion and penetratioi:i. JHP 230-grain 
bullets , manufactured by Federal or 
Winchester, will produce similar results 
throughout the same velocity spread. 

Some still fret about potential meaning
ful wear on aluminum alloy frames. This 
also is nonsense. Kimber has fired more 
than 20,000 rounds through a test-bed pistol 
with an aluminum alloy without any sign of 
excessive wear. While we have fired no 
more than 2,000 rounds through SOF's test 
specimen, close inspection reveals no evi
dence of any kind of wear. 

There have been no malfunctions of any 
kind with a large range of ammunition types 
(185-grain, 200-grain and 230-grain JHP and 
230-grain Full Metal Jacket ball and hard cast 
round nose reloads) and makes. There is very 
little difference in recoil between the Ultra 
Carry and a full-size Government Model. I 
presume the telescoping recoil spring system 
is somewhat of a factor here. At 7 yards, the 
distance under which the majority of gun
fights with a handgun take place, and firing 
offhand from a strong Weaver position, the 
Kimber Ultra Carry wi ll place all rounds into 
a 1.5-inch group. That's more than good 
enough for government work. 

With a black matte fin ish the Kimber 
Ultra Carry has a suggested retail price of 
$700. The stainless steel model costs $768. 
This is about the limit so far as shrinking the 
M 19 11 is concerned. The frame size is that 
of the Officers ACP (and, in fact, magazines 
will interchange) and those of us with large 
hands would not want to see that reduced any 
further. The slide group, even when assisted 
by a telescoping recoil spring system, cannot 
be realistically compressed any further. I am· 
now carrying the Kimber Ultra Carry on an 
almost daily basis. For me, at least, the quest 
for the Holy Grail has ended. ~ 
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1
1 ow- years ago, when I first started the 

project, I had never heard of d1e 
• acronym "Y2K." Instead of preparing 

for Armageddon, I had merely tired of 
stuffing all of my guns, ammo and 

camping gear into a 1983 Chevrolet van for 
every Emma Gees ' machine gun shoot, off 
loading it at the shoot site, loading it again 
and off loading it once more at home. In 
addi tion, more than a decade of sleeping 
diagonally in the van 's 5-foot wide sofa/bed 
was losing its allure. Unfortunately, a stan
dard motor home would self-destruct on the 
unmaintained dirt roads to the Zannaras 
mine in the upper Sonoran desert where we 
hold our shoots. 

It fina lly occurred to me that the on ly 
viable alternative was to lite rally custom
bui ld a motor home using a large 6X6 milj
tary vehicle as a platform. One of the U.S. 
Anny's 2 1/2-ton truck series was the logical 
choice, but the problem was to find a long
wheelbase model, as only this envelope 
would accommodate everyth ing I visual
ized in the li ving quarters . They are few and 
far between, since less than 10% of the U.S. 
military 's deuce-and-a-halfs were ever 
manufactured in the long-wheelbase ver
sion. The few that were made were most 
often put to use as ammo haulers, map
reproduction photo labs or, more rarely, 
command centers. 

Paul Bible (2344 North 52nd Street, 
Phoenix, AZ 85008; phone: 602-840-5019) , 
a member of the Arizona Emma Gees and 
president of the Arizona Mi litary Vehicle 
Collectors Club, fina lly located a long
wheelbase deuce-and-a-half that had been 
purchased through the DRMO (Defense Re
utili zation Marketing Office) at Tooele 
Army Depot, in Utah. I purchased it and 
when I saw it for the firs t time, I came close 
to serious chest pains. It was a complete 
shambles, both inside and out. I had obvi
ously bought my way into a major project, 
which eventually required selling a number 
of machine guns to complete. There were to 
be times along the way when I had enor
mous doubts about what I had gotten into. 

Peter C. van Collem, who served in the Belgian Army, prepares to fi re Belgian FN MAG 58 GPMG 
with ELCAN scope from the ring mount above the cab of the author's deuce-and-a-half. 
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(above) M46 GXG 1957 Utica Bend long wheel
base deuce-and-a-half served as a platform for 
a custom-built completely self-contained motor 
home that will go just about anywhere. (below) 
REO Model OA-331 , a six-cylinder, overhead
valve gasoline engine that was installed in 
most of the U.S. military's 2 1/2-ton trucks dur
ing the 1950s and up to the early 1960s. 
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What I had acquired was an M46, 21/2-
ton, 6X6 truck with a 214-inch wheelbase 
and a frame and chassis manufactured by 
Utica Bend, in Utica, Michigan, in 1957. 
The wheelbase is exactly 3 feet longer than 

that of a standard-size deuce-and-a-half. 
The gasoline engine was an REO Model 
OA-331. This six-cylinder, overhead-valve 
engine was installed in most of the U.S. mil
itary 's 21/2-ton trucks during the 1950s and 

Cammo netting provides much needed shade from the burning sun of the upper Sonoran desert. 

The vehicle's 10,000-pound-rated, power take
off winch is equipped with 250 feet of rugged 
1 /2-inch steel-wire rope. 

Compressor for refrigerator/freezer (above) 
and hot water system (below). Both are 
propane-operated. 
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Access to the auxiliary gasoline generator is 
through a trapdoor on the right side of the van 
body that used to service the photo lab. 

From front to rear: refrigerator/freezer, stain
less steel sink, four-burner range and oven, 
stowed Honda generator and TV set. 

up to the early 1960s, when it was finally 
replaced by a multi-fuel diesel type. During 
that time frame, the REO Gold Comet was 
also a popular engine in dump trucks and 
other vehicles used principally in the con
struction industry. 

The van-type body, or box, was manu
factured by the Southwest Truck Body Co., 
Inc., St. Louis, Missouri, in July 1957. It 
was set up for the Corps of Engineers, U.S. 
Army, as a map-reproduction photo lab. The 
overall length is 27 .5 feet, with a width of 8 
feet and a height of 11 feet - ideal dimen
sions for what I intended to do. 

The vehicle's 24-volt military electrical 
system was retained. We use two 12-volt 
milspec 6TL batteries in series. However, 
the motor home itself is on a 12-volt system 
to accommodate appliances and the auxi l
iary gasoline generator. The generator is a 
Honda EM3500SX with a rated output of 
3.0kVA. This superb unit is not only reli
able, but much quieter than military types. It 
has enabled us to watch war and western 
movies at night during the shoots and it 
makes my toast in the mornings. 

I had three gas tanks installed which pro
vide a total capacity of 172 gallons. We 

Honda EM3500SX gasoline generator, with a 
rated output of 3.0kVA, is not only reliable, but 
much quieter than military types. 

need every gallon, as the REO Gold Comet 
is a typical 1950s' gas guzzler. Combined 
with the tremendous weight we haul, gas 
consumption is little better than about 5 
miles per gallon. 

We have a 10,000-pound-rated, power 
takeoff winch that has proven useful on sev
eral occasions. It's equipped with 250 feet 
of rugged 1/2-inch steel-wire rope (much 
stronger than steel cable). I also have a large 
snatch-block pulley that is used to winch at 
angles up to 90 degrees. 

This type of 6X6 vehicle is often 
referred to as a "ten wheeler" as the two rear 
axles each mount two wheels and tires on 
either side. Non-directional 9.00x20 mil
spec tires are used and they are not as 
expensive as they look. Firestone tires of 
this type cost only $110-120, complete with 
inner tube. The brakes are air-assisted using 
an air compressor and hydravac system. 

When the truck arrived, there was a 
large air conditioning unit over the cab 
that connected to the duct work in the 

Continued on page 68 
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BACKYARD 
BRUJHWAR 

Colombia's 
Unending 
Nightmare 

o~ [arson ~ . ~ ig n twine , Jr. 
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C
ongressman Dan Burton, (R.-Ind.) 
had just about had enough of the 
Clinton Admini stration's double
deali ng and half- tru ths on their so
called "war on drugs" as it applies 

to Colombi a. The recent "mys terious" crash 
of a U.S. Army spy plane and the loss of fi ve 
soldiers had pushed Colombia to the fore
front in international news, and a cocaine 
scandal at the U.S. Embassy in Bogota made 
the front pages of the ultra-l iberal 
Washington Post. There's a problem here. 

At a congress ional hearing in August, 
Burton and Ben Gilman (R.-N. Y.) tore into 
Clinton Drug Czar, General Barry 
McCaffrey, li ke a pitbu ll on a bone . 
McCaffrey was back-pedd ling and throwing 
out misleading statistics about anti -nar
cotics aid to the Colombian national police, 
who had near ly 5,000 officers ki Ll ed in the 
past nine years, when Burton and Gi lman 
un loaded: "Tell me, general .. . how did 
Colombia, j ust now, . .. become an emer
gency situation?" The fo rmer fo ur-star gen
era l was trapped. He could either plead 
incompetence in his job (which McCaffrey 

would never do) or benign neglect (which 
means the death of 5,000 cops was insignif
icant to him). He did neither. What was 
painfu lly obvious was that the siniati on in 
Colombia had been ignored fo r those seven 
years that the current administration occu
pied the White House. And what' worse, 
the general knew it! The DEA knew it, too 
but the ir boss, Tom Co nstantine, had 
res igned from the admi nistra ti on three 
weeks earlier. 

"The recent news reports coming out of 
Colombia are not encouraging!" say m1mer
ous Clinton Adm inistration spokesmen at 
the White House and the State Department. 
The narcoguerrillas are kicking the stuffing 
out of the security fo rces. according to DEA 
agents who are serving in Colombia today. 

Out or Control 
The growing vio lence, both by the nar

coguerri ll as and the right-wi ng param ili 
taries, appears to be spiraling out of con
tro l. Former Spec ial Fo rces Major, Andy 
Messing, a ll udi ng to the lack of determin a
tion and inconsistent po li cies by the State 
Department tates: "Genera l McCaffrey 's 
statements are p uzzling. Thi s didn ' t hap
pen overni ght. T he confl ict we see in 
Colombi a today has been years in the mak 
ing, and the C lin ton ad mini stration is fac 
ing an enormous d il emma. Do they suppo rt 
the oldes t democracy in Latin America and 
fi ght narcoti cs .. . or do they let it go down 
the tubes?" At thi s writing it appears to be 
the latter. 

Major Me sing's analysis comes from 
over 20 years of study by his ational 
Defense Council Foundation (NDCF) on the 
Latin Ameri can scene and Colombi a, in par
ticul ar: "NDCF studies terrorism, low-inten
sity confli cts and drug wars. We' ve conduct
ed over 20 fac t-find ing mi ssions lo 
Colombia in the past five years. What we've 
found , paints a pretty sad picture of U.S. fo r
eign policy and atten tion to national security 
matters. If anyone could sue diplomats the 
way they sue doctors for malpractice, the 
State Department's Lati n America di vis ion 
would be in court fo rever. It's a disaster. " 

(left) Congressman Dan Burton, chairman of the House Government Reform and 
Oversight Committee, has been the leader in expos ing the Clinton 
Administration's fa iled promises to help fight the War on Drugs in Colombia. 
(right) Congressman Ben Gilman, (R.·N.Y.), chairman of the House International 
Relations Committee, has long pushed for anti-narcotics assistance to the 
Colombian Security Forces, while the Clinton State Department has answered 
with empty promises. 
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"General McCaffrey 's situation is a 
tough one, it seems," added Colonel Robin 
Johnson, USMC (Ret.), an authority on ter
rorism and low-intensity confLicts. He thinks 
it's a simple case of McCaffrey "fronting" 
for a failed policy. " Look, McCaffrey knows 
the score ... he was the commander in chief 
of U.S. So uthern Command before he 
became the Clinton Drug Czar. The FARC 
are a narco-terrorist organization. If he's just 
now finding out what's going on . . . it does
n' t say much for his job performance clown 
in Panama. This situation didn't just happen 
last mo nth. Congressmen B urton and 
G ilman have exposed an ugly truth. Maybe 
the Clinton Administration is using him as 
the blame guy." 

"There doesn' t appear to be much cover 
for the administration on the Colombia mat
ter ... its pretty cut and dried: the State 
Department blew it!" says Jack Sweeney, 
Director of Latin American Policy fo r the 
Washington, D.C.-based Heritage Found
ation. "It appears that the U.S . Congress has 
caught the Clinton Admin istration in anoth
er flip-flop." 

Dur Drug War Is Being Lost 
'The narcoguerrillas in Colombia are 

now attacking in fo rce, and they obv iously 
have the fo rces to do it," says Col. 
Johnson. "It's been a long time coming and 
now the wolf is at the door." Johnson 
recentl y met w ith Gen. Rosso Jose 
Serrano, Director General of the 
Colombian National Police, to discuss the 
deteriorating security situation. "The guer
rill as control over 60% of the country, they 
have killed over 400 security force person
nel s ince May, and lets face it ... you cer
tainly can' t fight narcotics-trafficking with 
all this goi ng o n! " Johnson asserts. 

A recent example of the narcoguerrillas' 
strength was the large offensive launched 
by the FARC on 7 July, which threatened 
the capitol of Bogota. The Colombian 
Army's 13th brigade suffered over 60 sol
diers killed and 50 wounded; 12 soldiers 
are still missing. An estimated force of over 
1,000 FARC gunman, led by the notorious 
"Romana," attacked three locations south 
of Bogota, tying up over 6,000 soldiers and 
policemen . "That says a lot ... and it could 
have really made a mess in Bogota!" says 
Johnson . During the same time frame, in J 6 
separate actions, the FARC battled Front
line Colombian Army uni ts to a standsti ll. 
In the c ity of Puerto Lleras, the Colombian 
Army claimed a large victory over the 
FARC, however, independent confirmation 
was not avai lable. 

A precursor to this action took place on 
23 June. U nits of the Colombian Army's 
I J th Brigade, headquartered in northwest 
Colombia, were ambushed by the FARC. 

"Romana" Henry Castenallos (top) and "Mono 
Jojoy" Jorge Bricino are two of the best coman
dantes the FARC have . .. and they are brutal. 
Those whiz kids at the Pentagon don't know what 
to make of this brand of narcoterrorist ... and nei
ther does the CIA. 
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Reportedly, an entire infantry battalion was 
decimated. The commanding officer of 
"The Rifles" battalion, Lieut. Col. Lopez 
Hernandez, reported drnt over 50 soldiers 
were ki lled, 48 wounded and over 20 were 
missing. "This is not an isolated event. The 
FARC has seized the initiative ... what they 
do next . . . is the critical thing," says 
Johnson . 

"The FARC are assaulting the general 
order and the rule of law in Colombia and 
the effects on the society, and particularly 
the economy, are painfull y obvious. The 
country is a basket case!" says Messing. 

"The FARC leadership has proven to be 
tactically brilli ant. You can ' t take that away 
from them ... they've organized and trained 
tactical units in a text-book fashion , and the 
results speak fo r themselves . . . The 
Colombian Army is back on their heels." 

Messing has put a good deal of study into 
the FARC, so much so, that he is constantly 
contacted by the U.S. government agencies 
that deal with Colombia. "Mono Jojoy" and 
"Romana" are two of the best comman
dantes the FARC have ... and they are bru
tal. Those whiz kids at the Pentagon don ' t 
know what to make of this brand of nar
coterrorist ... and neither does the CIA. It 's 
all pretty much a 
mess." 

The Ettect On The U.S. 
Because of this , 

the narcoguerrillas are 
producing more drugs 
to fund their 40-year
old war and bringing 
more weapons to the 
party, such as mortars, 
SA 7s and their own 
ai r fo rce. "As a direct 
result, in our country, 
the drug trade is 
growing . . . just ask 
the DEA stationed in 
Bogota or on our own 
cities ' streets. From 
Miami to New York to Baltimore to Detroit 
and Los Angeles, this is our drug war, too," 
Messing asserts. 

According to the DEA, Colombia is the 
source of over 85% of the cocaine and over 
75% of the heroine captured in the United 
States today. "The narcoguerrillas increas
ingly grow, process and move drugs, whi le 
the Colombian security forces are tied up 
with this narcoterrorism throughout their 
country," continues Messing. "Th is analysis 
has been agreed with by numerous DEA 
agents who are serving in Colombia today. 
Unfortunately, they don ' t have a voice in 
the Clinton Administration." 

The growing violence, both by the nar
coguerrillas and the paramilitaries, have 
nearly paralyzed the year-old government 
of President Pastrana. In May, his justice 
minister and his defense minister abruptly 
resigned in the space of just two weeks. The 
resignation of 20 Colombian Army generals 
quickly fo llowed . "AU this happened after 
Pastrana announced that he gave the FARC 
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Colombian soldiers remove their murdered comrades from the battlefield after July's massive 
FARC offensive. (below) The author, Carson A. Nightwine, Jr. (right), at Colombian National 
Police Headquarters in Bogota, Colombia, with General Rosso Jose Serrano (left). 

a DMZ indefin itely. The FARC has a free 
ride. Pas trana 's security forces are demoral
ized and clearl y on the defensive," adds 
Mess ing. Most DEA experts share this 
gloomy assessment of Colombia's future. 
"The drug money fund s the violence and the 
instability." Says a recently retired DEA 
agent wi th long experience in Colombi a. 
"With the chaos in the Colombian govern
ment, drugs pour out of Colombia into the 
United States . With the current situation 
both countries are losers . . . and die people 
are bearing the brunt of the fa iled policy," 
contends Mess ing. 

looking Back 
From 1995 to 1998, Colombia had been 

decertified by the Clinton Admini stration 's 
State Department fo r allegedly not fi ghting 
the drug trade. "But fo r al legedly 11.0 1 fi ght
ing the drug trade, they have paid a horren
dous cost in fl esh and blood ," contends 
Mess ing. "Colombi a, as a country, was 
decertified because of the drug-corruption 

in the presidency of Ernesto Samper. Those 
three years of decertification have helped to 
bring on this current chaos. None of the crit
icall y needed trainin g and equipment got 
into the hands of the security forces ... what 
you see today, is a direct result and that's 
why the U.S. Congress is up in arms!" 

Samper had taken over $6 million in 
drug money from the Cali cartel in order to 
win the J 994 pres idential election. 
Colombia suffered terribly without U.S . 
assi stance, and by all accounts, today's situ
ation appears to be a direct result. 

The costs in this growing confl ict are 
going up each year. According to seni or 
diplomat Juan Orduz of the Colombian 
Embassy, in Washington, D.C. , "In 1998, 
nearly 30,000 Colombians were kjlled in 
Colombia's narcoguerrill a war. " Incl uded in 
that number are nearly 800 soldiers and 
policemen in just the past year. "President 
Pastrana is grabbing at straws to stop the 
violence. The peace process is a disaster. 
The narcoguerriLlas are winning . .. they 
have no incenti ve to give up their money
making enterprise . . . and they sure won' t 
give up their guns," declares Mess ing (who 
has interviewed FARC commanders). 

Most experts feel the concerns voiced by 
Congressmen Dan Burton and Ben Gilman 
should be heeded. "Having a narco-state in 
our own hemi sphere and the loss of the 
Panama Canal at the same time, is a sure 
recipe for di saster," says Major Messing. 
"The situation in Colombia wi ll only get 
worse, it seems." 

Contributing co rrespondent, Carson 
A. Nightwine, Ji: is the former World
wide Conflict Analyst for the National 
Defense Counc il Foundat ion, of 
Washington, D.C. ~ 
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One Bomb, One Target 
Continued from page 39 

the second B-2, was too busy completing 
the "Fence Check," to ensure hi s aircraf 
was configured fo r combat; radios on the 
proper frequencies, weapons powered up 
and ready. The checkli st also included per
sonal gear - survival vest secure ly fas
tened and ejection seat armed. 

"Spirit 73" flew several combat sorties in a 
B-52 during Operation Desert Storm, but 
admits it doesn't get any easier the second time 
around. "You experience a mixture of fear, 
anx.iety and excitement as you go in-country," 
said the major who kept remembering what the 
F- 117 guys said before they bombed Baghdad 
during the Gulf War. "We sure hope that th.i s 
Stealth stuff works - and it did." 

Best Seat In The House 
It was dark inside the cockpit as "Spirit 

96" and "Spirit 73" entered the Danger Zone, 
on a clear night over Yugoslavia on 24 
March. A half-moon ilJuminated the sky. 
Cities down below were lit up like Christmas 
trees, lights twinkling. Until the fireworks 
began, it was eerie fl ying over Yugoslavia. 
"Almost surreal," recalled "Spirit 73." 

The weather caused some concern . Even 
though flying the "stealthiest" aircraft in the 
world, they still prefe r to fly on a cloudy 
night, but the opening salvo of Operation 

Allied Force had already been shoved back 
a couple of clays, and it was time to get the 
show on the road . Although he was not the 
lead aircraft, "Spiri t 73," one of two Air 
Force Weapons School graduates on the 
first B-2 Combat Sortie, had the distinction 
of dropping the first, second and last bomb 
on enemy targets in Yugoslavia. 

The Joint Direct Attack Munition is the 
weapon of choice among B-2 crews and tar
geteers. The 2,225-po und bomb is an 

As Correspondent Dale B. 
Cooper was leaving Whiteman Air 
Force Base, in Missouri, a B-2 was 
about to create an international 
incident in Belgrade. Three JDAMs 
were dropped on the Chinese 
Embassy in Belgrade, killing three 
Chinese journalists and injuring 
more than two dozen other people. 
But this time the error wasn't made 
in the heat of battle by pilots fear
ing groundftre. The SNAFU, a 
acronym for "situation normal, all 
fouled up," was caused by someone 
higher up the food chain. Perhaps in 
the future, embassies should do 
what some farmers in America do 
before the hunting season: Paint 
their sacred cows with big bold let
ters - EMBASSY. 

incredibly accurate bomb, partly becau e of 
GATS, the GPS-Aided Targeting System. 
Secondly, it 's a comparatively inexpensive 
weapon. The "JDAM" costs about $8 a 
pound, or $18,000 per weapon compared to 
$600,000 for a Tomahawk Land Attack 
Missile, or $ 1.3 milli on for an Air
Launched Cruise Missile. 

En route to the target, the aircraft talks to 
sate lli tes and compares the location info r
mation it receives with on-board navigation 
systems. The mi ss ion comm ander then 
feeds that information into his system, con
stantly updating his weapons as to where 
they are in space. 

When the bomber approaches the area, 
the targeting system refines the exact loca
tion of the target. Once ejected from the 
weapons bay, the bomb uses a satelli te to 
guide it to the target, carrying 945 pounds of 
hi gh explosive. 

ln addition to sixteen JDAMS, B-2s can 
also carry 80 500-pound iron bombs, 34 M-
117 general-purpose 1,750-pound bombs, 34 
CBU/89B cluster bombs, 16 MK-84 LDGP 
[low-drag, general-purpose] 2,000-pound 
bombs, or eight 5,000-pound bunker busters. 

When each B-2 crew dropped its last 
weapon on 24 March, the pilots and mi ss ion 
commanders gave each other high-fi ves, 
and headed home. 

A .frequent contributor to SOF, Dale B. 
Cooper 's last story dealt with the USAF's 8-1 
"Bone" bomber and the men who.fly them. ~ 

F.l.R.E. System for AR15/M16 
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Plate! (a $25 VALUE). These plates disperse a bullet's impact! 

ORDER NOW! House Bill HR 1423 is pending in Congress right 
now. This bill will make it a FELONY to SELL Bodyarmor by Mail, 
Phone or Internet, and I would have to cease. IF this Bill does 
become law by the time you get this magazine, CALL ME as I wi ll 
need dealers in your area ! Dealers CALL for quantity pricing ' 

HPS rest ri cts the sales of bodyarmor to Law-Abiding citizens of 
good character and morals. NO SALES TO FELONS OR MINORS! 

See our website www.Y2kBodyArmor.com for pictures and more 
info. Use the printable order form. Ceramic Plates to stop 5.56 
(SS109), 7.62 FMJ Military Rifle Bullets are available -Call us ! 

Hoover Preparedness Supplv CH.P.SJ 
P.O. Box 6232, Boise, Idaho 83707 

;?. :-?> Order Line Toll Free 
~I ~ 1-800-&88-3787 00

0 <):!< 

! ! Information Line 
i f! 1-208-37&-!15!15 
~~\1~"'5 'Without Pre1ud1ce· UCC 1 - 207 All Rights Reserved 
~---- TERMS: U.S. Gold or Silver coin or U.S. Postal Money 

Orders are preferred , and are shipped immediatcly.1daho residents acid 5% 
Sales Tax. All checks must clear prior to shipping. No sales outside USA & 
Canada. Copyright 1999 Hoover Police Supply 
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• ATS 34 Stainless 
Steel blades 

• Ribbed Zytel handles 
for comfort and grip 

• HRC 58-59 
• One hand opening 

side locks 
• Pocket clip 
• Four blade options 
• Made in the USA 

KA-BAR 
1-800-282-0130 

www.ka-bar.com 

SUPER 1HUMB® 
The World's Leading 

Magazine Loading Tool 

Only $6.95 
Ask your 

local dealer 

STl - for most staggered magazines 
ST2- for Para-Ordnance and most Glocks 
ST3 - for virtually all single stack magazines 

4 Draper Street, Woburn, MA 01801 
781-935-1799 FAX 781-935-1011 

www.adcosales.com 

V2K War Wagon 
Continued from page 62 

photo lab. Thi s was removed and an M48 
ring mount was installed. Wi th an FN 
MAG 58 GPM G attached to it, I have 
accounted for a substanti al number of the 
styrofoam airpl anes that Mike Dillon usu 
all y brings to the shoots. 

Afte r all of the exterior work was com
plete, and the engine rebuilt by Paul B ible, 
the truck was painted using the camoufl age 
pattern indicated by a U.S . Anny fi eld man
ua l fo r a vehi cle of thi s type. I chose a 
desert pattern because I 1 i ve in the lower 
Sonoran desert, although thi s color scheme 
did not ex ist in 1957. M y attempt through
out was not to restore the vehicle to hi stor
icall y correct "show" status, but fo r actual 
use in the fi eld. 

The principal focus of our res toration 
and redesign remained the interior of the van 
body. All of this work was des igned and 
built by Alex M. Pappas, a highly skilled 
TIG welder and metal fabricator. The origi
nal duct work, wall s, ceiling and a portion of 
the wooden floo ring were removed . 
Styrofoam pane ls were used as insulation 
behind the new wood wall paneling. A whi te 
Masonite ceiling was installed. Linoleum 
was put down on the fl oor before the mai n 
fi xtures and cabinets were insta lled. A 14-
gallon propane tank and both black water 
and gray water waste tanks were attached to 
the van's underside on the exterior. 

A flush toilet was installed in the show
er stall which features a sta inless steel fl oor 
and drain. I obta ined three pieces of 
propane-operated equipment from an RV 
salvage yard : Dometic re fri gerator/freezer, 
hot water heater, and Wedgewood four
burner range and oven. A ll of the appli
ances, cabinets and the bunk beds were set 
into custom-made, TIO-welded, I-inch steel 
square tubing frameworks fo r maximum 
support and stability. A stainless steel sink 
was insta lled in a Lexan counter top. T here 
is an e lectri c-pump-operated 14 0-gallon 
water tank under the bottom bunk bed. Steel 
shelving was fabricated to stow .50 caliber 
ammo cans. Fluorescent lights operating off 
the interi or 's 12-volt system are supple
mented by an emergency li ght that runs off 
the truck's 24-volt circuitry. 

All of thi s has served me well and I have 
stayed out for as long as seven days in this 
rig. However, don' t fo r one moment imag
ine thi s thin-ski nned truck is some k ind of 
armored fi ghting vehicle. A si ngle .30 cal
iber fu ll metal jacket bullet would destroy 
the engine or most likely pass completely 
th rough the van body. No, thi s certainly 
won't protect you from FBI or BATF shock 
troops. ln any event, if you decide to go up 
against the federal government, no matter 
how righteous your cause, be prepared to 
die . They' ll eventuall y get you, even if they 
have to deploy Apache attack he licopters. I 
have no illusions in thi s regard and buil t my 
ri g onl y to camp comfortabl y. ~ 
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V21< B~LLISTIC SURVIV~L G 
PAI #1 WORLD SUPPLIER IN BODY ARMOR 

BRAND NEW, MADE IN THE USA. 
PAI CONCEALABLE 
(NEW) WITH TRAUMA PLATE 
COLOR: NAVY BLUE • SIZE: SM - XXLG 

LEVEL llA ST. COVERAGE (FRONT & BACK) .. ....... . 
LEVEL llA COMPLETE COVERAGE ......... .. ....... ....... . 
LEVEL II COMPLETE COVERAGE ... .... .. ......... .......... . 
LEVEL lllA COMPLETE COVERAGE ... ..................... . 
LEVEL Ill 6"X8" STEEL PLATE ..... ....... ... ................. ... . 
LEVEL lllA COMP. COV. 911 TACT/CON WITH TWO 
8"X10" TACTICAL POCKETS ... ........ .... ... .. .... ............. . 
LEVEL Ill 8"X10" STEEL PLATE (Opt. for 911 TAC/CON) EA 
ADD S&H: VESTS $15 EA., PLATES $15 EA. 

$ 249.95 
299.95 
349.95 
399.95 

99.95 

499.95 
150.00 

PAI --TACTICAL MILITARY MODELS 

LEGIONNAIRE • COLOR: BLACK • SIZE: MD - XLG 

L.EVEL lllA WITH TWO 10"X12" POCKETS ............... $ 699.95 
LEVEL Ill 10"X12" STEEL PLATES (Front &/or Back) EA .. 175.00 
LEVEL IV 10"X12" CERAMIC PLATES (F &/or B) EA .. 299.95 
ADD S&H: VESTS $20 EA., PLATES $15 EA. 

NATO • COLOR: CAMO • SIZE: MD - XLG 

LEVEL lllA WITH TWO 10"X12" POCKETS .... ... ........ $ 799.95 
LEVEL Ill 10"X12" STEEL PLATE (Front &/or Back) EA .. 175.00 
LEVEL IV 10"X12" CERAMIC PLATE (F &/or B) EA .... 299.95 

ADD S&H: VESTS $20 EA., PLATES $15 EA. 

IMPERATOR • COLOR: BLACK • SIZE: MD - XXLG 

LEVEL lllA WITH BALLISTIC COLLAR & SHOULDER, 
AND WITH TWO 10"X1 2" POCKETS ...... ................... $ 849.95 
LEVEL Ill 10"X12" STEEL PLATE (Front &/or Back) EA. . 175.00 
LEVEL IV 10"X12" CERAMIC PLATE (Front &/or Back) EA 299.95 
OPTIONAL 3A GROIN PROTECTOR .............................. 150.00 
ADD S&H: VESTS $20 EA., PLATES $15 EA., 
GROIN PROTECTOR $15 EA. 

TACTICAL OVERVEST • NEW G.I. 
COLOR: BLACK OR CAMO • ONE SIZE FITS ALL 
WITH TWO 10"X12" POCKETS ...... ..... .......... .. ................ $ 175.00 
LEVEL Ill 10"X12" STEEL PLATE (Front &/or Back) EA. .. 175.00 
LEVEL IV 10"X12" CERAMIC PLATE (Front &/or Back) EA 299.95 
ADD S&H: VESTS $20 EA., PLATES $15 EA. 
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BALLISTIC LEATHER BRIEFCASE 

1) WITH HOLSTER COMPARTMENT, SIZE 14"X10.5"X3" 
COLOR BLACK OR BROWN WITH LEVEL 3A MADE OF 
L/W SPECTRA (STOPS NIJ 44 MAGNUM) ........ $185.00 
ADD S&H: $10.00 

2) LARGER 3A PANEL ONLY, SIZE 11"X17" TO FIT 
HARD-TYPE EXECUTIVE BRIEFCASE, MADE OF L/W 
SPECTRA (STOPS NIJ 44 MAGNUM) .. .... ...... ... $175.00 
ADD S&H: $10.00 

1) 

BULLET RESISTANT WALL PANELS 

CERAMITIZED GLASS ARMOR (OPAQUE) 
SIZE 4' X 8' FLAT SHEET 
MODEL 15 (llA) ..... .... .... ....... ... .... . $ 1,495.00 
(STOPS NIJ 38 SPL, 357 MAGNUM & 9m/m) 
MODEL DELTA (Ill) ..... ......... ...... .. $ 4,377.60 
(STOPS NIJ HIGH POWER RIFLE CALIBER) 
S&H C.0.0. BEST WAY. 

BULLET RESISTANT GLASS 
TYPE LEVEL llA 
(STOPS NIJ 38, 357 & 9m/m) 
TYPE LEVEL Ill 
(STOPS NIJ HIGH POWER RIFLE CALIBER) 
ALSO AVAILABLE BULLET RESISTANT 
FRAMING UPON REQUEST 
SEND IN YOUR SPECIFICATION AND WE 
WILL GIVE YOU A QUOTATION. 

FIRE BLANKETS 
084B075 WOOL BLANKET 
ACCORDION STYLE 
SIZE 60"X80" ... ....... ..... $195.00 
ADD $25.00 S&H 

BOMBTHRETBLANKETS 
PA-600 4' X 4' ...... .... ... $495.00 
PA-601 4' X 6' . . ..... . .. ... 595.00 
ADD $35.00 S&H 

WE ACCEPT MAJOR CREDIT CARDS, MONEY ORDERS, 
CASHIER CHECKS & PERSONAL CHECKS (Held two weeks) 

NOTE: For Ballistic Catalogue send $4. 00 • For 1200 page complete set send $15. 00. 
Inter-American Security Products, Inc. • PMB 456 • 13615 S. Dixie Hwy., • Miami, FL 33176-7254 

Ph.: (305) 256-0370 •Fax: (305) 235-0603 •E-Mail: interam@gate.net •Shop Online: www.interamer.com 
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I Was There 
Continued from page 35 

hiding out in the city. 
After returning to our parent headquar

ters in Italy, we were again ordered to fly, 
in spite of the regulations that required 
those who had been behind enemy lines be 
transferred from that theatre of operations. 

My bad luck with B-24s continued. On 
15 January 1945 , we were shot up over 
Graz, Austria, but flew on. Eventually, we 
bailed out from our crippled aircraft, but 
thi s time my chute malfunctioned because 
of rusted pins. As I clawed and struggled to 
rip open my pack and tug out the chute, a 
solitary thought bombarded my mind: "I' II 
be damned if I die a virgin." I crashed to 
earth unhurt, but was soon captured near 
the city of Karlovac, Yugolsavia (Croatia), 
by the Ustashi. 

I was unaware of the Ustashi's reputa
tion for taking revenge on their captives but 
some inner voice prompted me to answer 
their questions the way they wanted. An 
English-speaking in terrogator asked me, 
"What are you Americans doing fighting on 
the same side as the atheistic communist 
Russians?" I replied, "Roosevelt drafted 
me." Then he queried, "And what do you 
think of Roosevelt?" I said, "Roosevelt's a 
Democrat, and I'm a Republican ." That 
seemed to satisfy him. 
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Author receives Meritorious Service 
Medal upon his Air Force retirement in 
March 1977. 

Red, the radio operator, and I, the tail
gunner, were treated well by the Ustashi. In 
fact, we were not even locked up but 
bunked in the guards' quarters. 

However, this would soon change as 
someone caught wind of our brewing 
escape plans and we were turned over to the 
German SS or SD (Sicherheitsdienst, the 
uniformed Gestapo). They assigned us to a 
heU camp in Karlovac, Croatia - a nasty 
miniature of Auschwitz. Following intense 
interrogations presided over by German 
officers and a former railroad worker
turned-sadistic interpreter (who definitely 
wanted us dead), Red and I were separated 
and tossed into adjoining dark and death
reeking cells. 

Cursing, I pulled myself up on a .bench 
and prepared to die. 

But then I felt warmth ; the inviting 

_g warmth of soft breasts pressed agai nst my 
~ back as a woman's arms enveloped me; her 
~ soft voice cooing unintelligible words of 
g affection and comfort. Later that night I 
0 

responded to her embraces and her obvious 
desires. Her name was Dragonita. 

As the days passed, we conversed in 
sign language. One afternoon, Dragonita 
pointed at me and made the sign of the cross 
and pointed at me again. I shook my head 
"No," gathering that she was asking if I 
were Roman Catholic. Then she crossed 
herself again, differently. Again I shrugged 
and shook my head. 

After five days in "hell camp," an SS 
officer came to transport us to Zagreb. I 
asked him about Dragonita. 

He explained that she was a Serbian ter
rorist who had slain 55 Roman Catholics by 
slitting their throats. He said that if she 
thought that I was Catholic, I'd have been 
number 56. 

This near-miss, coupled with what I 
learned much later, convinces me that the 
Balkans ' troubles lie in the spilt blood 
between the Roman Catholic Croats, the 
Eastern 01thodox Serbians and the adherents 
of Islam, including Bosnian Serbian converts 
to Islam, as well as the Moslem Albanians. 

What in the hell are we Americans 
doing involved in this unholy - and unre
so lvable - mess? 

Edwin 0. Learnarcl li ves in San 
Diego, Calif. ~ 
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The New Spetsnaz 
Continued from page 47 

fatal one: one blow - one kill. 
While with Krechet, I took part in the 

group's fire training. Their most preferred 
exercise is a "Duel Shootout." Two 
"duelists" take their positions on the fire line, 
with two targets at ranges from 10 to 15 
meters. Their pistols with only two rounds in 
a magazine and put on safety, are either stuck 
under the belt or holstered (the two . parties 
decide - which way they like better). A ref
eree counts: "One, two, three: Fire!" The pis
toleros draw, remove the safety, chamber a 
round and fire. Only hits into a head count. 
He who fires first and knocks the target 
down, is the winner. 

dangerous when one of the schoolboys 
managed to write a note and drop it through 
a window: "They are drunk and one of them 
smokes hashi sh." While representatives of 
the local government kept on negotiating 
with tbe terrorists, a Federal "Alpha" force 
was mustered from Moscow. Time was crit
ical. Before Alpha arrived, members of the 
Udmurt KGB were standing by, prepared to 
respond if the situation spun out of control. 

Further developments reached a critical 
point when it became obvious that further 
waste of time might cost human lives. As a 
result of a dynamic entry, two deserters were 
shot dead and the other two overpowered. All 
hostages were successfully rescued. A few 
months later, the government of Uclmurtia 
approved the organization of OSOM as a part 
of the regional Security Service. 

A basic unit of OSOM - a squad -

In t:;his fight; t:;here are very few taboos: 
- do not; hit; t:;he groin; 

- do not; hit; t:;he back Wit:;h elbow; 
do not; hit elbows with a straight:; leg. 

Other than that, it's .. no holds barred." 

Lieutenant Colonel Oleg Pestov, 
Krechet's CO, once suggested that I fire 
with him so as to be able to assess Krechet 
marksmanship. I took the challenge. We 
both selected the APS Stechkin pistol. I 
know I am not the coolest pistol shooter, 
who lacks regular practice, but I never real
ized how bad I am: I hopelessly lost two 
duels in succession. Good enough, out of 
four rounds I fired, three hit the head, one 
missed. But where I lost, was the time. 
When I was still pulling the pistol from 
under my belt, releasing the safety and 
chambering a round, Oleg was already 
standing by and watching me (already 
dead!) finish the procedures. It was just 
incredible. After reviewing the video tape, I 
realized it took him about two seconds to 
kill the target twice. 

However, I found a good excuse to save 
face - ''I' d be damn disappointed if you 
lost the battle to and old crap like me," I 
said indulgently. Everybody laughed. 
Understandingly. 

Still , I was given an opportunity to take 
a slight revenge (note: very slim!) in a semi
auto shotgun contest. My SAIGA-12K, 
with a short barrel and a pistol grip, did not 
miss thi s time. Counting the scores, I con
fessed : "I thought I could shoot. With you 
guys, I changed my mind. You are profes
sionals. Period." 

And so they are. 
OSOM - the Troops of Operational 

Support - is a special force of FSB 
(Russian Federal Security Service, former 
KGB). It is one of the first such units orga
nized on the regional level, in the winter of 
1982, in response to a need demonstrated in 
late fall of 1981, when a group of deserters 
took hostage one full class at a local school 
in Sarapoul , a city in Udmurtia of about 
100,000 souls. The terrorists demanded 
money and a quick airlift to a foreign coun
try. The situation was assessed as extremely 
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consists of what is known as "narrow" spe
cialists: sniper, rifleman, driver, demolition 
engineer, psychologist, etc. However, the 
professionalism of OSOM fi ghters is quite 
diversified beyond their particular specialty. 

Among other skills in OSOM, marksman
ship is brought to almost absolute perfection. 
A typical exercise comprises shooting on the 
move at both stationary and mobile targets , 
rapid (instinctive) fire at the targets at various 
ranges, shooting in twilight under conditions 
of poor visibility, shooting at the source of 
noise (zero visibility), gun fights in closecl
quarters (inside aircraft, passenger vehicles, 
etc.). Along with climbing walls, driving var
ious types of vehicles, the OSOM fighters 
take a course in diving, pyrotechnics, para
chuting, a knife fight, hand-to-hand combat 
and other specific skills. 

For every Spetsnaz, the hardest and at 
the same time the most prestigious qualify
ing test is the "Reel Beret" battery. 
Requirements are the same for all, despite 
age, rank or service achievements. The Red 
Beret-qualification has to be reconfirmed 
every year. In this contest, everybody is 
equal. The test consists of three stages: 

The first one serves to display physical 
fitness: 8 kilometers of cross-country race 
are followed by a 100-meter sprint. Most of 
the distance is either fording a swamp 
breast-deep in foul water, or crossing a "con
taminated zone" with a gas mask on. To acid 
to the difficulties, the contaminated zone has 
a few "special tracks" with land mines, 
smoke and fire. In certain parts of special 
tracks, a soldier has to run through smoke 
and fire, with heavy truck tires swinging like 
pendulums, hitting his head, hands, legs or 
sides. From time to time they run or crawl 
under real gunfire. To worsen the situation, 
special groups of "psychological enhance
ment" create additional obstacles. The "psy
ches" run parallel to contestants and shout, 
and spray them with mud or throw pyrotech-

Our Triple Action 
has the strongest 
lock available on 
ANY tactical folder.. 

A Ya" thick, AUS 
1 OA Stainless 
blade gives the 
Triple Action an 
increased edge 
holding ability and 
a wide 
performance 
advantage over our 
competitor's 
stainless steels like 
ATS-34, ATS-35 
and 440V! 

• 4" Blade 
• 9 1/s" Overall 
• 3 .7 Ounces 
• Steel pocket clip 
• Aircraft grade , 

aluminum handle. 
• Also available with 

a Double Edge 
Spear Point blade. 

tOLOfTEEL® 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE 

WWW. COLDSTEEL. COM 

FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG CALL 

1-800-255-4716 
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Made from D2 
barstock tool steel 
• D2 blades for 

maximum toushness 
and edge holdmg 

•Machined 
aluminum handles 

• One hand opening 
side locks 

• HRC 59-60 
• Removable pocket clips 

• Four blade options 

• Made in the USA 

1-800-282-0130 
www.ka-bar. com 

It's true! As a Master of G-Jo Acupressure, you 
can "erase" pain (and most other common ail
ments) in seconds .. . using nothing but the touch 
of your finger! G-Jo is based on a network of 
secret pressure points (many of them used in the 
martial arts). When an injury occurs, simply reach 
for the right G-Jo point ... "trigger" it in a special 
way ... and sigh l.o. relief! 

Be up and ready for action in moments -- or 
help your loved ones, friends or students -- using 
this remarkable technique . G-Jo is so foolproof it 
works for skeptics as well as "believers." Armed 
with this secret, ancient knowledge, you too can 
now erase pain and suffering anytime, anyplace! 

This skill is vital for those in the martial arts ... healing arts .. . survivalists and 
outdoorsmen -- or anyone who ever finds himself far from doctors, medicines 
·and hospitals. G-Jo is safe for all ages .. . natural .. . effective in healing 
hundreds of injuries and ailments ... and it works instantly! Not only for the 
relief of serious injuries -- G-Jo relieves headaches ... backaches ... and 
most other common ailments in seconds! 

In fact, G-Jo is so powerful and effective , it can even become your total 
health care program! Yet this profusely illustrated training program is so easy, 
you can actually become certified as a Master of G-Jo Acupressure in as 
little as one weekend of study! It's the world 's only home-study acupressure 
program available. Act now! 
The G-Jo Institute, Dept201, PO Box 1460, Columbus, NC 28722 

or can (828) 863-4660 GIMij.JlliziS@i;frM.1¢jt@~ 
"Teaching G-Jo Acupressure Since 1976" www.g-jo.com 
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nical packets underfoot. These are of an 
"untouchable" caste - a contestant is not 
allowed to argue with them, let alone exer
c ise physical force on them. 

This part over, without a break, a man 
has to run another set of sprint di stances: 4 
x I 00 meters. Then come pull-ups and acro
batics. Onl y "excellent" marks are counted. 

The second phase begins immediately 
after the first one. Every contestant has to 
exceliently fire the RPG-7 anti- tank grenade 
launcher, the AGS- 17 automatic grenade 
launcher, the PK and PKT machine guns, 
the AK-74M assault rifle, the Stechkin and 
Makarov pistols and the SYD rifle. When 
firin g the Dragunov sniper rifle equipped 
with the unadjusted scope, a shooter has to 
fire two test shoots and be able to zero the 
rifle for both windage and elevation. By the 
next two series of two shots each a sniper 
has to "kill " two targets at extended ranges . 
Tired and ex hausted, a contestant recei ves a 
command "Assault! Hostages in the center 
(to your le ft or to your right)." 

Performing a dynarµi c entry, with four 
shots from a pistol , a soldier has to service 
two targets. Finally, cadets approach a table 
with a knocked down radio station and 
quickly put it into operation, es tabli sh com
munications with the HQ and report that the 
mi ssion is in progress. 

The third round is probably the toughest. 
It lasts only 12 minutes, but cadets call this 
test " 12 minutes of hell." The 12 minutes 
are di vided into four periods of three min
utes each. This is exactly the duration of a 
round in a hand-to-hand fight. Every new 
round is with a new competitor - who is a 
certified Red Beret. In thi s fi ght there are 
very few taboos: 

- do not hit the groin ; 
- do not hit the back with e lbow; 
- do not hit elbows with a straight leg. 
Other than that, it 's "no holds barred." 
Dima, an offi cer in Krechet, says it took 

him three times to pass the test. The third 
one was successful. To say that the fi ght is 
tough is like to say nothing ... a broken tooth 
or rib, a bleeding nose or a black eye is like 
babytalk: "It takes a lot of guts to prove you 
deserve the Red Beret," said Dima. 

He who passes the stringent test, is 
awarded with the Red Beret and thus joins 
the elite group of those selected who proved 
to be best among the best. The Red Berets 
serve in vari ous MVD Special Forces: 
OMON, SOBR, etc. It is believed that a 
squad with half of its contingent be ing Red 
Berets is a very good one. The Krechet 
squad I worked with during research of this 
article was compri sed totally of Red Berets. 
To own a Red Beret is like owning a token 
of be longing to the professional e li te. To 
grant thi s qualification or not, is a decision 
made by a special Red Beret Counc il con
sisting of the most skillful and d istinguished 
men, who possess the highest service scores 
and the best professional reputation. 

Valery N. Shilin. is a fo rmer Soviet ser
vice veteran who lives in and writes j i·om 
Izhevsk, Russia. ~ 
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Killing Fields Ol 1Casa11a 
Continued from page 43 

laid a decade ago don't become inactive 
with time. Van Zyl was considering hiring a 
Caterpi ll ar, though he wasn't sure what the 
authorities wou ld say - much less the own
ers of the machine. 

Signs Of Disaster 
One of the observations during our visit 

was that because the town of Gospic lies on 
a main road heading toward the Dalmatian 
Coast on the Ad riatic Sea, it is often crowd
ed with German and Scandinavian cars 
heading south for summer. Very few of 
them are aware that there are mines in the 
surrounding countryside, and the reason is 
simple: Zagreb does not a ll ow the authori
ties to put out any warning signs. 

Consequently, said a UN official, most 
people passing through the country and per
haps picnicking en route, have no idea that 
they might have stopped on the verge of a 
minefield. "Sometimes I see cars parked 
with chi ldren playing in nearby fields. It's 
on ly a question of time before there is a dis
aster," he intimated. 

Significantly, most of the minefields -
both Serbian and Croatian - are mapped. 
Colonel Todd says he receives call s from 
former JNA soldiers almost daily, offering 
him information about old minefields. 

"There is a price, of course," he says. 
"Some want money, others try to use it as 
leverage to return to their old homes." 

It was notable, traveling about Croatia, 
that every third or fourth house or farm that 
we passed had been broken down, burned or 
u·ashed. All had formerly belonged to a very 
large Serbian community that Lived there 
before the war. Most of the families had been 
there for centuries. Like Albanian Kosovars , 
almost all of them had become refugees. 

Postscript: Since SOF visited the 
Mechem operation around Gospic, the com
pany fini shed its contract and in the two 
month time frame, lifted about 60 mines of 
which about two-thirds were anti-personnel. 
There were no casualties i.n that time. That 
contract, though small by international mine
clearing standards, was w011h $ l.3 million 
and was the biggest single mine-clearing 
contract to be awarded in Croatia this year. 

Mechem has since successfully tendered 
for two more mine-clearing projects, one in 
the northeast near the Hnngarian border -
which van Zyl reckon s is "a bastard of a job 
because of all the booby traps" - and 
another close to the Dalmqtian coast, west 
of Gospic. 

Al J. Venter is a senior SOF foreign cor
respondent. He went into the Balkans twice 
during the wai; once with the United States 
Air Force on a Joint-STARS mission. On a 
separate occasion he ventured into old 
Serbian m.inefields where he looked al the 
threat from "real up close." ~ 
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SHEEPHERDER® 
The answer to Y2K! 

A must item for emergency use! 
This modern Wood/Coal.burning Heat·Cook Stove with OVEN has 
classic "old.time" appearance and dependability used throughout the 
world. Exhaust venting is easily accomplished by placing near windows 
for temporary pipe venting or a fireplace. Teflon adjusting slide 
supports standard. Ideal for use as an open.air campstove. Wt.189 lbs. 
SPECIFICATIONS: }.\"steel plate, air.tight construction, brass fittings 
and handles, cooking surface 28" x 20", oven size 16" deep x 12" wide 
x 9" high with lih·out rack, overall size 25" long x 16" wide x 19" high 
includes large 8" x 8" x 16" firebox. Options include Oven Temp. 
Gauge, Oven View, 15" Leg Extensions, Stainless Steel, Side-mount 
snap·on 2.2 gal. cap. Water Reservoir, and Mobile Home Air Intake Kit. 
Other models and sizes are also available. 
"Big Bear", 35% larger, now available! s395 ~ 

$ 5 99 
50 (Low Freight rates!) 
_ F.O.B. Salt Lake City, Utah 

Sorry, no C.O.D. orders 
~ j j fia•J Dealer/ Warehousing llllll.:4J ~ ·· · · inquiries invited. 

TRANSOCEAN LIMITED 
dba Energy House 

3902 S. Main Street I Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 

(801) 261-3210 I Fax (801) 262-2701 
Toll free (888) 291-5209 (pin #1051) 

www.transoceanltd.com 
Colo. Whse. (719) 266-4485 

VIDEOS AVAIIABLE 
THUNDER RANCH, INC. 

rhe people who are bringing you 
world class facilities and training 

NOW! 

Training videos are now available from 
Clim Smith and Thunder Ranch 

No promises of what's ro come. Thunder 
Ranch and irs doctrine are available here 

and now with quality videos on D efensive 
Handgun, Handgun Tactics, & Urban Rifle. 

$29.95 each plus shipping 
2000 course schedule available now 

comacr: Thunder Ranch, Inc. 
HCR 1Box53 

Mountain Home, Texas 78058 
(830) 640-3138 • Fax: (830) 640-3182 

www.thunderranchinc.com 

TRAIN AT YOUR HOME RANGE. 
MOBILE TRAINING TEAM AVAlLABLE. 

CALL FOR DETAlLS. 

FIST OF 
STEEL 

Each glove loaded with 8 
ounces of Granulated 
Steel across the knuckles. 

D-180 Kidskin .... .................... ... .... ... .... $49.95 
D-50 Cowhide w/Powdered Iron ....... .. $42.95 
D-100 Deerskin w/Granulated Lead .. .. $74.95 

SUPER PRO 
SERIES 

The MPXS-20 Super Pro Se
ries Lock Pick Set contains 14 
assorted picks, a broken key 
extractor, and 5 tension tools 
housed in a rugged top grain 
zippered Leather Case. 
MPXS-20 ............................. .. ... ... , ....... $44.95 

~SOUTHERN 
~ORDNANCE 
Manufacturers & purveyors of locksmithing Tools, Pellet Riffles, Swords, Knives, 
Switchblades, Boxing Equipment, Books, and Videos, Police Supplies, Knucks, 
and Much, Much, Much More! FREE .To place an °'der or to request our free 
catalog - call T<>t Free 1.877.667.7292. Shipping $4.95 per order. 

CHECK, MONEY ORDtR, VISA. MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, OPTIMA 

WAANltG: Oteci.St<ieaid Local~aws . Mlstbe 18)'E0fS addl:r"bada'. 

www.southord.com 
e-mail: sales@southord.com 

P.O. Box 279 • Babson Par1<, FL33827 

CALL: (863) 638-2499 
FAX: (863) 638-2486 • FAX: (810) 821·8263 
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The 
World's 
Finest 
Boots 

Just Got 
Better. 

For 120 years, Herman 
Survivors has been 
crafting top quality out
door boots that stand 
the test of time. Now, 
with the addition of 
Lamilite!Rl insulation, 
we've moved ahead of 
our time. 

Developed by 

Wiggy's Inc. 

for the sleeping bags 

it supplies the U.S. 

military, Lamilite1' 1 is 

made with a unique 

vapor permeable fiber. It 

quickly warms to the temperature of 
your sk in , efficiently transports 

moisture away, and rebounds swiftly 

to its original loft. The result? A 

superior foot insulation system that 

w ill provide years of , j\\ViV(J/!, 
II I d f ~\ -··-- .. s 

unpara e e com art in • 

the harshest conditions. 

For more information and a 
brochure, call toll-free today. 

Wiggy's Inc. • P. 0. Box 2124 
Grand Junction, CO 81502 

1-800-748-1827 
www.wiggys.com 

Clinton: War Criminal? 
Continued from page 53 

intended to fight alongs ide th e KLA. " 
Even more provoking are accounts that 

Osama bin Laden was a protegee of the 
CIA's trainin g of the Muj ahideen in 
Afghanistan. Let 's get the story strai ght. 
The U .S. inadvertently trained bin Laden 
who tra ined his fo llowers, some of whom 
are buddies of the KLA, to blow-up U.S. 
embass ies . The U. S. trained and armed 
members of the KLA , who then perpetu ate 
the duplic ity by attacking the NATO troops 
in Kosovo. Then, if that dreaded bodybag 
carrying a U.S. soldi er comes back, the 
U.S. is shocked that the KLA is capable of 
such treachery. No problem. Blame it on 
the inefficiencies of the UN mi ssion. Pretty 
scary fo reign policy. 

War Criminals? 
A lth o ugh lack in g juri sdi c tion , th e 

fru strated Court none the less ad mo ni shed 
the U .S ., s tating " A ll parti es before it 
mu st act in confo rmity w ith the ir ob li ga
ti o ns under the UN Charte r and o the r 
rul es of inte rn ati ona l law ... whe ther o r 
not States accept the juri sdiction o f the 
Co urt , they remain in any event respon si
bl e for ac ts auributabl e to the m that vio
la te intern ati onal law, inc ludin g humani
tarian law .. . the use of force unde r the 
present c ircum stances ... raises very seri
ous issues of inte rnat ion a l law. 

The case in the World Court is pending 
aga inst eight NATO alli es . The complaint in 
the Crimin al Court is being investiga ted. 

A terrify ing precedent has been set: That 
of encouraging vio lent secessioni st move
ments. In thi s case the repercussions were 
plowed under by the West, but a case would 
take on a different character if Taiwan decid
ed to "secede" from China, fo r example. 

Most of the Serbs have been bruta ll y 
forced out of Kosovo and the e thni c 
Albanians are facing what may well be the 
most tyrannical regime in the hi story of 
Kosovo. 

Why did NATO decide to take such 
drastic action by bombing populated areas, 
thu s killing the helpl ess and innoce nt, 
destroying the system of health-care and 
civil ian infrastructure with prohibited 
weapons on such a large scale? 

NATO briefin gs, accord ing to the tran
scripts, stated that pressuring the popul ation 
with the purpose of creating internal politi
cal upheaval and overthrowing Milosevic 
was an obj ective. NATO official s have 
bragged a 99.6% accuracy. Considering all 
of the documented non-military and non
combatant hits, things do not look too 
promising in the Criminal Court. At what 
point in history Clinton, Albri ght , Cohen 
and their minions may be declared war 
criminal s, onl y time will te ll. 

Martin Brass is SOF'.s international law 
correspondent. ~ 

Personalized 
Safari1 To 

la~t Africa And 
Southern Africa 

Motorcycle Tours; 
Hephont Bo(k ~of o · 
Gome Ranger Troinin 
hperien(e; Walking & 
Conoe ~of ori~; Hunting. 

c,'-0619( Global AdvEnturES 
i)\ft 8762 S. Mourning Dove Lane 

"h ~ Highlands Ranch, CO 80126 • USA 
vfN'i\J~ safari@globaladventures.com 
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U.S. MANUFACTURED 

11111111 ,,,,,,, 
WWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 
• Largest Selection in the USA! 
• Super Specials: Now Save uo to 40%! 
• Industry Leader Since 1991 ! 
• 2-Year Warranty! 
• Iron-Clad Money-Back Guarantee! 

Litton~ 
USA 

1-800-424-8222 
Info: 949-497-4683 • Fax: 949-497-1270 • 

A Sound Advantage 

Wide range of sound amplifiers for hunting 
& surveillance 

1-800-533-3277 
P.O. Box 1988 Manitowoc, WI 54221 
www.silvercreekindustries.com 

Professional-level home 
study. Learn to repair hand
guns, rifles, and shotguns. 
Free literature: send or call today. 

CALL NOW: 800-223-4542 

_______ Phone<~~---

Clty/Stato Zip __ _ 

The School of Gunsmithing, Dept. GGM171 
PCDI, 430 Technology Parkway, Norcross, Georgia 30092 

Crime Prevention is a 
Multi-million Dollar Business! 

DUR DEVICES SELL LIKE CRAZY! 
We carry the best line of security sprays, stun guns, 
personal sound alarms, burglar alarms and much more. 
We specialize in offering the best security products at 
the very best wholesale prices. 
We can meet or beat any price on the market. 

4oz. ~ 1
10% Pepper Sprays 

Fogger ~ 
Key Chain Sprayer 

Retail $22.95 Retail $19.95 
Sample $6.25 Sample $4.25 

Elearonic Stun Guns 
Security Plus"'lt 
100,000 Volt Security Plus"' 
Straight or 300 ,000 Volt 
Curved Curved Only 
Retai l $69.95 Retail $139.95 
Sample $22.25 Sample $45.95 

Security Plus" 160,000 Volt Baton i zff:' 
Retail $129.95 p 1 1 . 
Sample $43.95 ~ . 

Lead On, Soldier! 
• Survival & Camping Gear 

• Shooting Accessories 

• GORE-TEX® Outerwear 

• MREs 

• Blankets 

• First Aid 

•Tools 

• Knives 

• Boots 

·· Uniforms 
.... 

• Flashlights 

• Water Purification 
For Your FREE Fu/I-Color Catalog Call ri:-:2:::--·:;;..._ 

1·800·317·9455 

1. ATDC™ is used to dramatically increase 
testosterone levels up to 337°/o. Higher 
testosterone levels means faster, easier 
muscle growth. 

2 month cycle $29.95 

2. Boron is another product that has been 
used by serious body builders all over the 
world to raise testosterone levels up to 
300'% . 

3 month cycle $14.95 

3. G.H.R.X. releases growth hormone in an 
abundance like no other. Extraordinary 
results are expected when combining 
testosterone enhancers like 1-2. 

60 Tabs $21 .00 

4 . L.S.C. is a very potent product with a 
combination of sterols, amines, electrolites 
and much more. This finishing product has 
been used to build muscle, strip away fat, 
and get a tremendous pump. 

60 Tabs $19.95 

PURCHASE PRODUCTS 1,2,3 and receive #4 
FREE! 

_ ATOC 2 month cycle $29.95 + SS.00 S&H pcrbot!Je 
_ Boron 3 monUlcycie S14.95 +$5.00 $&H per bottlc 
_ G.H.R.X. 60Tabs 521.00 +SS.DO S&H per bottle 

4. _ L.S.C. GO Tabs S19.95 + SS.00 S& H perbonro 

__ Special, Buy 3 Bottles get 4th FREE SGS.90 + $10.00 S&H 
__ Add S10.00 for Priority Mail 
__ International orders add 25%. {C.0.0.'s U.S. only) 
__ Yes, I would like a FREE catalog with my order 

Name: 

~~~.r~~!~-e.""z'";p-: - -----------



Check Us Out at www.budkww.com 
Toll Free 1·800·877·7140 Ext. SD3 

-~-------------Clip coupon and mail to address below. 

D YESI Please send me the FREE 
• 64-Page Catalog! 

City State _Zip __ _ 

~ Worldwide, Inc. 
~ P.O. Box 2768 •Dept SD3 •Moultrie, GA 31776 

• Soft, comfortable, concealable body 
armor that weighs less than 3 lb. 

• Vests are made with 18 layers 
of DuPont Kevlar 

• 5 year warranty on ballistics 
• Adjustable ballistic panel carriers i'i.vy. 

Mplus shipping & handling 
X-lARGE AND XX-lARGE ALSO AVA!...ABLE 

All orders must be pre-paid or C .O .D. 
Preferred Shipping: v ia FedEx 2/3 Day Serv ice 

I 1'1 I [3: I [d:1~I:11)1) 11:1;l111 [1) ;I 
37637 Five Mile Rd. Ste. 324 

Livonia, Ml 48154 • (734) 394-2134 

Shooting Systems, formerly 
Assault Systems, is the 
world's original manufac
turer of nylon holsters, 
assault rifle cases and tac
tical gear. Our premium 
quality products and inno
vative designs set our 
products apart from the 
competition. For a Free 
48 page color catalog, 
contact us at the informa
tion provided. Since 1979 

Shooting Systems Group, Inc. ~ 
205 Lange Drive, Washington, MO 63090 Sl-\S0f\ ~~ 
Toll-Free 800-325-3049 Fax 314'390-2977 S~! S~S; 
Internet www.shootingsystems.com ~./ 
email@shootingsystems.com 

Y2K 

STEEL BALLISTIC 
LEVEL Ill PLATES 

WILL STOP 5.56 NATO GREEN TIP, 
308 NATO BALL AND AK-47 7.62X39 
6"x8" Plate {2.7 lb) ... . .... $99.95 
8"x10" Plate (4.8 lb) .... . .. 150.00 
1O"x12" Plate (6.9 lb) ...... 175.00 

For Armor Catalogue send $4.00 or 
$15.00 for 1200 page complete set 

We accept major credit cards, m.o., 
pers. checks (held 2 wks). 

Please add S&H: $15 for each plate . 

Inter-American Security Products, Inc. 
PMB 456 136 S. Dixie Hwy. 

Miami , FL 33176-7252 
Ph.: (305) 256·0370 
Fax: (305) 235-0603 

E-Mail : interam @gate.net 
Shop online: www.interamer.com 

Home study course. Solve crimes, fi nd missing 
persons, expose frauds. Work for attorneys, and t 
insurers- or start your own at-home business. 

Free literature: 800-223·4542 

AS SEEN IN READER'S DIGEST, 
PEOPLE MAGAZINE, SOLDIER OF 

FORTUNE, AND ON ABC'S 6120120" 

STOLEN VALOR 
HOW THE 
VIETNAM 

GENERATION 
WAS ROBBED 

OF ITS HEROES 
AND ITS 
HISTORY 

B.G. Burkett and 
Glenna Whitley 

To order STOLEN VALOR 
(692 pages, 16 pages of photos), call 

1-800-253-6789 
or send $31.95 plus $4.95 postage and 

handling (TX residents add 8.25% 
sales tax) check or money order to: 
Verity Press, Inc., P.O. Box 50366, 

Dallas, TX 75250 
Optional: add $3 for copy of Stolen Valor 

signed by B.G. Burkett 
www.stolenvalor.com 

One of SOF's all-time best-selling I-shirts 
is back. Due lo popular demand, we 
have reprinted the shirt that shows the 
Rhodesian Army recruitment poster from 
the 1970s. Printed in black and red an 
while quality 50/ 50 shirt. 

$IS.GO 
Each PLUS $3 S&H for first shirt; 

add S1 S&H for each additional shirt. 
Specify design & shirt size : 

Sizes: M • L •XL XXL (add'I $2 .00) 

Send Check/MO/MCNisa To: 
Omega Group Ltd . 
5735 Arapahoe Ave. , Ste . A5 

Boulder, CO 80303 
www.sofmag.com 



SE N D C H EC K O R M ONEY ORD E R TO : 

1441 W. John St., Matthews, NC 28106 
Phone: (704) 847-8793 Fax (704) 847-4447 
website: www.mpscompany.com 
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City/State/Zip __________ _ 

TELEPHONE LISTENING 
DEVICE WITH 

12 HR. RECORDER 

Record telephone conversations in your office or 
home. Starts automatically when phone is 
answered, records both sides of phone conversa
tion. Recorder stops when phone is hung up. 
$99.95 + $7 shipping. For telephone listening 
device separately $19.95 + $2 ship. 

Transmits to any FM 
radio up to 1/2 mi. 
Easy to assemble kit. 
Up to 9V (not Incl.) 
$29.95 + $2 sh. 

For comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro Video, 
VHF transmitters, Surveillance and Counter
survei llance and much more! Send $3.00. 

CALL 407-725-1000 

USICORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 Melbourne, FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

@ WHEN CALLING 911 JUST WON'T DO. 

LRRP K-9 
SECU RITY SERVICES 

Pups and Trained Adults Available 
Brochure $3 .00/Brochure & Video $8.00 

Maior Credit Cards Accepted 
Box 1620-MA - Aiken, SC 29802 

(803) 649-5936 

Train at Imme for an exciting part 
or full-time career as a Private 
Detective. Start your own agency 
or work for others. Learn all the 
latest techniques from the 
experts Taught by former mili
tary intelligence specialists, 
pol ice and private detectives. 
The only course al ifs kind, the 
unique Global Schaal al 
Investigation program will make 
you a PRIVATE DETECTIVE. 

S&K Labs Boron 
This product has been historically used to 
raise Testosterone levels up to 300%. 

When you raise your bodys testosterone 
level you drastically increase your body's 
ability to create lean muscle mass. Would 

you like to sculpt your body with huge 
healthy hard muscles and get that lean 
awesome body builder physique? Our 

10mg Boron is 3 times the strength of 
almost all competitors. If you are not 

completely satisfied with the growth you 
obtain, return it for a full refund! 

3 month cycle for only $1 4. 95 Also 

ask about S& K Labs most powerfu l testosterone enhancer A.T.D.C. 

S&K Labs, P.O. Box 2025 
Pompano Beach, Florida 33061 

__ 1 Bottle (3) month cycle $14.95 + $5.00 S&H per bottla 

__ Special, Buy 2 Bottles get 3rd FREE $29.90 + S&H 

__ Add $10.00 for Priori ty Mail 

__ International orders add 25%. (C.0.0 .'s U.S. only) 

__ Yes, I would like a FREE catalog with my order 

Name: 
Address: _____________ _ 

NOW YOU CAN GET... 

ID BY MAIL 
20 SOURCES-FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

• Birth and Baptismal Certificates 
• Drivers Licenses (blank)-50 States 
• Blank Social Security Cards 
•College Degrees-Bachelors, MA, PhD 
• High School Diplomas, also GED 
• Photo ID Cards-all 50 States 
• "Professional " ID Cards-over 200 Styles 
•Job Reference Kits , Past W-2 Forms 
• Foreign & Camouflage Passports 
•Police/M ilitary ID and Patches 
• Photographer ID , Press Credentials 
• Embossing Seals , Rubber Stamps 
• "Do-It-Yourself" ID Kits 
•Secured MasterCard at 2X Deposit 
ALL-NEW64-PG. BOOK! 

Cash, Check, Money Order, 
Visa/MC accepted , No CODs 

EDEN PRESS 
Box 8410-AD 

Fountain Valley, CA 92728 ~===~io!::!~::!:!::!:!t 
0 Latest Book Catalog FREE 



SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Start getting your results at only $3 per word per insertion, $60 minimum. 
Prepay two months for 10% discount; six months for 20% discount; or 12 months for 30% off. Repeat your same ad in another 
section for half price. "Dingbats" ( v , e ; • ), bold words (other than first 3-4) : $5.00/each extra. Computer word count of gram
matically correct copy. EXAMPLE: PO Box 693 = 3 words; 80306 and 303-449-3750, etc. each = 1 word; abbreviations such 
as DI , SGT, 20mm = 1 word. No ads accepted by telephone. Ad copy must be typed. Include authorizing signature, mailing 
address, telephone or fax number (for our files) . Mail classified ads with payment (check, wire transfer, money order or 

Visa/MC) to SOF, Attn : Classified Dept. , 5735 Arapahoe Ave., Suite A-5, Boulder, CO 80303. Phone: 303-449-3750; fax: 303-

444-5617; e-mail: barbara@sofmag.com. 

NOTICE To ADVERTISERS: We reserve the right to refuse any ad for any reason and to delete or change any copy that we con
sider objectionable, false or in poor taste. It is our policy not to accept advertisements for personal services, including 'will do any
thing' or 'go anywhere' type ads. Advertisers offering information packets for a fee must send sample (non-returnable). 

FS BOOK COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 417457, DEPT SF 

SACRAMENTO, CA 95841-7457 
Free Shipping! Fast Service! 
How to Get Anything on Anybody* ............ $30 
The Whole Spy Catalog• ............................ $45 
Divorce Tactics for Men .............................. $20 
The Anarchist Cookbook ........................... $30 
Get Even: Complete Book of Dirty Tricks $20 
Homemade Guns & Homemade Ammo ... $15 
The Poor Man's James Bond #1*, or #2* .. $30 
Ragnar's Book of Homemade Weapons•. $25 
Shadowing and Surveillance .................... $17 
Privacy, How to Get It, How to Enjoy It .... $18 
Secrets of a Super Hacker ......................... $20 
Counterfeit l.D. Made Easy ........................ $16 
The Rip-off Book ... $15 New ID In America ... $17 
The Outlaw's Bible .. $20 The Paper Trip I. $17 
Reborn in The U.S.A .. $16 Armed Defense.$17 
Ditching Your Debts ... $15 l.D. By Mail.... $20 
How to Buy Land Cheap.$15 Silent Death.$17 
WE SPECIALIZE IN DRUG EDUCATION BOOKS 
MANY CENSORED TITLES WE CAN'T LIST! 
FAX 1-916-771-4201 FS Catalog ....... $2 

Adults Only! CA Res. Add 7.75% 
Air Mail Delivery Add $3 Per Book (USA), 
Canada Add $5, Europe Add $10, Per Book. 
*DOUBLE THE SHIPPING ON THIS TITLE. 
All Orders Are Shipped In A Plain Package. 
$3 Pro. Fee On Credit Card Orders. 
Credit Card Orders 1-800-635-8883 
Customer Service 1-916-771-4203 

http://www.fsbookco.com 
SERVING YOU SINCE 1985 

~~EE~ 

I :Jil11 :t]l:I a11 :J ! M:i IM: fi 
BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR- 75-year tradi
tion of quality book publishing, promotion, distribu
tion. "Author's Guide to Subsidy Book Publishing" 
1-800-695-9599. 

DID OSWALD KILL TIPPIT? Get the true facts on 
the other Dallas murder: oakcliffpress.com P.O. 
BOX 608-SF, Milford, Ml 48381-0608 
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Extended Slide lock for 

---GLOCK@ 
• DROP IN REPLACEMENT• FITS IN ALL HOLSTERS 

Manufactured in U.S.A. by: 
Ranch Products PO BOX 145 Malinta, OH 43535 

CABLE T.V. 
DESCRAMBLERS 

AND TEST CHIPS 

All maj~H brands. 
30-day money back guarantee. 

I -year warranty. 

JCB ELECTRONICS 
1-800-579-3285 

BRITISH/SCOTTISH REGIMENTAL 
INSIGNIA & ACCESSORIES ETC 

• SAS • PARA • ROYAL MARINES 
•RAF •GUARDS •BLACK WATCH ETC 

®
45 PAGE ILLUSTRATED IMPORT CATALOG $6.00 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Department 6, P.O. Box 37 
Palm Harbor, FL 34682 

SHOCKING PLANS! 190+ Publications. 
Impossible to find underground info! Hacking, 
revenge, moneymaking and lots more. Very unusu
al stuff! Free catalog. TIC P.O. Box 876SF, Hurst, 
Texas 76053. www.theinformationcenter.com 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Government assassi
nation conspiracy exposed. Videocassettes, manu
scripts, photographs, books. Catalog: $3.00. COL
LECTOR'S ARCHIVES; Box 2, Beaconsfield, 
Quebec. H9W 5T6 CANADA 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILITARY 
MANUALS. Combat Skills, Weapons, Tactics, NBC, 
more. Catalog $5.00. llPD/ACCP, Box 1237, 
Alpine, TX 79830 

Have a life of intrigue 
excitement, adventure! 
Learn from the REAL 

1=o....==~---__,experts: 
Investigation • Surveillance • Skiptracing 

Start Your Own Business 
State Approved • Diploma Awarded 

Free Broclt11re! United States Academy 
Call Or Write of Private Investi&ation 

I (310) 657-6333 I Be~e~lv8~i11~'. PA 9b113 
VISIT OUR SPY SHOP 
"On The World Wide Web" 

www.spytechagency.com 
"On The Sunset Strip" 

85 19-852 l W. Sunset Blvd. 
West Hollywood, CA 90069 

- Web Site Features -
PI Agency • PI Academy • Spy Shop 

Online over 2500 investigation - surveillance 
countermeasure products, books & videos!! 

I 
LEARN HOW YOU CAN GET A .L.f.QM I 
DRIVER'S LICENSE FAST AND EASY. : 

~~~R~~~~~~!R~i~~~~~~~~ : 
PAST RECORD. 100% GUARANTEED. 1 

1 ". FQR SOME VERY REVEALING INFQRMATJONI I 
• QUALITY RESEARCH, DEPI 511 : 

'•••••••r:.'l~~~l9J-.'.l~fi_q_L~!~~~~~~~.!!::~~~~ •• -' 

MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE - Paladin 
Press has been described as "The most dangerous 
press in America." Millions of satisfied readers dis· 
agree. Outrageous and controversial books and 
videos on firearms, exotic weaponry, new identity, 
creative revenge, espionage and investigation, pri· 
vacy, personal freedom, action careers, and more! 
To order our 80-page catalog describing over 800 
titles, send $2.00 to: Paladin Press, Box 1307-
BAQK, Boulder, CO 80306, (800) 392-2400, e-mail 
service@paladin-press.com. Visit our Web site at 
www.paladin-press.com. 

CONSTITUTIONAL POPULIST REPUBLIC: more 
then a redneck in a pick-up with a dog in the back. 
Support the North American Reader. 1-51 4-285-
2849 - WEB SITE www.knownet.net/reader. 
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INFORMATION SERVICES 
Know who you are dealing with? 
Locate Telephone Number and 
Addresses , Identity Verification, 
Criminal Records Checks , Motor 
Vehicle Reports , Background 
Checks, Business Reports, Marriage 
and Death Records, More. Contact: 

JGS Inc. 
P.O. Box 120176, 

Staten Island, New York 10312-0176 
718-984-9012, Fax: 718-356-7256 

Federally owned land currently available in AK, AZ, AR, CA, 
CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, UT, WA, WY for $2.50 per acre. 
U.S. citizens entitled to purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complete information package including maps, 
telephone helpline, filing forms, etc. send $20 check or money 
order to: FEDERAL LAND CO., Dept L, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Note: this is not homestead
ing - lands are sold outright. ) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! 

SOLDIEll OF FOll'l'UNE llUSSIA! Collectors 
item, published in Moscow. Various months. 
Invaluable resource for researchers, mili tary and 
intelligence profess ionals. Printed in Russian only. 
$5.00 each/3 for $12. Overseas, add $3 for first 
issue and 1.00 each after for Priority Mail. SOF 
Back Issues, 5735 Arapahoe Ave., Suite A-5, 
Boulder, CO 80303-1340. WWW .SOHIAG.COM 

• Did t his get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v and e. Add them to your SOF classi fied ad 
for $5/each. 

COLLECTORS 
BRITISH/SCOTTISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS. 
Regimental insignia and accessories of elite 
Regiments; including SAS; Paratroops; Royal 
Marines; Black Watch; Guards, etc. 45-page illus
trated Import Catalog $6.00. BRITISH REGALIA 
IMPORTS, Department 6A, PO Box 37, Palm 
Harbor, FL 34682. 

MILITARY COLLECTIBLES CATALOG 1900 TO 
PRESENT, LEE-JACKSON MILITARIA, P.O. BOX 
8663, San Jose, CA 951 55. Call 408-295-11 365 or 
fax 408-288-6350 (mailing charges: foreign $8.00, 
domesti c $5.00) credit cards accepted, U.S. 
Militaria wanted ! LJMILITARY@AOL.COM 

VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA, Uniforms, Books, 
Blades and Field Gear. Check my website and 
shop 24 hours a day, everyday. All items guaran
teed. www.brooksmilitaria.com 

v SOU IEll OF 110ll'l'UNE BACK ISSUES ARE 
available. Most years/ issues still in stock. Only 
$5 each includes domesti c S&H. Write, fax or e
mail to request a comprehensive list. SOF Back 
Issues, 5735 Arapahoe, Suite A-5, Boulder, CO 
80303. Fax: 303-444-5617; e-mail :barbara@ sof
mag.com 

FINANCIAL 
MONEY AVAILABLE NOW! Let the Government 
Finance your business idea. Sati sfaction 
Guaranteed. We have the answers! Call Toll Free: 
1-800-226-3601 , ExtensionBF7770. www. national
infocorp.com 
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DESCRAMBLE 
Cable for $14.95! (Kit) 

Satellite $19.95 
Gets ;tl! channels! Why pay hundreds? 800-752-1389 

!~ilt ~~ ':~! ti 
~· Inventory 
· Sale 

SAVE ON SELECT SIZES 
• America's # l Arch-Type Monulocturer 25X34 • 30X46 
• 20YeorWorranty 
•Easy Financing Available 
• Easy Do-It-Yourself Construction 

40X56·SOXl16 

• Free 16 Page Brochure S'iC:C:!...iilaS'iC:rl® 

!'l'llll:OM COUNTl'lY 

~ 
20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 
$19,950.00. Trout fishing, backpacking, camping, Elk, 
deer, moose, bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near 
established towns. Yel lowstone and Glacier National Parks 
nearby. GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, 
WARRANTY DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
"Video Available" 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 

210 Milwaukee Street, Dept. S 
Deer Lodge, Montana 59722 - (406) 846-1000 

FREE 
FREE CONSPIRACY JOURNAL. What the gov
ernment doesn't want you to know. New World 
Order. Time Travel. UFO's. Y2K. Invisibility. 1-800-
700-4024. www.Members.tripod.com/ufo review 

INVESTIGATION 
WORLDWIDE LOCATORS reveal how anyone can 
legally determine the name and identity behind any 
te lephone number, anywhere! (Cellular/Beeper/ 
800/ Li sted / U n I is ted/ N on-Pub l is hed/ Pr ivate) . 
Confidenti al. Affordable. Results Guaranteed! 
$10.00 to PhoneTech, PO Box 7503 Talleyvi lle, DE 
19803, http//www.phonetech.com 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
COLD STEEL, Spyderco, Gerber, SOG, Bench
made, Smith & Wesson and more. Huge discounts! 
Free list. KNI VES PLUS MAIL ORDER , (800) 687-
6202 

MEDICAL 
MEDICAL KITS/COMPt:ETE FIELD SURGICAL 
KITS: Medications, Sutures, Trauma Dressings, 

lll .. 'l1l~llN ll'l1f lTI~ 
II) l~N'l1

I'l
1

Y Iil'l1 

Safeguard your life with the very best quality 
Camouflage & Alternati ve LD. ki ts available. 

For a FREE informat ion pac k contact : 

Q uester Press Ltd ., Box #A 101 , 6-8 High St., 
Bishops Waltham , Hanis, S032 1AB , UK. 

Tel: +44 1489 890044 Fax : +44 1489 890055 

email: id@questerpress.com 

BADGE QUALITY -- CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 
Send $9.95 to: BUSHPILOT 

P.O. Box 211 296 
Bedford, TX 76095-8296 

Catalog with purchase -- Allow 4-6 weeks 
http://www.bushwings.com 

entering the hollow 
backstrap that is open 
ALL THE WAY to the 
pisto l's intern al action ll 

"THE PLUG" installs or 
removes in a second on 

MODELS 17-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-31-32-34-35 

Does NOT permanently alter pistol or interfere with magazine 
insertion or ejection. Improves the look & feel of the GLOCK. 

DEPT. APPROVED & CARRIED ON DUTY BY POLICE 
ACROSS THE U.S.A. ORDER NOW AT ONLY 

VISA, MIC, 
AMEX, DISC 

$ 5 .00 plus $ 1.25 shpng/hncl lng 
(forci!!n orde rs S IO cen. U.S.) 

ca ll 570-669-7027 (orders only) Mon to Sat 9am-1 1pm EST 
Or ma il check or money order to: 
0 .W.L. ENTE RPRISES, Box 146, Nesquehoni ng, PA 18240 

Skin Staplers, hard to find adventure products . No 
expired surplus, all new medical supplies. BEST 
PRICES. Call for free 48pg catalog. C.A.M.P. 1-800-
916-2267, www.campstuff.com 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

MILITARY EVENTS, 
AIR SHOWS & REUNIONS 

• Attention Mil itary, Veterans : SOUmm (ff 
l'Oll'fUNE will run a 30-word notice here for one 
month, half price, for any legitimate reunion , mili
tary base open-house, air show, battle re-enact
ment, fi repower demonstration or similar mi li tary 
event. Non-commercial events only ; standard 
rate applies to for-p rofit events. WWW .SOl' 
H AG.COH 
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GET THE MOST 
DANGEROUS BOOK 

IN THE WORLD!! 
The International Underground Directory lists the insider 
sources for • Anonymous bank accounts, credit cards • 
Cheap surveillance gear • Legal second passports • 
Equipment to open locks in under seven seconds, plus 
master keys for cars • Free phone-calls • Self defence 
gadgets • Smart nutrients • Computer vi ruses that will 
destroy your enemies in seconds • Controversial 
underground/financial magazines, you won't find these 
advertised · A new identity • Speed trap detectors • ID 
papers • Anonymous mobile phones • Discover the 
secrets on computer hacking, banking, credit card & 
ATM scams & other frauds • Network with freedom 
minded folk • Find out about insider privacy secrets and 
become free • Plus much, much more ...... 

'Your directory was a goldmine of essential information. 
I loved itf' Lt. Lawrence Frego, Florida. 

30 DAY NO-RISK MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Send check, MO, cash for $24.99 including shipping, nor
mally $60.00 made payable to Megastep, 4951 Netarts 
Hwy W. , PMS 21341S6, Tillamook, OR 97141-9467, USA 
SOLO STRICTLY FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY. MISUSE MAY BE ILLEGAL. 

SEND $2.00 for 8-PAGE CATALOG 
MILITARY AWARDS I CERTIFICATES I MEDALS 

UNIVERSITY I COLLEGE I HIGH SCHOOL 
FOR ENTERTAINMENT & COLLECTORS 

Couch Potato Publishing 
443 FOX RUN DRIVE, BLUE RIDGE, GA 30513 

E-mail: WOSCPP1 998@YAHOO.COM 

MISCELLANEOUS . 
WANT ALTERNATE USA ID? Privacy, protection , 
peace of mind. Only $1898.00. Charles M. 
Gordon, 704-348-1528, 24 hours a day. Strictly 
confidential consulting services. Now call when 
ready with avai lable funds. 

FREEDOM LOVERS Learn how to legally reduce 
business/personal and capital gain taxes. Become 
lien , levy and judgement proof while earning spec
tacular income immediately. 24 hour message. 1-
800-576-2285. 

PHOTO ID CARDS- Drivers license, Birth certifi 
cates, SS cards, Passports and more. Fast service, 
reasonable prices. Free brochure. (614) 675-1440 
Recording. 

SALE: Male Power Pack. Creates/builds muscle, 
strength, stamina, endurance. Elevate Testosterone 
level 200%. Enhances virility-Instant recovery. 
Safe. 1-800-878-8844 

MINE, GRENADE & FIREARMS POSTERS: 50+ 
set; single posters and poster books avai lable. 
Securesearch , Inc., 3500 Pharmacy, U-4, Toronto, 
ON., Canada M1W 2T6. (1-416) 492-5349, Fax: (1-
416) 492-3656 

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION : Do you need sat 
com capabi lities for your mission, recreation or 
business. Virtual world wide coverage with hand 
held telephone and additional unique pager with 
super capabi lities. For information call (973) 379-
4054 
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Need NEWID? 
CREDIT·PRIVACY • 
Our Books Help You Get• New identity• Credit • New SSN 
• ID by mail •College degrees • Better jobs • Credit repair 
• Cash businesses • "Free Money" www.edenpress.com 

FREE PRIVACY CATALOG: 1-800-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS• Box 8410-AB •Fountain Valley, CA 92728 

Y2K PRODUCTS 
MRE'S (USGJ) w/ heaters $70/12 +shipping 
MILLENNIUM BEAN MIXES 
One man month in a stackable bucket 
Choose Millennium Bean, Pea, Rice, Chili, 
or Minestrone. $40/60 servings 
3600 Calorie Food Bars $6S/12 
MRE Chocolate Brownies $100/100 
MRE Wheat Snack Bread $60/80 
MRE Poundcakes $7S/100 Assorted 

Cata log $2 Survival C hecklist. $5 
PONDEROSA SPORTS & MERCANTILE 

68S4 Highway SS 208-793-3121 
Horseshoe Bend, Idaho 83629 

PHOTO l.D. CARDS 
Birth Certificates 

High School Diplomas 
College Degrees 

Trade School Diplomas 
Martial Arts Certificates 

Investigator, Security Certificates 
Marriage, Divorce Certificates 

Much More! 

Call Now! FREE BROCHURE! 
1-702-471-4444 

M.P.C. 

LYME DISEASE treatment endorsed by The 
National Foundation for Alternat ive Medicine. 
Antibiotics don't work. We pioneered chemical 
detox treatments. BMP Resources, Inc. New 
Orleans-Cosumel (504) 522-6599. www.bmpre
sources.com 

• ·Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactical Quads, Travel, 
Political, Vietnam , Nevis, Roswell , Anyplace! 7700 
Air Photos. Catalog $4.00 (refundable). 
MONARCH, Box 42003-203F, Phoenix, AZ 85080 

REAL ESTATE 
MENDICINO FOREST, remote 40 acres with 
springs, no road, biggest Ca. Bucks, surrounded by 
B.L.M. & Nature Conservatory. $38,500 owner may 
finance 707-579-4127 

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Over 100 different programs avail
able. Free recorded message: (707)448-3210. 
(8KW5) 

REMAILING SERVICES 
V COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL MAIL RECEIV
ING/FORWARDING, street address in Income Tax 
Free Florida . Remails, Fax receiving/sending. 
Wilton Manors Postal 52 W. Oakland Park Blvd., 
Suite SOF, Wilton Manors, FL, 33311-2520 

SURVEILLANCE 
COUNTERSURVEILLANCE 

Electronic Devices 
• Spy Pinhole Cameras $9900 
•Wireless Video • Voice Changer 

• Micro Recorders •Bug and 
Phone Tap Detectors • 

Locksmithing 
• Phone Call Register • Shotgun Mies 

• Realtime 15 Hour Telephone 
Recording System $14900 

• Vehicle Tracking System • And more .. . 
Catalog $5°0 

We will not be undersold 

SPY OUTLET 
P.O. Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 

(716) 695-8660 I 691-3476 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 
Publications • Videos 

$3 for details: 
LIFESTYLES-SF 

Box 661268, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

TRAINING 
INTERNATIONAL BODYGUARD ASSOC IA
TION· Basic & Specialist Bodyguard Courses 
held worldwide! Las Vegas 22-26 Nov.1999. 
Contact l.B.A. North America (West) 8003 Argyll 
Rd. Edmonton Ab. Canada T6C 4A9, Toll Free 1-
877-461-5700 . Website: www.q im.it/ iba/ Emai l : 
iba@compusmart .ab.ca 

ADVANCED-HARDCORE TRAINING- Increase 
your Speed- Power-Stamina. Send $ 12.00 to 
Extreme Power, PO Box 1370, Pearl City, HI , 
96782 , www.issatrainer.com/greg-juliano 

MARITIME SECURITY and Executi ve 
Protect ion , Technica l Su rvei llance , Counter
intellig ence, Career Development , Armorers 
Co urses/Tra ining. Call Enterprising Securities 
(770) 723-0773 or www.enterp risingsecuri
ties.com 

SURVIVAL TRAINING· Small Arms , Basic , 
Disaster. Extended courses including, Sniper 
and Special OPS, Private training. Send $2.00 
for lnfopak refundable MERC. ENTP. P.O. BOX 
633 Toast, NC 27049 

WANTED 
WANTED- Executive Protection Professionals. 
Internati onal Networking for contacts and employ
ment. Send $20.00 for lnfopak to: BASECA, P.O. 
Box 646, Essex Fells, N.J. 07021. 

WEBSITES 
FOR ONLY $25/month you can list your Website 
or Internet URL+ 10 words right here . This is a 
great way to get out the word on your site! 
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13983 Industry Avenue 

&J 
~ Becker, MN 55308 

)S'J~ PHONE 1-6 12-261 -5600 
'L/UULfr. • FAX 1-61 2-261 -5599 

p .A.NT ::e:: E R www.dpmsinc.com 
A R ::M 8 -mail : dpmsinc@aol.com 

Business Hours: 
M·F 8 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Central Time 

ACTION KNIVES Automatics, Butterflies, 
Nunchakus, Stars, Batons, Lasers, Knuckles, 
More. www.actionknives.com 

POLICE BADGES, Guns, Weapons "Find Icon 
Win Gift" www.maxsell.com (954-568-1480) 

SURPLUS/SURVIVAL: Low Prices - Free 
Shipping, www.GorillaGear.com 

VISITING LAS VEGAS? Visit our website 
www.thegunstore.com 

Y2K: WATER FILTERS, BARRELS, Pumps, 
Grain Mills, Organic Grains. 1-800-705-3479. 
www.wheatandgrain.com 

AUTHENTIC U.S. GOVT. ISSUE Army/Navy 
Surplus. Best Prices - Online catalog 
www.americanarmynavy.com Phone 888-566-
ARMY 

Adco ... . ........... 68 
Automatic Knife 

Resource Guide .... 29 
Baden K-9 ........... 70 
Blackhawk 

Industries ........ 8-9 
Brigade 

Quartermasters .... 14 
Bud K .............. 76 
Chase-Durer ..... Cover 4 
Cold Steel ........... 71 
Direct Action Video .... 33 
Eden Press .......... 77 
Energy House ...... . . 73 
Excalibur Electro 
Optics Inc. . . . . . . . . . . 6 
G. G. & G . . .......... 66 
G-Jo Institute ........ 72 
Global School 

of Investigation .... 77 
Glock ............... 21 
Gun Owners 

of America ........ 14 
Gun Video ........... 11 
Hatherleigh Publishing .30 
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The world's Finest Line 01 Themalic Mllltarr T's. 

WWW.7POIHT62DESIGH.COM 
San Diego, CA .• Ph. 858.693.4130 

RETAILERS I SALES REP INQUIRIES WELCOME 

2500+ Military Designs 

Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines 

Call now! Toll-free! 
1-888-223-1159 
Custom pins & patches available. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 

by Hoover's Mfg., Co. 
P.O.Box 547SF, P e ru , IL 6 1354 

F ax: 1-815-223 -1 499 

• Mfg. Eickhom-Solingen 
• Coll Stamped on Blade 

KIESLER'S AMEX, Discover, MC, Visa 
3300 Industrial Pkwy l 888 543 7537 Jeffersonville, IN 47130 - - -

ADVERTISERS 
INDEX 

Hogue Grips ......... 12 
Hoover Preparedness 
Supply .............. 68 
Hornady .......... 16-17 
Iron Wolf Enterprises .. 34 
Inter-American Security 

Products ...... 69, 76 
Ka-Bar Knives ..... 68, 72 
Kimber .............. 29 
L.A. Law Enforcers .... 75 
LAA Grizzly .......... 32 
Lile Handmade Knives .75 
LRRP K-9 Services .... 77 
Masters of Defense ..... 7 
Matthews 

Police Supply .... . . 77 
Michigan Body Armor .. 76 
Military Book Club .. 18-19 
Military Media ........ 15 
Moro Vision 

Night Vision ....... 75 

r-----------------, 
WORLD'S LARGEST 
SURPLUS MARKET 

for used military vehicles: 
jeeps, tanks, HMMWVs, ,..,.,.-~..n 

military trucks, more. 
1 OO's of ads, tech tips, 
how-to, articles, event 
listings, much more! 

!IILITARY ~ VEHICLES 
IIDl1 f1t'f!I 

1 year (six BIG 100+ page issues) 
USA $18, Canada $28, (Sample $5) 

12-L2 lndionhead, Morristown, NJ 07960 

L-----------------~ 

"BaDETE~ 
Explore a secret world! Fascinating 
new career.Experience a new \ 
adventure every day. l 
Dynamic home study course. 
Diploma, Badge. State approved. 

FREE DETECTIVE CAREER KIT 
1·800·742·9007 ht. 301 

DETECTIVE TRAINING Box 909 • San Juan Capo., CA 92693 

Paladin Press ......... 5 
Professional Career 

Development ..... 75, 76 
S&K Labs . ....... 75, 77 
Shooting Systems .... 76 
Silver Creek 

Industries ......... 75 
Silverman's .......... 10 
SOF Back Issues ..... 32 
SOFT-Shirts ......... 76 
SOS T-Shirts 

& Jackets ......... 67 
Southern Ordnance ... 73 
Southern Thunder ..... 55 
Springfield Armory .... 13 
Taurus ......... Cover 2 
Threat Response 

Systems ....... 25-28 
Thunder Ranch ....... 73 
Trijicon ............. 31 
U.S. Cavalry ......... 75 
USI Corp ............. 77 
Verity Press .......... 76 
watertanks.com .. Cover 3 
Wiggy's ............. 74 
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For Whom the Bell Tolls 

M
aybe you didn't get the 
word that two American 
soldiers died in Kosovo. 
The media were so busy 

bludgeoning the nation wi.th JFK, Jr. 's 
sad story that none of the major net
works bothered to report on the deaths 
of these two Army grunts. Brokaw, 
Jennings and Rather and the 24-hour 
news channels were all toq busy wailing 
over past and present Kennedy misfor
tunes, which - more than incidentally 
- kicked-up TV rating numbers and 
brought in big bucks. 

Thousands of newspapers around the 
nation also joined the mourning. But few 
carried even a mention of the names of the 
two soldiers who died in Kosovo, let alone 
told their stories. 

'1 

our media are so cavalier regarding these 
dangers is because those serving are all 
volunteers from other towns, other neigh
borhoods, other families. 

Perhaps the attitude expressed by 
Albright prevails among most citizens who 
don't have loved ones securing the new 
American Empire - that if they get hurt, 
so what, they're Regulars, they signed up 
for it. 

Maybe we should go back to the draft. 
Get back to sharing the pain between the 
rich and the poor, the black, the brown and 
the white. In Vietnam, once the upper 
classes started dying side-by-side with 
those at the bottom, that bad war suddenly 
became eve1y U.S. citizen 's concern, not 
just the poor's. 

These two soldiers were not Kennedy
famous, so they didn ' t rate much media 
time. They were just plain grunts from 
ordinary American families with the bad 
luck to be on patrol when their armored 
vehicle rolled over. They were G.I. Joes, 
not much different from the tens of thou
sands of American soldiers, sailors, 
Marines and airmen deployed around the 
world as the spearhead of "The Clinton 
Doctrine." Like JFK, Jr., our two dead 
warriors had loved ones, hopes, dreams 
and aspirations. But, unliky Kennedy, they 
died doing their duty while trying to bring 
peace to a province ripped asunder by 600 

Col. David Hackworth, (Ret.) also writes a 
syndicated weekly column titled "Defending 
America." "Hack" doesn 't putt any punches 
and many liberal rags won't carry his writ
ing. If your local paper falls into that cate
gory, ca.LL the editor and let him know you'd 
like to see "Defending America" on the Op
Ed page. It's syndicated by King Features, 
235 E. 45th St. , New York, NY 10017. 

Had JFK, Jr. bought it in that armored 
vehicle in the killing fields of Kosovo 
instead of while winging off to the Cape 
for a weekend of wedding fun, the media 
- and certainly the powerful Kennedy 
family - would be asking some hard 
questions. 

You can bet your 401K that if an 
Albright, a Gore, a Bush or a Gates were 
blown apart in one of Clinton's global vil
lages, these questions would be asked: 
"Why are we trying to police the world? 
Why are so many of our soldiers put at such 
high risks? Why are so many bodybags 
being filled with our youth when our 

years of civil strife. 
Sherwood Brim and William Wright have now joined David 

Gibbs, Kevin Reichert anp Anthony Gilman, soldiers who also 
recently died in the Balkaps. Let's not forget any of them or the 
scores of other service men and women who've paid the supreme 
price, just since 1993, when "The Clinton Doctrine" received its 
baptism by fire and 18 American warriors were killed in the streets 
of Mogadishu. 

Since then more than LOO uniformed guardians of this country 
have died while on global duty executing Madeleine Albright's 
"Indispensable Nation" strategy. But you seldom hear about these 
deaths unless the catastrophe is so big it can' t be bidden or ignored 
- like the shootout in Somalia or the U.S. Air Force hotel bomb
ing in Saudi Arabia. 

We take for granted the grave dangers our warriors face in 
places like Bosnia, Colombia, Haiti, Kuwait and now Kosovo, 
where, as I write this , soldiers are at maximum alert for terrorist 
rockets , ambushes and incoming hand grenades. 

Perhaps the reason so many Americans and the majority of 
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national security isn ' t involved? Why is 
Clinton still trying to fix all the problems in the world on our war
riors' backs when those being "saved" want "Yankee [to] go home?" 

On the seventh day of the media extravaganza on JFK, Jr.'s 
death, an Army recon plane went down over Colombia. All five 
missing soldiers are presumed dead. Again, this story got little 
press coverage. 

If we had a draftee Army again, the bell would not toll just for 
our royalty, but for every American in this land of the free and the 
equal. 

Bet you a buck, it would toll a lot less frequently, too. 

Http://www.hackworth.com is the address of 
David Hackworth's home page. 

Copyright 1999 David H. Hackwo1th 
Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Hackworth's best-selling book, Hazardous Duty, has topped 
90,000 copies in worldwide sales. ~ 
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Recently, the American Red Cross and the U.S. Government 
recommended storing food and water before January 1, 2000. 

Which led us to one conclusion. 

It's amazing how smart our customers are. 

Shop our en tire select ion ON THE WEB @ 

www.watertanks.com 

Or coll to ll free for our FREE Spring 1999 Cotalog : 

water barrels • water storage • water treatment • food storage • food sys
tems • fuel storage • largest selection of alternative energy products / solar 
& wind-up • emergency supplies • gas masks • Deep Well Pumps • water fil
ters • cand le lanterns • herbal first aid & medicine • gr ind ers •ozone machines 
•distillers• tool kits• stoves• wood-fired water heaters • generators 
Ask us about the our "exclusive" manual deep well pump for depths up to 300 feet. 

1-888-742-6275 
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H110-3 

Ge# 4 books for 98' 
with 111e111bership 

0 YES! Please enroll me in The Military 
Book Clu/.P according to the risk-free membership 

a CJ CJ 1< c: Lu a ·** plan described in this ad. Send me the 4 BOOKS I've 
www.MILITARYBooKCLUB.com indicated. Bill me just 98¢ , plus shipping and handling. 

SAVE EVEN MORE! Send me this book now and 
reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me an 
added $4.99, plus shipping and handling. 

Mr./Mrs. 

(write book number) 

ES094 96 

Please write book 
numbers here: 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

42 

Miss/Ms. _____________ ~~~~-------------
(please print) 

Address _______________________ Apt. ____ _ 

City _______________ State ________ ZIP _____ _ 

Telephone, please( ___ ------------------------

If under 18, please have parent sign here. _________________ _ 

Members accepted in U.S.A. only. Sales tax added where applicable. We reserve the right to reject any application. SOF 11 /1 /99 
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MILITARY PILOTS RELY ON 

CHASE-DURER 
Precision Instruments 
• Precision OSSO Quartz Movement 
• PowerAlarm • Date Window 
• 1/10th Sec, Split & Lap Time 
• Hardened Mineral Crystal Lens 
• Solid Stainless Steel Case 
• Full Glow SPO/Tritium Hands 
• Screw-in Crown & Back • Elapsed Time 
• Revolving CountdownBezel • W/R to 330 ft 

$450Value NOW ONLY $249 + 9.95s&h 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL: 
1-800-544-4365 

Ask for o erator 205 
SEE CHASE-DURER WATCHES AT: ARIZONA Scottsdale SCHUBACH (480) 946-
6000 CALIFORNIA Burbank TIMEPIECE (818) 559-9557 Canoga Park PRECIOUS 
IMAGE (818) 883-2 196 Chico SCOTI'S 5TH AVE (530) B99-7080 Chino WATCHES PLUS 
(909) 591-4930 Costa Mesa JOSTMAR (714) 966-2661 Glendora GOLD'N'TIME (626) 857-
0717 Granada Hills BOYADJIAN (818) 831-0753 I NORMAN'S FINE JWRLY (818) 831-0210 La 
Jolla C.J. CHARLES (800) 900-7296 Long Beoch MKOTI PICH (562) 433-3530 Monterey GASPERS 
(831) 375-5332 Palm Springs GADI (7 60) 323- 1838 Redondo Beach FINLEY'S (310) 79 1-3052 San 
Bernardino TEKIN BROS (909) 888-2369 San Diego LONDON GATE (619) 270-6565 San Dimas Y2K JEWELERS 

• 30 Day 
Money Back 
Guarantee 

• 5 Year Ltd 
Warranty 

• Same Day 
Shipping 

(909) 592-0666 San Pedro RON'S JEWELERS (3 10) 833-4024 Santa Clara COUNTY COMM (408) 244-4750 Tarzana DARYA (818) 881-4653 Toluca Lake GENERALES 
& GENERALES (818) 763-9768 Venice GOOD SEE CO. (310) 452-5357 Visalia JEWELRY CLUB (559) 625-3119 Yorba Linda DAVID HAYMAN (7 14) 996-9033 
COLORADO Beaver Creek JEWELS BY SHILPI (970) 7 48-0441 Denver RIGHT TIME (303) 691-2521 Ft. Collins VINTAGE WATCH (888) 561 -TIME CONNECTICUT 
Stamford PETER SUCHY (203) 327-0024 FLORIDA Clearwater ZOLTAN (727) 536-4478 Cocoa Beach BEACH JLRS (407) 783-3756 Palm Harbor MARC ANTHONY 
(813) 789-9005 I SUTION PLACE (813) 771 -0205 Pinellas Park FLA JEWELRY (727) 521-0098 Sarasota SARASOTA GOLD & SILVER (941) 371- 1644 St Petersburg 
GOLDEN SAILS (813) 38 l -1414 Tampa ALDO BRIONI (813) 253-2288 I G. ALLAN JLRS (727) 968-4834 I GOLD PALMS (813) 839-2496 KING JLRS (813) 287-2599 Vera 
Beach DUBOSE & SONS (561) 770-9160 GEORGIA Augusta DORIS DIAMONDS (706) 733-6747 ILLINOIS Chicago SABRINA JLRS (773) 275-6291 Lake Forest 
CLOCKWORKS (847) 234-7272 IN DIANA Zionsville JEWEL BOX (317) 873-5076 MASSACHUSETIES Florence MURDOFF'S (413) 586-0445 MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis THURSTON JWLRS (612) 823-0778 MISSOURI Liberty THE POLISHED EDGE (816) 781-6360 NORTH CAROLINA Asheville GALYEN ·JWLRS (828) 274-
9014 Salisbury DEE'S JWLRS (704) 636-71l0 NEVADA Las Vegas WORLD MERCHANT (702) 383-8333 NEW JERSEY Depford WATCH WEAR (609) 853-4840 
ElazibethSALERMO JWLRS (908) 289-779 1 Hamilton WATCH WEAR (609) 272-9444 Jersey City TIME SQUARE (201) 656-3326 I WEST SIDE (201) 332-5553 Point 
Pleasant GOLD FEVER (732) 892-3535 Secaucus MAHTANI (201) 348-1667 South River GRECO (732) 254-6 161 Westwood WATCH OUT (20 1) 358-1806 Upper 
Saddle River GREGORIO (201) 327-8920 NEW YORK Jackson Heights EMERALD (718) 478-8518 Manhattan MOVING TIME (212) 944-9064 I VINCENT GERARD 
(212) 732-6400 Staten Island BANDSTAND (718) 983-7996 I GOFF (718) 698-7075 OKLAHOMA Oklahoma City TRUST HOUSE (405) 842-0554 OREGON Portland 
GARY SWANK (503) 288-7273 PENNSYLVANIA Allentown SALOMON (610) 433-151 1 Kennett Square BOVE JLRS (6 10) 444-4525 Philadelphia GOVBERG (215) 
557- l 002 Stroudsberg STOECKEL JWLRY (71 7) 421-0590 Wayne PRINS & VOLKHARDT (6 l 0) 687 -8840 RHODE ISLAND Middletown WATCHES ETC (401) 84 7-41 79 
VIRGINIA Alexandria DOMINION (703) 237-6918 McLean DIAMOND CREATIONS (703) 883 -1818 WASHINGTON Spokane WATCH WORLD (509) 482-0743 
WISCONSIN Wisc Rapids DIAMOND (7 15) 423-8333 MEXICO Mexico City CASO (525) 580-6949 ... AND AT OTHER FINE JEWELERS 

CH.ASE-DURER 270 No. Canon Dr • PMB 1402-205 •Beve rl y Hill s, CA 90210 www.CHASE-DURER.com 
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